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New Horizon: Grade 2, Multi Plus 2
Challenge: A Town in China, pp. 66-67
Name: Akira Arata, Yoshino JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 A Town in China
Objective: Students can introduce their town in English.
Lesson Plan:
Greetings
Warm Up

Main Lesson

Closing Remarks

1 Greet each other.
10

1
2

Reading practice of short English sentences.
ALT ask students about the contents

1 Check today’s Aim
Aim: Let’s introduce our town in English.
2 Show students some pictures of Fujian Tulou and tell them
about this town.
3 Read the English sentences of P66 and grasp the
outline.
4 ALT asks some question about the outline.
(1) What are these?
35
(2) How many rooms are there in this house?
(3) How many families or people live in this house?
(4) What do they do if they are hungry?
5 Students write English about their town.
Ex. How can we introduce our town (place in our town)
to appeal to tourists?
6 Students present their English and share their expressions
with each other.
1 Consolidate the class.
5
2 Tell students about the assignment.
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Name: Andreas Birzer, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2, Multi Plus 2 Challenge: A Town in China, pp. 66-67
Objective: Get the students to learn how to listen for important information and get the students interested in
learning about foreign cultures.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Give a natural/normal greeting
Warm Up (~10 minutes)
 Do a quick review of grammar learned recently/grammar necessary for the lesson.
 Do a flash card challenge where students compete against each other to give the meaning of a word the
fastest.
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
 Show them a short but interesting video (like those made by the BBC) about an interesting foreign culture.
 After the video, ask students to discuss with each other what they heard/understood.
 Give them a basic questionnaire which asks them to answer basic things about the contents of the video, but
don’t have them do it. Just have them read it. The questionnaire should ask things such as country,
population, and other important information about the culture.
 Ask the students what kind of words/sentences they should be listening for and write them on the board.
The students can also do this in groups before they share with the class.
 Show them the video again and see if they can fill in the questionnaire.
 If this goes well, show them another video and repeat the process.
 Give opportunities for the students to discuss these new and strange cultures with each other. They can do
this in Japanese, but they should try and use as much English as possible.
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback (~5 minutes)
(Extra time)
 Use this time to emphasize that there are many different cultures around the world and that learning
about them is important.
 Give students a small homework assignment. Have the students research a culture of their choice and
write English sentences to give the information required on the questionnaire (no eitaku).

Name: Reika Matsunaga, Tanegashima Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon 2: Multi+2: A Town in China
Objective: (1) To learn about a town in China
(2) To learn about a hometown of ALT
(3) To write some sentences about “my town”
Lesson Plan:
Learning
Process
Warm up

Main
Lesson

Students' activities

Time
(min.)

1 Greeting
2 Warm up
(1) Line Game（Teachers－Students）
Answer the questions ALT and JTE ask
(2) Q&A（Students－Students）
Ask questions and answer them
Each other in pairs
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3 Confirm Today's Goal

35

2

Today's Goal
To introduce my town

Closing
Remarks

4 Read the text about a town in China and
answer the questions
5 Listen to ALT’s speech about
his hometown and ask questions about it
6 Write some sentences about “my town”
7 Presentation
(1) Introduce my town
(2) Answer the questions teachers and other
Students ask
8 Listen to ALT's comments
9 Confirm the homework
10 Greeting
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Name: Eric Maue, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: Horizon, p. 66, A Town in China
Objective: Students learn to present the story using appropriate gestures for better understanding.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm-up (10 min)
Talk about a recent event in the ALT’s life using simple English and gestures. Teach common differences in
gestures between U.S. and Japan (pointing at chest for oneself vs. pointing at nose, directing hand instead of
finger at someone, the way we count with fingers, etc.)
Main lesson (35 min)
Ask students to gesture the words or phrases that can be easily gestured, such as:
This picture, look, round, big, huge, first, food, hungry, houses, together, downstairs, you, my, our, etc.
After the students show how they would gesture, the ALT shares how he would gesture, if clarity is needed.
Form groups/teams. A volunteer from each group presents the story using gestures. Monitor which students
use the most and the most appropriate gestures. Best team wins.
Closing remarks, student feedback
Ask students if they have better ideas for gesturing, or if they know of other words/phrases in the story that can
be gestured.
Explain that one method of learning English through memorization or reading stories in English is to use
gestures. This not only helps the audience understand the English, but it also helps the presenter understand the
story better.

Name: Jose Molina, Satsuma Town BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon 2: Multi+2: A Town in China
Objective: Introduce students to the lifestyles of other cultures through English using Fujian in China as an
example.
Lesson Plan:
Warm Up (~10 min):
• Ask students to describe a typical house in Japan
• Ask if they know of any cultures that differ and how
Main Lesson (~40 min):
•
Understand the passage
• Read passage together / students repeat after the teacher
• Students read aloud, one sentence each
• Students review the text one more time by reading silently
• Students discuss the content of the passage as groups and try to summarize
• Teacher asks the students content questions (such as those in “Let’s Try”)
• Briefly introduce the lifestyles of other cultures with pictures (EG – The Korowai people who live in trees)
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• Students listen and take notes
•
Have the kids come up with their own societies and own unique lifestyles in groups and present them to
the class
• They can draw pictures and describe how these people live
• Can even include other information like what they eat, how they dress, etc.

Name: Logan Morley, Satsuma Town BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2: Multi Plus 2 Challenge - A Town in China, pp. 66-67
Objective: To provide an engaging and fun opportunity for students to use a combination of English grammar
and skills they have learned to write and present an original story about their actual home, or a fictional home,
using the “A Town in China” textbook lesson as an example.
Lesson Plan:
Lesson Plan - A Town in Wherever – [50 minutes]
Better-than-Good Greeting and Warm-up - [3 minutes]
 Every lesson should start with an awesome, energetic greeting with the students, as this pays off with
much more engaging lessons and student participation. It should be better than good, not just the usual
“Good morning, class. How are you? How's the weather?” (etc). Be creative, be fun, and make it
awesome. Preferably, use commentary that includes some of the grammar that will be covered or
reviewed in the lesson that day.
◦ As JTE and ALT, feel free to exchange a joke or two, and involve the class with a question or two
about something funny or interesting.
◦ [Remember: Much of teaching is not actually teaching, it's engaging students so they want to learn
something. Don't just teach, help them learn. Do this, and students will get much more out of your
lesson.]
Introduction of Lesson and Example - [7 minutes]
 The JTE will first explain what will be covered in this lesson and its goal, the activity to follow, and what
will be expected of the students.
 The textbook example A Town in China on p.66 will then be read in its entirety by the ALT.
◦ The JTE will check with the students that they understand the story and its grammar.
◦ The students will then be asked to look at p.67, which provides a short back story (in Japanese) of
the previous story, and an opportunity for the students to try their hands at writing an original story.
Note: the activities on this page are largely substituted for with the below activity.
ALT Original Example Walk-through - [7 minutes]
 The ALT will then present an original example based on the A Town in China story. This can be done
either by prepared presentation (via projector, etc), or alternatively, it can be written on the blackboard.
◦ The blackboard should be used to feature key grammar and vocabulary, which can be referenced
later when the students will write their own original stories.
 The ALT will use grammar as presented in the story, such as: “Look at this picture~” “~this is...,”
“People call them~” and so on.
◦ Attention should be paid to using specific, descriptive statements regarding the town.
◦ The ALT should also clearly read each sentence they write or present out loud.
◦ After the ALT presents their story, the JTE will help translate the story as needed, and highlight key
areas and changes the ALT has used to make their story original.
Main Activity: Students' Original Examples - [30 minutes]*
 Students will begin writing their own original story using the textbook and ALT's examples as guides.
◦ Their first priority will be to decide a place for their story to be based on. Both fictionalized and
realistic locations are encouraged. [Bonus points for creative, fun, and particularly outlandish
stories!]
◦ During this time, the ALT and JTE should walk around the class and check on each individual
student.
◦ Particularly difficult grammar or key points should be written on the blackboard as students ask
questions and work on their stories. Many times, the ideas of a few creative students, when shared
with the class as a whole, will help spark greater creativity and awareness of what is possible in the
writing of each student's own story.
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Students will then be asked to read their stories out loud to the class. There are a few requirements
[explained before the students began the writing activity]:
◦ Every student must write at least eight sentences describing their place, and present it to the class.
◦ The class, following each presentation, should give the presenter a good amount of applause. The
minimum level of applause is a strong clap. Stronger or funnier presentations can receive louder
clapping, cheering, or even hoots and hollers if they are particularly interesting.
◦ We will note the three most-cheered-for stories, and those three students will be rewarded with
certificates signed by the ALT and JTE.
◦ *[Note: Depending on class size and time constraints, the writing activity may be used as a 30
minute standalone activity, and presentations moved to the next class day.]
Awards Presentation, Class Wrap-up, and Closing Remarks - [3 minutes]
 Conclude the class in as awesome of a way as possible. [Bonus points to the ALT and JTE teams who
take a class photo with the award winners in front and all students cheering. Additional bonus points
for printing and laminating this photo for their homeroom wall!]

Name: Motoko Noguchi, Kotokuji JHS
Textbook Lesson: (P66 A Town in China)
Objective: Learn new material
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
(time)
Greeting
(1min.)
Warm Up
(3min.)
Introduction of
today’s material
(3min.)

Students’
activities

Teacher’s activities

Quick Q&A

Help students with Help students to
their fluency
their accuracy

Guess what the
picture is and
understand the
goal.
Words and
Read the English
phrases
explanation and
(10min.)
understand the
meaning and
practice
pronunciation
Comprehension Read the article
(23min.)
and fill the
sentences in the
blank.
One S from each
group has to find
them and tell the
other group
members what
they read.
Answer the
questions on the
handout.

ALT’s activities

To tell what Ss
learn

Ask some
puestions about
the picture.

Give handouts for
new words and
phrases and help
Ss to understand
the meaning.

Make Ss practice
new words and
phrases

Help Ss to read
the sentences and
answer the
questions.

Help Ss to read
the sentences and
check the answers.

Evaluation &
Teaching
points
Ss’ fluency and
accuracy
should be
checked.
Show a
pictures first to
get their
interests.
Draw some
pictures to help
Ss to
understand
Choose 5～6
sentences.
Sentences are
put on the wall
or any places in
the classroom.
Some pictures
should be in
the handout to
help
understand
easily.
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Consolidation
(10min.)

Write some
comments about
the article.
(more than 2
sentences.)

Help Ss write their
comments.

Check Ss writing
and give some
comments.

Review some
expressions to
write
comments.

Name: Kaori Ukari, Hoshigamine Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Multi Plus2 Challenge A Town in China New Horizon English Course2
Objective: (1) be able to know about a town called “Fujian Tulou”.
(2)
be able to make a presentation of the houses or towns of a country in the world.
(3)
develop their writing and speaking skills.
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
Students’ Activities
Teachers’ Assistance
(time)
ＡＬＴ
ＪＴＥ
(Greeting)
Warm Up &
Review
(5min.)
Introduction
to / of today’s
material
(5min.)

Answer the ALT’s
questions.

ALT ask questions
about “Fujian Tulou”.

Listen to the JTE and
ALT.
Understand what to
do.

ALT explains how to
make a presentation.
and shows the
example.

Words and
phrases
(5min.)
Comprehension
( 30min.)

Listen and repeat.

Pronounce the useful
expressions

Consolidation
( 5min.)

Make groups.
Work in groups and
make a presentation.
1.Read a passage about
a house or a town
written in Japanese.
2.decide what they are
going to tell to the
class.
3.write a passage.
4.practice speaking
Give a presentation to
the class.

JTE explains in
Japanese if necessary.
Explain the meanings.
Give each groups a
handout.

Walk around the room Walk around the room
and help each groups . and help each groups.
Check students’
English.

Give comments about
the presentation.

Name: Michael Wasson, Satsuma Sendai BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2: Multi Plus 2 Challenge - A Town in China, pp. 66-67
Objective: Goals. On the very first day, ALTs are asked to introduce themselves whether that is with physical
or digital photographs, souvenirs, video, and so forth. Although the self-introduction can last as long as a
Japanese jikoshoukai or as long as simply what you’ve brought for that day.
The purpose of this lesson is intersect the common introduction with cultural and self-significant vocabulary
that might help to illustrate a brighter portrait of the ALT (or any new guest one might have in their classroom).
Also, like storytelling and aural comprehension, students are tasked to familiarize themselves with a given set of
words and then listen for the key words to try their best to understand meaning.
Lesson Plan:
Materials: Series of about 10-15 photographs on a flash drive. Technology screen and connected computer.
W A R M – U P. Pictionary or students’ short introductions in English | 10-15 minutes
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B O D Y | 30 minutes. Start with writing on the board 15-ish vocabulary words. Make sure these words come
from the photographs you’ve brought along with you. Your JTE can often just translate orally and
gesture to the words and make each clear for the students, too.
Sample vocabulary words/phrases | Old bridge, big river, forest fires, tipi, creation story, wide spaces, culture,
Native American/Indigenous, heavy snowfall, Heart of the Monster, salmon fishing, hometown, My
pets’ names are, large mountains, early autumn…
Once you’ve cleared this all up with the students, use measured, Basic English to take the students through the
photoseries you’ve brought. Remember to try and stick to the wording and phrasing you initially wrote
down. It’s always good to backtrack to ask “Do you understand?” Also, do keep in mind the simplicity
of “A Town in China” (pg. 66 New Horizon) so it’s best to stick to that as a model.
E N D. Questions and wrap up with JTE and students |10 minutes
Note* This can be difficult, but it straddles the linguistic idea that we retain by attaching ourselves to new words
within context. This lesson is inspired by how I learned and studied my indigenous language—where my
elders would tell me particular words and then tell stories with those particulars embedded within the
fabric of the oration.

Name: Ayumi Yoshinaga, Konan JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Grade 2, Multi Plus 2 Challenge: A town (lesson 2)
Objective: To practice writing and talking about the places where you want to live.
And have the students consider of the places through being a tour guide.
Lesson Plan: Greeting
Warm Up ( ~10 minutes )
・ Introduce topic of the place.
・ Review the new words and the structure of the presentation.
・ English shiritori
・ Listen to ALT’s presentation of the place where she lives and students ask the ALT about their questions.
Main Lesson ( ~35)
・ They take memos on their hound-out what they can find out.
・ Explain format of the lesson
1. Students make groups
2. Students can ask the JTE and ALT then assist students when necessary.
4. Students must make presentation with the PC.
5. Students must make presentation at least 4 sentences Eg. “Name of the place.”, “Famous food, place,
person”, “History”, “ Reason why I want to go.”
・ Demonstration
1. Each group have the demonstration in front with the PC
2. The Other students ask questions and
3. Presenters must answer the questions to inspire the other students want to go there.
4. The other students give the presenters evaluation, such as attitude, volume, contents, interests,
5. And give the presenter the listeners’ opinion in English.
Closing Remarks / Student Feedback ( ~5miniutes)
(Extra time)
Arrow students their own guide book at the school library and show the other graders
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New Horizon: Grade 2
Unit 7: My Favorite Movie, pp. 74-78
Name: Maya Aley, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2, Unit 7: My Favorite Movie, pp. 74-78
Objective: Review comparatives and superlatives. Allow the students to think creatively and make their own
comparative associations between a number of familiar objects.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting/Warm Up (~5 minutes)
·
Quick review of comparatives and superlatives using a line game
Main Lesson (~30 minutes)
·
Have students form small groups. (4~6 students, depending on class size)
·
Give each group a set of small printed pictures to create associations between.
o Ex: Totoro, Doraemon, Tony Tony Chopper, Spiderman, Batman, Superman, Tokyo Skytree,
Eiffel Tower, Tokyo Tower, Mt. Sakurajima, Mt. Everest, Mt. Aso, Sapporo, Tokyo,
Kagoshima, a rabbit, a snail, a spaceship, a person, a bicycle, a car, etc.
·
Explain activity:
1. Students must form pictures into sets of 3s. Ex. Totoro, Doraemon, and Tony Tony Chopper.
2. Students must create one sentence using a comparative. Ex. “Tony Tony Chopper is cuter
than Doraemon.”
3. Students must create a second sentence using a superlative. Ex. “Totoro isthe cutest of the three.”
(Students should use the same adjective for one set of 3 pictures)
·
Explain that each group should discuss and create their own sets of pictures, and not worry about
having the “correct” answer. (This works best if you give them pictures that have both obvious themes, such
as superheroes, buildings, and mountains, and those that are vague, such as general objects and animals.)
Presentations (~10 minutes)
·
Have each group present one of their sets of pictures.
·
After each presentation, ask if any other groups created the same set of 3 pictures, and if they
described them in a different way.
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback (~5 minutes)
(Variations)
· Give each group a large piece of colored poster paper, and have them glue the pictures into the sets
they created, and write the sentences underneath. Put each group’s poster on the blackboard while
making presentations.
· For higher-level classes, have them write more sentences, possibly using the antonym. (A bicycle is
faster than a rabbit. A snail is slower than a rabbit. A bicycle is the fastest of the three.)
· For lower-level classes, give them a list of adjectives they might be able to use (cute, tall, high, big,
small, fast, hot, cold, strong, cool, etc.) or refer them to p.121 of the textbook.

Name: Brittany Brockman, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Unit 7: My Favorite Movie (Page 74)
Objective: Introduce the use of the comparative and superlative grammar “-er” and “-est,” and get the students
to use these grammar points to express their opinions and knowledge by writing and speaking.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting: Ask the students the Day, Date, Weather, and Time.
Warm-up (5 minutes):
Quick line game using vocabulary and questions from previous chapters.
Main Lesson (40 minutes)
1. JTE and ALT do a short skit using the target grammar. The students listen to the skit and try to understand
the meaning of what is being said. (5min)
2. JTE introduces grammar briefly. (5 min)
3. Activity: ALT gives an example presentation comparing their favorite movies, video games, books, etc. to
other things. (5 min)
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Examples: Hello Kitty and Rilakkuma are cute, but Kutsushita Nyanko is the cutest. I like Dragonball better
than One Piece, because Goku is stronger than Luffy.
Students write their own sentences about things they like. (15 min) The JTE and ALT answer questions and
check the students’ work while they write. Then the students present their work and give feedback to others in
small groups (5 min)
Students can volunteer to read their sentences to the class, if they want. (5min)
Closing (5 minutes):
JTE does a quick review of the grammar to ensure the students’ understanding.

Name: Tony Cimino, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon 2, pp. 74-78, My Favourite Movie
Objective: Students practice writing full English sentences while taking part in a fun group-based activity.
Lesson Plan:
Warm-up (~5 minutes)
The JTE and ALT have a short conversation about a subject similar to the pending group activity while
the class listens. Relevant props or printed images are a good idea.
JTE: “<ALT>, how was your weekend?”
ALT: “I had a good weekend! I watched a new anime called <anime A>. I liked it very much.”
JTE: “Why do you like <anime A>?”
ALT: “I like <anime A> because it’s exciting and I think the main character is really cool. What is
your favourite anime?”
JTE: “My favourite anime is <anime B> because it has a happy story and beautiful artwork.”
Have the students form pairs and tell them to discuss the warmup topic in English for one minute.
Preparation (~10 minutes)
Split students into groups of four to six and have them move their desks together. The JTE and ALT
explain to the students that the ALT wants to buy some new movies, but he/she wants advice from
students on which movies to buy. Each group will be randomly assigned one movie to promote. Hand
out an A4 movie poster (showing an image and the name of the movie) and a Japanese-to-English
dictionary to each group. The movies chosen for this activity should be very well-known among the
students. Tell the students that everyone from the three winning groups will be given prizes (stickers,
sweets, or whatever). Every student will have their own worksheet. The worksheet should have a box of
useful words and phrases, possibly with their Japanese translations too. For example: interesting, exciting,
famous, love, science fiction, horror, adventure, scary, cool, etc. The purpose of this is to help lower-level students
who might otherwise get stuck. Of course, most students will also use keywords they know from
memory and from the dictionary.
Mapping (~10 minutes)
Each student brainstorms useful words and phrases while writing them down on their own worksheet.
Japanese is OK at this point, because it can be translated into English with the help of the dictionary and
other group members in the next step. It is OK for students to refer to their textbook and past
worksheets for reference. Both JTE and ALT drift between groups, giving students encouragement and
providing minimal assistance.
Integration (~15 minutes)
Hand out a big sheet of blank A2 poster paper, and a marker pen to each group. Students in each group
are assigned roles of group leader, poster writer, and dictionary user. The students discuss their ideas
within their groups, translate any Japanese phrases to English, write draft sentences on their worksheets,
and then write the final sentences on the poster. Both JTE and ALT drift between groups, giving
students encouragement and providing minimal assistance. The poster’s first sentence should have the
structure: “I think you should buy ____ because _____”. Write this template on the blackboard. Tell the
students that each poster must have at least three sentences. The remaining sentences can have any
structure, provided they’re at least somewhat correct.
Presentation and judging (~10 minutes)
After some time, all groups should have finished writing their sentences on the posters. Collect all the
A2 posters. Ask each group to come to the front of the class in turn. One member of each group reads
out the sentences to the class. The ALT then judges the groups based on the quality of their writing and
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awards 1st, 2nd and 3rd places. Point out examples of good sentences from the winning groups. Distribute
prizes to all members of the winning groups. The ALT should tell the students that he/she will soon
enjoy watching the winning groups’ movies.

Name: David Cook and Sayuri Nakao, Kagoshima City BOE

Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 My Favorite Movie
Objective: Improve Grammatical knowledge, speaking and listening skills. Aims of this period
Students will be able to: Understand and form sentences expressing comparisons. Compare aspects of different
countries
Lesson Plan:
時間 Teaching Flow Student’s Activities
Teachers guide/help
Notes Evaluation
JTE
ALT
3
Greeting
1. Greet the teachers
Greet the
Greet the
students
students
Warm up

2. listen to ALT
Guess which is stronger with
arm wrestling
Make the sentences

Help the
students

Ask a two
students to
come to the
from of the
class

Review

3. Repeat after ALT

Let students
review the
comparative
& superlative
degree

Read the
table of
regular
comparison

Show the table of
regular comparison

Goal Setting

4. Understand today’s goal

Show the goal

Listening

5. Listen to ALT & JTE.
Understand that they say.

Show the
sentence
which are
better than
England

Show the
sentences
which are
better than
Japan.

Ex. Japan is larger
than England. Big
Ben is older than
Tokyo Tower.

Help the
students
Give the
students
worksheet

Show the
example
Help the
students.

Take some
students, which
aren’t good at
writing English
into consideration

Look around

Evaluate
each works.

6. Make sentence
Writing

7. Evaluate each other
Evaluation
Assignments

8. Listen about the next lesson.
9. Closing greeting

Closing

Tell about the
next lesson
Closing
greeting

Closing
greeting

Warm up:
The ALT will ask two students to volunteer. These students will come to the front of the class. The rest
of the class will be asked “Who is stronger, Student A or Student B?” The rest of the students will call
out the name of the student that they think is stronger. The ALT should mime and use gestures as much
as possible to aid understanding without the use of Japanese. This should serve as an initial introduction
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to the grammar point for the students, although they will not be required to produce anything
themselves at this point.
The students should then arm-wrestle in front of the class. The ALT will then explain “Student A is
stronger than Student B”. The whole class must repeat this. This further familiarises students with the
grammatical structure. After this, an in depth grammatical explanation should be much more easily
understood.
This can be repeated multiple times. Other ideas include “Who can jump higher?” “ Who is taller?” Also
thumb-wars could be used to show who is faster.
Today’s goal:
A short explanation, including simple notes on the board to be copied into students’ notebooks for
future reference. This should focus on the sentences that have already arisen in class. This will allow
students to relate the grammar point to the real- life example that they have just seen.
Writing exercise:
The ALT will show some facts relating Japan to their home country. Ideal suggestions would include
weather, population size, size of landmarks etc. The students could then construct their own sentences,
eg Japan is hotter than the UK.
This would be an ideal time to utilise the technology in the classroom, finding real-time weather
information for example. This helps to relate the language to current phenomena that children can easily
relate to, rather than abstract concepts.
Children should be encouraged to suggest other comparisons that could be made. Searching the internet
for these facts could enlighten both students and teachers alike! Allowing the students to take an active
role in steering the direction of the class in this section will promote a deeper level of ownership over
their own study.
Using the facts that have been mentioned. The students should each compose a short essay of four to
five sentences comparing Japan and the ALT’s home country (or any other country for that matter).
Promoting a sense of international knowledge through student-led classroom activities is crucial to
engaging students with the subject matter when acquiring a new language,
４．Evaluation
Were students able to;
1 understand the expressions of the comparative & superlative degree?
2 listen to ALT and understand about cultures in another country?
This lesson plan is very customisable and allows for an organic progression, which will naturally vary
considerable from class to class, in accordance with students’ linguistic level and personal interests. The
grammatical point is presented in an engaging and interactive way, with the focus being on student-produced
language and away from lengthy grammatical explanations and abstract subject matter.

Name: Edward Danks, Kirishima BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizons page 74-78
Objective: Learn about favourite films
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Simple greeting asking how they are, the day/date and the weather
Warm-up
For the warm-up I will play the ‘Bomb Game’, where all the students stand up and they answer questions
allowing the answerer and a number of those around him/her to sit down (the number and direction of those
who are allowed to sit it determined by the ALT/JTE).
I will make the game relevant to the main learning aims by making the questions applicable to the topic at hand,
in this case, films (specifically comparisons of films).
An example of a question could be: Which of these films is a love story, Titanic or Lord of the Rings?
Main Activity
For the main activity, the ALT and JTE will explain in simple English their favourite films and the reasons
behind the decision. This will follow a previously discussed formula specific to the teachers but would likely be
along the lines of…
Harry Potter is my favourite film because; it is a fantasy film, I like the main characters, it is suitable for all ages, it doesn’t focus
too much on romance (which I don’t like) etc.
11

These reasons for liking the films will be subsequently compared for the class to understand the point of the
exercise.
Students will then think of their own favourite films, and write down the reasons they like the films. Once this is
complete, they will move in to pairs and compare their choices.
The students will then come up to the JTE and ALT and briefly present their selections as partners, explaining
where their choices differ, and why that is the case. This is preferable to class presentation as students can come
to present in their own time and there is significantly less pressure on each group.
Round Off
To round off the teaching pair can go around the class asking each person to say their favourite film along with
one or two reasons for selection (time depending).
Thank student for hard work and say goodbye.

Name: Emily Rose Eiseman, Nakatane BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizons: Unit 7 - 'My Favorite Movie'
Objective: The students will be introduced to comparative adjectives and familiarized with their use in a fun
and stress-free setting.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
- Basic greetings, day and date, weather, time, etc.
Warm-Up (5-15 Minutes)
- The JTE writes the day's grammar point (er/est, more/most) on the board in Japanese and English.
- Have the students write it in their notebooks.
- Split students into groups.
- The ALT can lead them in a vocabulary game.
- (Karuta - with vocabulary words relevant to the lesson written on cards in both Japanese and English
(eg. old, older, oldest).)
- (Hangman - with a hint written in Japanese (eg. 古い for old, older, oldest).)
Lesson (30 Minutes)
- Ask the students to put their desks back to regular formation.
- The ALT sets up a PPT (TV/projector) and give the students a matching worksheet.
- Each slide of the PPT should be two or more images of well-known figures (anime, music, school
teachers, etc) set up to do 'battle.' The more familiar the faces or the more contentious the relationship,
the better. Set it up using examples that allow students to give their opinion, as well as make a guess at
objective fact.
- Eg. 'Who is stronger, Naruto or Sasuke?' / 'Who is the oldest, Ms. Maeda, Ms. Hiidome, or Ms. Emily?'
/ 'Who is faster, Harry Potter or Iron Man?' / 'Which is smaller, this horse or this dog?' / 'Who is more
popular, One Direction or Kyary Pamyu Pamyu?' / 'Which is more interesting, Tokyo or Osaka?'
- The JTE explains what to do on the worksheet.
- For each slide, the worksheet should have sentences where the students 'fill in the blank.'
- Eg. 'I think _____ (fig. #) is _____ (adjective + er) than _____ (fig. #).'
Finish Up (5-15 Minutes)
- Have the students take out their notebooks and write four example questions and answers (one each
for er/est, more/most).
- Choose one or two students to read their questions and answers aloud before ending the class.

Name: Kaoru Eguchi, Takeoka JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon 2 Unit 7 pp. 74-78
Objective: To write about Ss’ favorite using comparative.
Lesson Plan:
Time
Procedure
JTE’s work
3
Greeting
-Greet Ss.
10
Warm-up
- quickly review Unit 7
- quickly review Unit 7
- small quiz with a worksheet
- help Ss if needed

ALT’s work
- Greet Ss.
- show some examples
- help Ss if needed
12

find mistakes about comparative
15
Presentation
- ALT’s talk about movie
- help Ss if needed
- talk about ALT’s favorite
- answer some questions
- ask Ss some questions
in worksheet
19
Writing about Ss
- write about Ss’ favorite
- help Ss if needed.
- help Ss if needed.
- use dictionary and ALT’s example
- hand in the writing
- collect the writing
- collect the writing
3
Closing
- Greet Ss.
- Greet Ss.
After the teachers check all the writings (next class),
1 the students read the works of their classmates and write over 2-sentence feedback for
each work.
2 the students talk to ALT about it and ALT asks some questions about what they talked.
Name: Tsubasa Fujiyama, Wada JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Grade 2 Unit 7 My favorite movie Starting Out
Objective: Communicative use of Comparative Degree and Superlative Degree
( -er than ~ , the – est )
Lesson Plan:
Greetings
Warm – up (10 minutes)
・ Introduce topic of anime characters
・ Watch some anime characters on TV and guess when their stories were made ( Ex. Astro Boy was made in
19XX.)
Main Lesson (35 minutes)
・ Guess when their stories were made and arrange the stories in order from old to new
・ Make pairs and tell their opinions each other (Ex. I think Doraemon was made in 19YY. )
・ Explain the target sentences
・ Tell their opinions each other in using Comparative Degree and Superlative Degree in pairs ( Ex. I think
Astro Boy is older than Doraemon. I think Astro Boy is the oldest of all TV anime series. )
・ Arrange the stories in order from old to new as the pair’s opinions
・ Express their opinions
・ Check the answers
Student Feedback / Farewell (5minutes)

Name: Rie Fukudome, Murasakibaru JHS
Textbook Lesson: NEW HORIZON English Course 2, My Favorite Movie
Objective: Learn comparatives
Lesson Plan:
Time
Procedure
JTE’s Work
ALT’s Work
1 Greetings
To say hello to the students. To say hello to students.
３
7

2 Warm Up

To help students.

To talk about the Halloween
and ask a few question.
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3 Introduction
10

To show Today’s Aim and
Today’s Target Sentences.

２つの物を比べて，英語で表現できるようになろ
う。
◇Target Sentence◇

To help JTE, for example,
show some compare and
comparison sentences.

A: Astro Boy is older than Doraemon.
B: Astro Boy is the oldest of all TV anime series.
20

4 Activity

To help students.

8

5 Review

To review the lesson.

To do the activity with the
students and help them.
To help JTE.

2

6 Greetings

To say goodbye to the
students.

To say goodbye to the
students.

About the Activity
In this activity, a group of students race to compare three cartoon or comic characters, and try to guess who is
the strongest, second strongest, and third strongest. I have to prepare the worksheet and the three character
pictures, compare them with and adjective, arranging the pictures on the board for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd position.

Name: Maki Furukawa, Maizuru Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Unit 7 p.75
Objective: Practice making sentences
Lesson Plan:
Process
Time Activities of students
(min)
3
1Greet with JTE and
1 Greetings
ALT

JTE

ALT

Point

1 Greet with
students

1 Greet with
students

1 Make good
atmosphere

2 Answer ALT’s quiz

2 Assist
students

2 Give
2 Use comparative
students some and superlative
quiz

3 Talk with
ALT

3 Talk with
JTE

2 Review

10

3 Oral

3

3 Listen to JTE and
ALT’s conversation and
answer some questions
JTE asks

1

4 Grasp today’s goal

Interaction
4 Grasping
Task
10
5 New
Expressions
6 Check of
Expressions
understanding

5

Let’s introduce my
favorite animes and
sports
5 Check the foam ,
meaning and usage of
new expressions

3 Talk about JTE’s
favorite anime
using “more” and
“most”.

4 Show
today’s goal

5 Teach new
expression

5 Pronounce
the new
expression

6 Give
6 Help and
students some assist students
tasks and help and JTE

6 Show some
pictures with that
students can make
14

7 Activity

6 Practice making
sentences with the new
expression

and assist
students

10

5

9 Conclusion

3

7 Write some favorite
anime and sports on a
handout and compare
which one is more and
the most interesting
8 Present their some
favorite anime and
sports using
comparative and
superlative in class
9 ①Introduce their
favorite anime and
sports
②Greet with ALT
and JTE

7 Help and
assist
students’
activity

8 Join
students’
activity and
help students
9①Make
students
present

sentences using
“more” and
“most”
7 Help and
assist
students’
activity

8 Join
students’
activity and
help students
９①Give
students
comment

7 Some examples
are shown on the
handout

8 Students make
memo of
classmates’
presentation on
their handout

②Greet with
②Conclude
students
today’s lesson
and greet with
students

Name: Kirsty Gabbitas, Satsuma Sendai BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon 2, Unit 7: My Favourite Movie p.74
Objective: To introduce the comparative ‘~er …than’ and the superlative ‘...the ~est’. To be able to say what
your favourite movie is and if it is older/newer than other students’ favourite movies.
Lesson Plan:
Greetings (~2 Minutes)
Warm Up (~15 Minutes)
· Introduce the grammar ‘~er …than’ and ‘...the ~est’ by saying for example “ALT is taller than JTE”
while gesturing. Write this sentence on the board. Have the students repeat the sentence. Do this for
“JTE is older than ALT” and “JTE is the oldest in the class”. Demonstrate each sentence a few times
using random students too. For example “Student A is smaller than Student B”. Write sentence
structures on the board.
· Practice the grammar by dividing the class into two groups. Ask the students in each group to line
up from tallest to smallest in height. Once everyone has lined up in the correct order, ask the students
to one by one say “Student X is taller than Student Y” etc. along the line and have the two groups race
to see who can finish first. You can reverse the order too and start from the back so students say
“Student A is smaller than Student B”. You can do this for oldest to youngest too if there is time.
Main Lesson (~30 Minutes)
· JTE and ALT demonstrate the following conversation:
S1: Hello [Name], do you like movies?
S2: Hello [Name], yes I do.
S1: I like movies, too. My favourite movie is ____. What’s your favourite?
S2: My favourite is ____.
S1: Okay, which is older, ___ or ____?
S2: ___ is newer/older than ____.
S1: Oh I see, thank you, see you.
S2: Okay, see you.
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· Ask the students to make pairs with a student sitting next to them and ask them to practice the
conversation.
· Ask the students to stand up, have the conversation with at least 5 other students and note down
each partners’ answers.
· Students return to their seats and then make a timeline and write sentences using the new grammar
and the favourite movies they found out from the other students.
Closing Remarks/Student Feedback (extra time) (~3 Minutes)

Name: Ricardo Garza, Satsuma Sendai BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Grade 2 Unit 7 - My Favorite Movie
Objective: Have students practice using comparatives and superlatives by creating original sentences.
Lesson Plan:
50 minute lesson
Warm-up Activity (5-10 min): Adjective practice. Ask the students “In your class, who is tall?” If a student
answers “______ is tall”, take a survey of the class by having those that agree raise their hands. If the
majority of the class agrees, give stickers to the person who answered and the student being described. If
you prefer not to use your students, any topic can be used.
Comparatives and Superlatives Review (5 min): Have students open their textbooks to page 121 and go over
the list of words. Have students repeat after the ALT and JTE at a fast pace.
Sticker Quiz (5 min): Give a review quiz using five basic words provided in the list. For example, write “Cold,
Small, Happy, Big, Great” on the blackboard. Students must then write the comparative and superlative
forms of each word. Give the students 5 minutes to finish. After checking the answers, students who
made no mistakes can receive a sticker.
Game (20 min): Have students break into groups and decide on team names. ALT and JTE will ask the
students questions like “In your class, who is tallest?” or “Who nicer, ____ or ____?”. The fastest
student to raise their hand can try to answer. If they can answer the question fully (i.e. “______ is the
tallest”) then their team receives a point. Questions can range to various topics to facilitate the use of
more adjectives. At the end of the game the team with the most points receives stickers.
Review Worksheet (10 min): To finish class, have the students return to their original seats and hand out a short
worksheet. The sheet will have a list of proper nouns (people/places/etc.) and
comparatives/superlatives. Students will create sentences using the available words. If a student writes
five sentences, the ALT or JTE can check their work.

Name: Kirito Gondo, Nishi Murasakibaru JHS
Textbook Lesson: Textbook 2
Objective: To revew belows.
“I like A better than B.”／“I like A the best.”
Lesson Plan:
Time
3

Procedure
1 Greetings
2 Date, Time, Weather

JET's work
1 Greet to students
2 Help students in need

10

3 Warm - up game
(English shiritori)
4 Practice new words

3 Help students in need

5 Listen to ALT and fill in
the blanks on the work
sheet

5 Explain what to do

5
10

4 Hold flash cards and repeat
after ALT with the students

ALT's work
1 Greet to students
2 Talk with students about the
date, time and weather
3 Explain how to play the
activity and play with students
4 Pronounce new words on
p76 as a model ( Students will
repeat after ALT )
5 Read the scripts below
1 I like dogs better than cats.
I like goldfish the best.
2 I like golf better than
rugby.
I like soccer the best.
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10
10
2

6 Check the answers

6 Help students in need

7 Make questions on the
work sheet
8 Asking questions
9 Greetings

7 Help students in need

6 Read the scripts slowly to
check the answers
7 Help students in need

8 Help students in need
9 Greet to students

8 Answer to the questions
9 Greet to students

Name: Daniel Guise, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My Favorite Movie, p 74-78. Adapted from Harmer, J. “The
Practice of English Language Teaching
Objective: Get the students using comparatives.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~15 minutes)
 Introduce topic of animals (favorite animals etc.) Using pictures, compare several animals, drawing
the students attention to the way in which we make adjectives comparative.
 Using the computer or blackboard the students are shown the following and asked what they notice:
old ---> older
new ---> newer
light ---> lighter
big ---> bigger
thin ---> thinner
noisy ---> noisier
silly ---> sillier
expensive ---> more expensive
beautiful ---> more beautiful
Main Lesson (~25 minutes)
 Having allowed the students to discover the grammar for themselves and checked their understanding
we move onto the main activity.
 ALT draws (or put pictures of) different animals on the board and elicits adjectives to describe them
eg: big, scary, clever, tasty etc.
 The ALT will then draw an arrow between two animals and elicit sentences to compare them eg: An
elephant is bigger than a lion. A crocodile is scarier than a cat.
 The class are then put into groups and a student is invited to the board. The student draws an arrow
between any two animals and the groups race to make sentences about them. A member of the
fastest team then comes to the board and the game continues. The ALT can write some of their
example sentences on the board for the students to copy later.
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback (~10 minutes)
(Extra time)
 Students write down some of the sentences they have made over the course of the class for future
reference.
 Ask students how we make superlatives using three arrows as a teaser intro to the next class.

Name: Kaori Harada, Nagata Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: NEW HORIZON, Unit7: My Favorite Movie
Objective: Get the students comfortable with using the comparative degree
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
What day is it today? / What’s the date today? / How’s the weather today?
Warm up (~10minutes)
 Review vocabulary in Unit7
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 Review the structure of the comparative degree and the superlative degree from lesson 1
Main Lesson (~35minutes)
 Introduce today’s activity
 Explain format of today’s lesson
1. Students have to write 1 important condition for their partner (Students have 3 common conditions).
3 common conditions
 Which do you like better, udon or soba?
 Which do you like better, dogs or cats?
 Which do you like better, sunny side up or scrambled eggs?
Your own condition
 Which do you like better, Giants or Tigers?
Work Sheet
common conditions
A
B
C
D
Which do you like better, udon or soba?
Which do you like better, dogs or cats?
Which do you like better, sunny side up or scrambled eggs?
your own condition
Which do you like better, Giants or Tigers?
ALT：Which do you like better, udon or soba ?
JET：I like udon better.
ALT：I also like udon better.
 Students walk around and ask questions to their classmates as many as they can.
 Students give a presentation who is their best partner.
Closing
Review the key sentence they have learned in this lesson.

Name: Yukiko Haruta, Yoshino JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade2, Unit7: My Favorite Movie (Dialog)
Objective: Get the students admonish of the difference between “-er/-est adjective” and “more/most
adjective”. Tactile learning along with speaking and listening by doing a hands-on project.
Lesson Plan:
1 Greeting
2 Warm up (~ 10 minutes)
 Introduce word of “-er/-est adjective” (tall, big, old etc…).
 Review the structure of comparisons from Starting Out.
 Describe some pictures. Students make sentences by using “-er/-est adjective”. (the height of teachers etc…)
3 Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
 Introduce “-more/-most adjective” words (important, wonderful, interesting etc…).
 Ask students the feature of “more/most adjective”.
 Explain how to make the sentences using “more/most”.
 Explain the format of lesson
1. Students rank their most important thing (love, money, family, friends).
2. Students write their ideas on the worksheet.
3. Students sit in their assigned group.
4. Students share their ideas.
5. Students sum up their ideas and then decide on the most important thing.
Make the sheet for the presentation.
6. The representatives from each group share / present the results.
4 Closing Remarks / Student Feedback (~5 minute)
(Extra time)
 Allow students to think about the reasons why they chose their own most important thing.
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Name: Linzi Harvey, Kirishima BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Grade 2 “My Favorite Movie” pp.74-78
Objective: Get students to express thoughts and opinions about films using comparative language whilst
enhancing their film related vocabulary.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~15 minutes)
· *Introduce the subject of ‘My Favourite Movie’ by playing short clips (3 – 4 minutes) of the JTEs and ALTs
favourite student-friendly films. One of these films could be E.T. to tie in to the reading comprehension in the
textbook.
· *Review comparative language (more interesting/most interesting, more exciting/most exciting etc.) and ask
the students which clip they enjoyed the most and why (e.g. This film is more interesting than that one.)
· *Additional language point: explain that in England people use ‘film’ and in America, people say ‘movie’.
Main Lesson (~30 minutes)
· * JTE/ALT to review or introduce some movie terminology including genre (romance, action, character, plot
etc.)
· *‘Movie magic’: Put the students into groups of 4 – 6 and give each group an interesting picture, each distinct
enough to form the basis of a film plot. Give students the challenge to create a film poster for that picture using
a prepared ‘movie poster’ template. This could include: Title, Location, Genre, Main Characters, Main event and
Ending. Let students come up with their original film outlines for around 20 minutes.
· *Put the movie posters up around the classroom and get students to move around, giving opinions on which
film they would like to watch, using target language reviewed earlier. Encourage students to ask each other about
their film posters.
Closing Remarks / Extra time (~5 minutes)
· *Ask the students for their favourite films in simple conversational form and ask follow-up questions.

Name: Mayumi Higashi, Midorigaoka Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Grade 2, Unit 7: My Favorite Movie pp.74~78
Objective: Get the students familiar with the comparative degree and the superlative degree by using a scene of
E.T.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
・ Ask students the day, the date, the weather and so on
Warm Up(~10 minutes)
・ Play ‘Bingo’ using words in Unit6 as a review. If students make two lines, they have to say “Bingo!” in a
loud voice.
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
・ Introduce the comparative degree and the superlative degree by using a scene of E.T.
・ Introduce new vocabulary(than, series and so on)
・ Explain format of lesson
1. Students see a scene of E.T. and compare E.T. and Elliot (Who is taller?)
2. Students make 4 or 5 people groups and must write sentences using the comparative degree and the
superlative degree as many as they can.
3. Demonstration Students must show their sentences in front of the class.
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback(~5minutes)
(Extra time)
・ Ask students what they learn in this lesson.
・ Tell students about the next lesson
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Name: Toku Hiroka, Minamitane Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon English Course 2, Unit 7: My Favorite Movie (Starting Out)
Objective: To understand how to use the comparative form “-er, the –est.”And increasing students’ interest for
international understanding.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
・ Ask some questions and check date, weather and time.
Warm Up (～10 minutes)
・ The JTE and the ALT say one word in Japanese or English one after another. Students answer the
definition or the word in English all at once.
・ Review the words students learned with a bingo game.
Main Lesson（～35minutes）
・ Introduce some characters to students( Astro Boy, Doraemon, Naruto, Dragon Ball and their favorite
characters.)
・ The JTE and the ALT have a demonstration by using comparative forms “-er, the –est.”
・ Introduce new target sentence of the demonstration.
・ The JTE shows today’s aim.
・ Check textbook target sentences and explain manners and techniques.
・ Students have pattern practices by using comparative forms.
・ The JTE explains today’s activity.
1. The ALT draws the game board on the blackboard like a Mario Cart game race that shows start and goal.
The race track is divided into blocks.
2. Divide the class into group of 5 or 6 students. Have each group move their desks together and put 5 or 6
magnets on the blackboard as a car for each group.
3. The ALT introduces famous places and things of their country, for example, rivers, mountains, big buildings,
and old buildings, hot places and so on with pictures that show length, distance, size etc...
4. Students make sentences by using comparative forms “-er, the –est.” in each group. Ex) The Mississippi
River is longer than the Mackenzie River. Mt. Mckinley is the highest mountain in North America.
5. When students get the answer, they may raise their hands. The fastest group gets one point. The group
moves their magnet forward on the blackboard. The group with the most points at the end wins and gets
stickers.
6. Students write down some sentences they made in their notebook.
・ The JTE tells a few students to present the results of the activity in the class.
Closing Remarks / Student Feedback（～5 minutes）

Name: Hiromi Ishibashi, Sakurajima JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My Favorite Movie, p 74
Objective: To let students communicate with friends and teachers using English. To let students understand
how t omake comparative sentences with doing activities.
Lesson Plan:
Time
Procedure
1min 1. Greetings

JTE’s work
・Greet to students.

ALT’s work
・Greet to students.

3min 2. Warm up

・Doing an activity with students ・Doing an activity with students
using “Talking
using “Talking
Sheet”(interview game with the
Sheet”(interview game with the
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10min 3. New words
15min 4. Key Sentence

sentences that students has
studied. )

sentences that students has
studied. )

・To show the new words

・To teach students how to read

・To do a conversation with
ALT using comparative
sentence.

・To do a conversation with JTE
using
comparative sentence.

(Hiro and Lilian are going to meet in Maruya garden. But Lilian doesn’t know
which is Maruya garden. She’s calling to her. )
A : Hello, Hiro. Where is Maruya garden ? There are many buildings.
B : It’s taller Karino. And it’s taller than Takapura.
A : OK. Is it taller than Yamakataya?
B : No. Maruya is not taller than Yamakataya.
A : Oh, I got it ! That’s Maruya! See you.

10min 5. Activity
(Whisper(dengon)game)

・Explanation of grammar
points.
・To help students

・To look around and help
students.
・To tell students sentences to
whisper.

・Kenji is older than Kumi. Kumi is not younger than Takashi.
・Takashi is taller than Kumi. Kumi is taller than Kenji. Kenji is not taller than
Kumiko.

10min 6. Closing

1min

7. Greetings

・To let students put pictures in
right
order.
・To check students’
understanding
doing small test.

・To tell the answer showing age
/ height on the pictures.
・To look around and help.
・Greet to students

・Greet to students

Name: Rie Ishizuka, Matsumoto JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Grade 2, Unit7: My Favorite Movie (lesson 1)
Objective: Get the students understand the comparative and superlative degree and grasp the
meanings by reading textbook
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~10 minutes )
・Talk about movies and anime with students.
・Review adjectives
( old new big small tall short easy…)
Show pictures of some popular anime characters and have the students say correct adjectives as above.
Main Lesson (~35 minutes )
・Introduce expressions by using comparative and superlative degree
ALT : I have some pictures of 3 babies. His birthday is●○. Her birthday is…
JTE : Which is older , Takeshi or Miu?
ALT : Miu is older than Takeshi, but he is older than Sho.
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JTE : Who is the oldest of the three?
ALT : Miu is the oldest of the three.
・Explain general rules to use the comparative and superlative degree in easy English and Japanese
・Practice how to read the comparative and superlative adjectives
・Introduce new vocabulary
・Listen and read text
Reading point : Which anime is the oldest?
・Do speaking and writing activity
Work in groups of 3 – 4. Give each group a small white board. ALT asks the students questions by using
comparative degree or superlative degree. Then they talk in group and write the answers on a
white board and show ALT and JTE. The fastest group presents a sentence by using comparative
degree or superlative degree. (ex, Q:What is the longest river in the world? A: Nile River is the
longest river in the world.) They’ll get a point when they can answer correctly.
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback (~5 minutes )
(Extra time)
・Make 2 sentences by using the comparative and superlative degree and share with friends.

Name: Hiroshi Iwayama, Higashi Taniyama JHS
Textbook Lesson: Comparison Battle from Movie Characters, NEW HORIZON 2 Unit7: My favorite Movie
Objective: Students can communicate with others by using comparison sentences.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm up (~15 minutes)
・ Review the last lesson about comparison. ( -er, -est, )
・ Show students today’s goal. ( Let’s try using comparison.)
・ Introduce some nouns and adjectives used in this lesson. (power, clever, height, weight, speed, strong, smart,
tall, heavy, light, fast)
・ Show some sentences by using some anime or movie characters.
・ Make some sentences used characters and adjectives. (Ex. Astro Boy flies faster than Draemon. )
・ If students can write an original one, warm up is finished.
Main Lesson (~30 minutes)
・ After making positive sentences, make interrogative sentences used original one. (Ex. Does Astro Boy fly
faster than Draemon? )
・ Explain about an activity game “Movie character battle” in easy English by
ALT.
1
The class breaks into pairs and hand out the attachment to each student.
They take a minute and choose a character secretly. The goal is to
discover the other student's character.
2
Start the activity by playing Janken and the winner starts by asking a
comparative question "Are you stronger than Pikachu?" The loser
NAME: Doraemon
answers. Then, the pair switch roles and repeat until the secret character
HEIGHT:
139 cm
is discovered.
WEIGHT:
129 kg
3
Play as many times as the students are having fun. If students have an
extra time, they make their original characters and play the game.
CLEVER:
60
・ Demonstrate how to play the activity with ALT, and help student when
SPEED:
50
necessary.
POWER:
60
Closing / Evaluate
・ Evaluate this lesson by each student.
・ Greeting.
Card Examples
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Name: Ryuji Kamiyobo, Satsuma Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: English Course 2 Unit 7: Starting Out, p.74
Objective: Learn new unit
Lesson Plan:
Teacher’s Guidance
Procedure(time)
Students’ Activities
JTE
ALT
Greeting and
・greet Ss.
・Greet and ask the
・Say them and their
Warm Up
weather, the day, the
spelling.
(8min.)
date.
・Help Ss to answer the ・Have Ss say the
・A student answers the
questions.
spellings.
question and the others
tell JTE about the
・Ask some questions.
information.
Introduction of ・Check Ss’
・Explain the picture
・Listen to ALT.
today’s material understanding.
with new material.
(8min.)
・Teach “-er” and “-est”
・Listen to JTE.
with a PC.
Pattern practice ・Give Ss some
・Give Ss some
・Make sentences and
and speaking
comments.
comments.
speak.
(12min.)
・Correct Ss’ mistakes.
・Correct Ss’ mistakes.
・Listen to the others and
tell JTE the information.
New words and ・Check the
・Pronounce the new
・Repeat after ALT and
phrases
pronunciation.
words and phrases.
learn them.
(3min.)
・Check the
pronunciation.
Listening
・Give Ss 3 questions
・Listen to ALT and
Comprehension
about the passage.
answer the questions.
(11min.)
・Read the passage.
・Check Ss’
・Check Ss’
understanding.
understanding.
・Get the sheet and check
・Give Ss the sheet.
the meaning of the
passage.
・Underline some words
・Have Ss underline
and phrases.
some words and phrases.
Chorus reading ・Check the
・Pronounce the
・Repeat after ALT.
(5min.)
pronunciation.
phrases.
・Listen to JTE.
・Give Ss some hints to ・Read the passage.
read the passage aloud.
Consolidation
・Teach “-er” and “-est” ・Make some brief
・Listen to JTE and ALT.
(3min.)
with a PC again.
comments.
・Take notes.
・Give an assignment
for the next lesson.

Name: Miwa Koga, Kaiyo Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: My Favorite Movie
Objective: 1 To compare a thing and a person more than two and can express it in English.
2 To participate in a class positively.
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Lesson Plan:
Process
Student’s work
Greetings 1 Greeting with
(5)
ALT and JET
Warm up 2 Listen to the
(10)
music(P73)and place
the words of a song
in certain order
Introducti 3 Listen to
on of the
teacher’s skit
target
grammar
(3)

Setting of
the goal
(2)
Grammar
Explanati
on
(10)

4 To know today’s
goal

JET’s work
To exchange greetings with
students

ALT’s work
To exchange greetings with
students

To confirm how to play the game and
help students who don’t understand
well

To explain how to play the
game in English and make them
relax

To show teacher’s skit
JET: Would you close the top of
the window for me?
ALT: OK. ( close the window )
JET: You’re tall. How tall are you?
ALT: I’m 178cm.
JET: Oh. You are taller than my
husband.
To confirm today’s goal and explain of
the grammar

To show teacher’s skit

5 Understand
the grammar of
comparative

To introduce today’s target sentence
Michael is taller than Ms. Koga.

6 Practice various
comparative sentences

To hear sentences of the comparative
degree students say, and write them
on the board

7 Write a sentence
of the comparative
degree.

To help students who don’t
understand well

Pattern
Practice
(10)
Students
Feedback
(10)

To present them today’s task
<Today’s Goal>
Compare two things and
express it in English
To show various pictures and
let them practice oral
<ex>
・Tom is older than Ken
・English is easier than
Japanese
・This box is bigger than that
box
To walk around the classroom
and
to check student’s sentences.

Name: Tomohito Kumamoto, Koriyama Junior High School

introduction

Textbook Lesson: New Horiozn English Course 2 Unit 7 My Favorite Movie
Objective: To understand the grammar of “as…as~” syntax and make the students can speak simple
conversation using it.
Lesson Plan:
proced Tim
Student’s Activities
Teacher’s Instructions & Activities
ure
e
2
1 Greeting in English.
1 Ask simple questions.(day, date, weather)
5

1

2

Listen carefully the skit and guess what are
the teachers talking about.(Listen the skit
3~4 times.)

3 Check today’s aim.

2

Do a skit including “as” expressions.
JTE: Hello, Mr. ○○. I was thinking it
before, you look like Tom Cruise. So you
are as handsome as Tom Cruise!
ALT: Thank you! But you are as handsome
as Takuya Kimura! (We shake hands
each other.)
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3

deployment

deployment

5

4 Write down the blackboard which is
written about “as…as~” syntax.

Today’s Aim: Let’s admire each other using “as…as~” syntax!!

5
20

Introduce the new grammar and check
today’s aim.
4 Explain students how to use “as…as~” syntax.

5 Hand out the worksheet and do pattern
practice using “as…as~” syntax.

5 Pay attentions to the characteristics of the
stress and intonation of the passage.

6 Use the worksheet.

6 The object of this game is for students to
match the answers they received during Pair
Work to the JTE's answers.

◎

How to use worksheet:

Students admire each other. They choice the
sentence from worksheet and admire their
partner. They circle and choice on their own
worksheet the sentence which they was said.
Students admire each other 8 sentences they
choose. Once students finish their interviews, play
bingo. The bingo starts out by the ALT admire the
JTE. For example, if ALT says, “You are as
powerful as Anpanman.” and JTE answers,
“Thank you.” Then students who have
“Anpanman” circled from the interview will put an
X or a mark on that picture. At the end, ask
students to count how many bingos and points
they have.

conclu
sion

3

7 Conclude the lesson.

7 Conclude the lesson.

Name: David LaCharite, Minamitane BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My Favorite Movie (Starting Out, p.74)
Objective: Get the students comfortable with using comparatives in natural English communication
settings. Create a natural communication setting by doing a communication game.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
How are you? What day is it today? What`s the date? What time is it? How`s the weather?
What did you do last night/last weekend? What are you going to do tonight/next weekend?
Warm up (10 minutes)
 JTE does basic introduction of comparative grammar structure for adjectives `older` and `younger`
only.
 Choose one student, `student A` to come to the front. ALT says to students “I am older than `student
A`,” and “`Student A` is younger than me.” Repeat each sentence 3 times using gestures.
 Have students stand up and put themselves in order from youngest to oldest by asking each other’s
birthday. Then starting from the oldest end of the line, have each student say “I am older than [name
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of next student in line].” If there is time, go in the opposite direction and have students use `younger`
instead of `older`.
Main Lesson (35 minutes)
 As a class, ask the students, “What is your favorite movie?”. Ask for volunteers to share their answers,
then have them write their favorite movie in their notebooks.
 Introduce new vocabulary, p.74. (than, series).
 Have students read the passage on page 74. As a comprehension check, ask the class, “What is the
oldest of all TV anime series?”.
 JTE explains comparative sentence and question grammar structure on the black board.
 Game – Guessing game. ALT will prepare an information sheet with different comparable nouns from
around the world such as mountains, rivers, buildings, people, cities, countries, etc…. The information
sheet will contain ordered lists of comparable nouns. Each student is given a different card with a
noun on one side and its category on the other. The students must go around the room to other
students and guess what noun is on their card by asking comparative questions. The first student to
find out the correct answer for all their classmates is the winner.
Closing remarks/student feedback (5 minutes)
(Extra time)
Scrambled sentence game with comparable nouns the students should be familiar with such as Japanese
mountains and cities.

Name: Emma Lane, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My favorite Movie
Objective: To introduce and get students using comparatives with a movie themed lesson.
Lesson Plan:
Warm-up (10mins):
JTE and ALT will ask some students “What is your favorite movie?” to get them thinking about the
theme. Then they will introduce vocabulary using flash cards with movie characters. The JTE and ALT
will organise flashcards using movie characters, items and places that students will recognise. For
example: Tottoro (big, bigger, biggest) Ponyo (small, smaller, smallest). JTE will check the grammar
understanding. Students will follow the ALT reading the text on p.74 about anime.
Main Lesson
Watch (15mins):
Students will watch either movie trailers or clips from English movies and then answer questions on a
worksheet. Worksheet will have photos of the characters in case students do not know the names.
Students will have to fill in the blanks, such as: A is..................than B. B is.......................than C. Each
movie will have different questions. Questions will be focused on the visual aspects of the movie and
not so much on the script. Stickers can be given for the students who get the most right after checking
the answers as a class.
Write and Speak (25mins):
Students will form groups of 4 and each group will be given a different scenario using the comparative
grammar. The group will have to fill in the blanks to complete the scenario. The JTE and ALT will work
with different groups to ensure they understand and to assist with any vocabulary. For the final 10
minutes, the student groups will read out their skits for the class. There can be a prize for the most
creative group.

Name: Lilian Lim, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: Unit 7: My Favorite Movie, pp. 74-78 (New Horizon: Grade 2)
Objective: To introduce comparatives and superlatives forms to students through the use of animals’ cards.
Cards will consist of the name of the animals, their height, length, weight, speed and age.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~5 minutes)
 Introduce the different animals through the use of flash cards.
 Ensure that all students are familiar with the names of each animal in order to carry out the next activity.
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Main Lesson (~25 minutes)
 Introduce comparatives and superlatives forms through:
 Height (tall, taller, tallest / short, shorter, shortest)
 Length (long, longer, longest / short, shorter, shortest)
 Weight (heavy, heavier, heaviest / light, lighter, lightest)
 Speed (fast, faster, fastest / short, shorter, shortest)
 Age (young, younger, youngest / old, older, oldest)
e.g.
 Comparative – Placing 2 animals on the board and compare their statistics.
The giraffe is taller than the cow.
 The elephant is heavier than the pig.
 Superlative – Placing 3 animals on the board and compare their statistics.
 The giraffe is the tallest of all.
 The elephant is the heaviest of all.
Group Work (~ 20 minutes)
 Students to work in groups of 5 or 6.
 Each group will be given a packet of cards with all the various animals with their height, length, weight,
speed and age.
 Teacher will then ask questions pertaining to comparative or superlative forms.
 Students will then need to pick out the correct animal cards, compare the statistics and provide the answer.
Example:
QNS: Which is faster? Is it the duck or the monkey?
ANS: The monkey is faster than the duck.
QNS: Which is the tallest? Is it the giraffe, dragon or the monkey?
ANS: The giraffe is the tallest of all.

Name: Catriona Loughlin, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My favorite Movie p. 74-78
Objective: Get the students comfortable with using comparative adjectives
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Presentation (~10 minutes)
-ALT introduces their favourite movie using the target grammar.
-ALT introduces another movie, again using the target grammar to demonstrate how to compare and
contrast.
-Students are asked which movie looks more interesting and why. They can discuss with each other in
Japanese for 1 minute before answering.
Grammar check (~10 minutes)
· Worksheet containing sentences from the presentation. Many of which are incorrect.
Challenge the students to find and correct any bad English. They have 5 minutes.
· Go through the answers. Ask students to raise their hands if they were right.
Explain in detail anything the students seem to be having trouble with.
Creative writing (20 minutes) and presentation (10 minutes)
· Using both their dictionaries and the example sentences from the ALT, students write about their own
favourite movie/ TV program/ book.
· Students are encouraged to talk and help each other.
· Students are asked to present their work.
· The class is asked which was the most interesting and why. Debate in English is encouraged.
The most interesting presentation recieves a prize.
Closing greeting.
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Name: Roddy Macfarlane, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon 2 Unit 7 p74-77 “My Favorite Movie”
Objective: To review comparative and superlative grammar, and to deploy this grammar in a debate
environment. Additionally, to develop vocal and written productive skills.
Lesson Plan:
Notes: This is a review lesson – it assumes that the students have already studied and are familiar with the
comparative/superlative grammar introduced on p74-77 of the textbook. This lesson also assumes an average
city JHS sized class (about 36 students), but can be adapted effectively for different sizes of class.
Whist this lesson should be possible in 50 minutes, it may be advisable to set the ‘Writing’ stage of the class as
homework to the students prior to the class, to allow more time for the Presentation stage.
Stage
Time
Plan
Greeting
<3m
ALT and JTE greet students – day, date, weather, time etc.
Introduction
About 5m ALT and JTE give brief presentations on their respective favourites of a given
subject (for example: music / movies / games / sports / books / food etc).
ALT and JTE should use all of the target comparative/superlative grammar
in their presentations, and should include sentences in counterpoint to the
other’s presentations so as to make it a debate.

Comprehension 5m
Check/review.

Writing

15m

Examples: Soccer is the most exciting sport / baseball is cooler than soccer /
baseball is not as fun as soccer / baseball is the best sport etc.
The ALT and JTE ask questions to check the student’s comprehension of the
presentations (ideally the questions should be asked in English, but for lower
level classes asking in Japanese may be more appropriate).
Depending on the student’s comprehension of the content of the JTE and
ALTs presentations, the target grammar should be quickly reviewed.
The students are divided into groups (of about 6 students. Note: there must
be an equal number of groups).
Each group is then given a subject (it helps to write on the board which
groups are writing about which subjects here, so that the other groups can
refer to it).
Each group should have an ‘opposing’ group with a comparable subject that
they can debate with (e.g., Soccer vs. Baseball, Naruto vs. One Piece, Arashi
vs. SMAP, etc.)
The groups write about their subject using the superlative/comparative
grammar, and should also be encouraged to provide reasons for what they
write (the grammar on page 51 – ‘I think’ – and page 53 – ‘because’ can help
here).
Depending on the size of the groups, each group should aim to write at least
enough about their subject for each member of the group to have something
to say.

Presentations.

Wrap-up

20m

<2m

The ALT and JTE should monitor the students work, aiding students and
answering questions.
Each group now present their arguments for their subject (and against their
opponent’s subject).
The other members of the class can vote on which group won the debate.
Prizes or incentives can be awarded to the winning groups.
JTE and ALT should observe the students presentations, and help and
encourage them.
Brief recap of lesson and grammar, and end of lesson.
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Name: Mika Maeda, Yoshida Minami JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon English Course 2 Unit 7 My Favorite Movie
Objective: ⑴The students will be able to make the story of the 4-koma manga using the phrases from the text.
⑵ The students will be able to read their story of 4-koma manga
Lesson Plan:
Teaching materials: 4-koma manga (from the minami-nihon newspaper)
Time
Procedure
JTE’s work
ALT’s work
1 Greeting
1 Greeting
1 Greeting
2 Warm-up
2 Support the students’ answer
2 Ask some questions using the Q and
5
A file
3 Review

3 Ask some questions about the
story

3 Ask some questions about the story

4 Activities

4 Support the students’ listening
and understanding

4 Ask the students to make the story
of 4-koma manga in English.

【Today’s Goal】 Tell the story of the 4-koma manga to Brittany
・ Give the 4-koma manga for
each group.
・ Give them some advice how
to write the story.

40

・ Check the students’ writing

5 Prepare for the
presentation

5 Support the students’
preparation for the presentation

5 Give them some advice how to read
effectively.

6 Presentation

6 Give them some comment
about their presentation.

6 Give them some comment about
their presentation.

7 Consolidation

7 Review the useful words and
phrases
8 Greeting

7 Tell them about the useful words
and phrases
8 Greeting

5
8 Greeting

Name: Sawako Misaka, Makinohara Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon, Unit 7: My Favorite Movie (Lesson 2)
Objective: Get the student comfortable with comparatives.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm-Up (~10minutes)
・Play 'Bingo' with comparatives using some adjectives. Read comparative words, and write them. Make
groups with 3~4 students.
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
・Review the structure of comparatives from lesson 1.
・Introduce "Are you taller than~ ?" activity.
・JTE prepare the worksheet which has many characters with height, weight, years of born, end so on.
・Explain how to play it
1. JTE and ALT show demonstration
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2. ALT choose 1 character from worksheet, and JTE ask "Are you taller than ~?"
“Are you younger than ~?””Are you heavier than ~?”
3. JTE can ask 3 questions and guess who is correct. If JTE can guess right character, get points. ALT
answers "Yes", or "No" .
4. Next, students-ALT play. Each groups can ask a question. The competiton beween groups.
5. Last, play in pairs. Practice speaking more.
Students Feedback (~5minutes)
(Extra time)
・Students write the sentences they had just practiced.

Name: Yojiro Mitsu, Ishikiai Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: (Unit 7 My Favorite Moie Daialog)(Textbook p75)
Objective: Learn expression
Lesson Plan:
Studying Procedure
Time ALT’s Activity
1 Greetings
5
1 To greet with the students.
First
Stage

Main
Stage

2 Having a skit

3New Words and Phrases

2 To talk about today’s date
and weather by pairs.
10

3 Pronounce the new words
and
Phrases.
4 With the JTE, explain how
to
use the expression .
Pronouce the expression.
5 To let them practice by
pairs.
To check their practice.
6 To give them a model.
To check their daialog.
Check points
① Memorization
② Pronouciation
③ Accent and
Intonation
④ Expression

4 Useful Expression

5 Conversation (Daialog)
Practice by pairs.

10
20

6 Presentaion

Last
Stage

7 Consolidation and
Greeting

5

7 To let them review Today’s
practice.

JTE’s Actiivity
１To greet with the
students.
2 To talk about today’s
date and weather by
pairs.
3 Explain some points in
Japanese.
4 Explain some points in
Japanese.
5 To check the their
behavior
and expressions.
6 To tell them how to
present.
Tocheck their
presentation.

7 To give them
aassignments
for the next lesson.

Name: Hirofumi Mizoguchi, Nakatane Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon English Course 2, Unit7: My Favorite Movie (Starting Out)
Objective: To teach the students the comparative degree “-er” and the superlative degree “-est.”
To teach the students how to answer “Which(Who) is -er, A or B?”, “Which is - est in ~ ?”
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
・ Ask some questions and check the day, date, and weather.
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Warm Up(～10 minutes)
・ Have the students do the Birthday line game. First, ask the students to stand up in rows.
・ The ALT asks them their birthdays.
Main Lesson（～35minutes）
・ The JTE shows today’s goal.
・ The ALT asks the students some questions such as “Who is younger, A or B?”, “Who is older, C or D?”,
“Who is the youngest in this class?” and so on.
・ Explain the expressions “-er” and “-est.”
・ Have the students practice patterns by using comparative forms.
・ The JTE explains how to use the comparative and the superlative degree.
・ The ALT introduces the vocabulary words.
・ Introduce some characters to students ( Astro Boy, Doraemon, Naruto, Dragon Ball
and their favorite characters.)
・ The JTE and the ALT give a demonstration by using the comparative forms “-er, and the -est.”
・ Introduce new target sentence used in the demonstration, review the important points, and the contents.
・ The JTE explains today’s activity.
1. Make groups of four, and give them a worksheet. The contents show some pictures to compare and
adjectives like “new”, “old”, “high”, and so on.
2. First, make question sentences about the pictures, such as “Which is higher, Tokyo tower or the Statue of
Liberty?”, or “Who is the fastest of the three?
3. Have the students write the correct answer on the worksheet.
4. The ALT and the JTE give advice based on the students’ answers.
5. Check and count the correct answers.
6. Practice the correct sentences.
Closing Remarks / Student Feedback（～5 minutes）

Name: Machiko Mukuzono, Shimizu JHS
Textbook Lesson: NEW HORIZON English Course 2 Unit 7 My Favorite Movie
Objective: Get the students comfortable with the structure of comparative.
Engage spatial and tactile learning along with writing and listening by doing a hands-on
project.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm up (~10 minutes)
・Review the structure of comparative form.
・Play “What am I”game with comparative forms.
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
・Introduce topic and show an example by ALT and JTE.
・Introduce new vocabulary(more , most)
・Communicative Activity1. Give the students “Handout (a)”and let them choose one that the most important for them. (money,
studying, family, good friends, health, having fun are in the handout.)
2. Students must write “What is the most important for me.”and the reasons.
3. We must ask each other “Which is the most important for you?”and “Why?”and understand each other.
4. Students will read the textbook and learn about what Becky and Ichiro think about the movies.
5. Students will write some basic sentences using “ more” and “the most”
Consolidation (~5minutes)
・ Do “Self-evaluations”
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Name: Nanae Murakami, Hinatayama Junior High School

1 Greeting with the JTE and the ALT ○ Making a good atmosphere
and answering questions about the
for learning English with a
day, the date etc. in English.
vigorous greeting.
○ Reviewing the sentences and
２ Having a conversation with the
２Q&A
the words one has already
ALT
learned.
playing the line game.
○ Make students grasp today’s
３ Today’s goal
３ Reading Today’s goal aloud.
goal and outlook for the class.
・Let’s speak and write as much as possible using the
comparative

5mins.

１ Greeting

40mins.

Development

Introduction

Proces
s
Time

Textbook Lesson: NEW HORIZON English Course 2 Unit 7 My Favorite Movie
Objective: Students understand the new grammar and vocabulary
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
Students’ Activities
Teachers’ Assistance

４ Grasping Today’s Task
(-er, the -est )

４

Understanding the meaning and
the uses of the comparative and
doing the Pattern Practice

５ New words

５ Understanding New words and
pronounce them.

６ Understanding
content.

６

Help students grasp the content
by giving the points in Listening.

○ Help students learn the uses
of the comparative by Pattern
Practice
○ Students take notes.
○ Students check the meaning of
the words in Japanese.
○ Using flash cards.
○ Using a real book for
understanding the content.

○ Giving Japanese version if
needed.
○ Make students think about
the contents as they read
aloud.
８ Arrange the pictures by listening
to what the ALT reads aloud using ○ Giving some hints if needed.
○ Students make pairs and help
the comparative.
each other.
９ Reviewing today’s class and doing ○ Make students fill in the selfevaluation section in their
self-evaluation.
work sheet.
○
Let students know about the
1０ Give HW and talk about what
test in the next class.
they will learn in next class.
Reading aloud a textbook again
and again.

７
７ Reading Aloud
８ Listening

５mins.

Consolidation

９ Evaluation
1０ Assignment
1１ Greeting

1１ Saying Good-bye and Thank
you to teachers in English.

○ Greeting with smile.

（３） Evaluation
ア Students understand the comparative (form, meaning, uses) and try to express it positively.
イ Students can tell what they want to tell others by using the comparative.
ウ Students can understand the content of the textbook and read aloud properly.
エ Students understand new words and pronounce them properly.

Name: Sayaka Nagano, Ishiki Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon, Unit 7: My Favorite Movie
Objective: Get the students to understand comparative and superlative sentences by writing
their own original skits and then performing them.
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Lesson Plan:
Outline

Time Main Activities

Main points to consider

8
all
all

１ Greet
２ Warm up by playing the line
game.

3 Target Sentence 37
all
4 Today's Goal
all

３ Explain the grammar in the
target
sentence.
４ Read the goal together:
Tell the ALT about your

○ Greet the students warmly.
○ Review by asking students questions
using the grammar learned up until this
point.
○ Use the electronic textbook to practice
the new grammar.
○ Have the students read the goal.
energetically and write it on the
appropriate page.

5 Comprehension all

favorite movie!
５ Read the sentences in the
textbook
and understand the grammar.

1 Greetings
2 Warm up

6 Reading Aloud

7 Activity

8 Consolidation
9 Self-Evaluation
10 Notice

11 Greetings

○ Have the students answer questions
relating to the content.
・ Call on students who raise their hands
straight up.
all
○ Check if they could they understand
each
the content in the textbook.
pair
○
Have them read loudly with correct
６ Read the sentences aloud
intonation and rhythm.
individually or in pairs.
※ Have the students think of an
pair
appropriate setting and expressions for
group
their skits.
all ７ Make a skit
◎ Check if they could make questions
（１）The students write skits in
and write content correctly.
pairs.
・ Have them make groups quietly.
（２）Give the students advice.
○ Have the students think about whether
（３）Have the students perform
they’ve used natural English sentences.
their
○ Check if the students can perform
skit in their groups. Then ask
their
for
skits assertively.
volunteers to perform in front of
・ Could the students perform their skits
the class.
well, and with a positive attitude?
Optionally, have the students
evaluate
each other and give comments.
5
○ Have the students return to their seats
８ Review the main points brought
and think about how they think they
all up in the lesson.
did
in the lesson.
each ９ Students evaluate themselves.
all 10 Tell the students what will be
◎ Check if they could understand
comparative and superlative sentences.
studied in the next lesson.
○ Review the main points and explain
what
will be studied in the next class.
all 11 Closing comments and greetings. ○ Give feedback and advice.
○ Greet the students warmly.
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Name: Shoko Nakano, Meiwa JHS
Textbook Lesson: Unit 7 My Favorite Movie p. 74
Objective: Learn target sentences
Lesson Plan:
Time
Student’s
JT
Activities
1.Greeting
2. This month’
Look at the lyrics Sing louder and
song.(5min)
and sing.
make SS
comfortable.
3.Review(3min)
Answer P.72 B’s
B(Q&A P.72)
answers
Explain with
easy word if it’s
difficult.
4. New words
Repeat Fcards
Have Fcards
(5min)
after ALT.
ready and ask
ALT to say.
5. Intro Target
sentence 10min

6.Practice TS.
(Activity)10min

Review 5min

Talk about
several old comic
books to SS ,
show the picture
of old animes, and
distinguish when
they were made.
Intro
“older than” and
“ the oldest” by
ALT

Tip

Sing together.

Sing with a
good voice.

Ask SS 3 Qs.

Try SS to open
the right pages.

Say the words
and make SS
repeat.

Make SS guess
before
checking the
meanings.

Help showing
attractive
pictures.

Tell and ask SS
easy questions
and let SS
know what’s
about and ask
them when
they’re made.

Pointing exact
pictures and let
SS think what
Target sentence
means.

Explain both
sentences with
using several
pictures on the
blackboard.

Show attractive
pictures and let
SS think what’s
the difference
of “older” and
“the oldest”
without
Japanese
explanation.

Help SS
understand
what ALT asks.

Handout about
comparative and
superlative is
given.

Explain how to
answer.

TS review
Ask SS some
questions.

Ask SS some
Qs.

Notice about next
class. 5min
Greeting.

ALT

Tell SS which
page they’re
going to
preview.

Help SS
answer the Qs.
Help SS.
Watch SS and
help.

Let SS think
and understand
the differences
between two
sentences.
Go look
around each
SS.
In Japase, we
do final check
if they
understand or
not.

Name: Sayuri Naoko, Koto JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon English course 2 : Unit7 My Favorite Movie
Objective: ① understand the expressions of the comparative& superlative degree
② listen to JTE & ALT and understand about cultures in another country.
Lesson Plan:
time

Teaching Flow

Student’s activities

Teachers guide /help
JTE
ALT

Notes
Evaluation
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１０

Greeting
Warm up

Review

３０

Goal Setting

１．Greet the teachers

Greet the students

Greet the students

２．Listen to ALT
Guess which is stronger
with arm-wrestling
Make sentences with them

Help the students.

Suggest to do armwrestling

３．Repeat after ALT
Review
Regular Comparison

Let students review
the comparative &
superlative degree

４．Understand today’s goal

Read the table of
Regular
Comparison

Show the table of
Regular
Comparison

Show
the
sentences
which
are better than
Japan.

Ex:
Japan is larger
than England.
Big Ben is older
thanToky Tower.

Show the goal.

Which is ○○ , Japan or England ?
Listening

Writing
１０

Evaluation
Assignments

Closing Greeting

５．Listen to ALT & JTE.
Understand that they say.

６．Make sentences
On the worksheet

Show the sentence
which are better
than England.
Help the students.

７．Evaluate each other.

Give the students
worksheet

Give
the
imformation about
England & Japan.

８ ． Listen about the next
lesson.

Look around

Help the students

Tell about the next
lesson.

Evaluate
works.

Closing greeting

Closing greeting

９．Closing greeting

each

End
４．Evaluation
Were students able to;
① understand the expressions of the comparative & superlative degree?
② listen to JTE & ALT and understand about cultures in another country?

Name: Sanae Ogawa, Taniyama Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon English Course 2 Unit 7 My favorite Movie
Objective: To understand the comparative and covey their ideas to the partners
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Worm up ( ~5 minutes)
・Introduce topic of the movies
A: Do you like movies?
B: Yes, Of course. I like love stories.
A: What’ your favorite movie?
B: “Totoro.” How about you?
A: I like “The Beauty and Beast”
(ALT ask the students what their favorite movies.)
Main Lesson (~40 minutes)
・Introduce new words
・Introduce target sentences
A: Do you like Disney movies?
B: Yes, I like “Alice in wonderland”. It’s the most interesting movie of all.
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A:I don’t think so. “Frozen” is more interesting than “Alice in wonderland”
・Explain grammar points and practice
JTE explain them and give the meaning in Japanese.
ALT drill students on example comparatives and superlatives using “more” and “the most”
・Exchange their ideas
Students circle what they think in the worksheet and ask their partners.
① English or math
② One-Piece or Draemon
e.x
A: Which is more interesting English or math?
B: I think ～is more interesting than ～.
A: I agree. / I disagree. ～is the most interesting.
・Developing thoughts
Students make questions and share opinions with classmates, ALT and JTE.
ALT and JTE help students to make to make questions.
Closing Remarks (~5minutes)
・Self evaluation
・Greetings

Name: Kiyonori Ohori, Kirishima JHS
Textbook Lesson: NEW HORIZON: Grade 2 Unit 7: My Favorite Movie, pp.74-78
Objective: The students try to make a presentation of their favorite movies.
Lesson Plan:
Greetings
Warm Up (~10minutes)
・Introduce topic of the movies that the JTE and ALT have ever watched.
・Review the structure of comparative
・Review the words the students learned last time
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
・Introduce topic of the movies and show the examples or models.
・The JTE and ALT showed the models how to make a presentation.
Activities
1 The students make six groups and choose a card.
(The popular movie title, and outlines are written on that card.)
2 They try to write English about it.
(The JTE and ALT check their writings.)
3 They practice how to make a presentation.
4 They make a presentation and other students see it and take memos.
・The JTE and ALT check their memos and ask them some questions.
(ex. “What is the title?” “What is the name of the boy?” and so on.)
Closing Remarks / Students Feedback (~5 minutes)
(Extra time)
The students play a role a part of the scene of the movies. (ex. E.T. Titanic )
When other students answer the titles.

Name: Hari Paton, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon 2 Unit 7, pp.74-78
Objective: Familiarize the students with new vocabulary, and teach the students how to effectively understand
and use superlatives by comparing physical characteristics
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warmup (15 minutes)
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Play Taco San (a version of hangman) to review the previous lesson’s vocab and teach/reiterate vocab from
pages 74 and 75. If the vocab is new for them they can have their books open
Lesson Plan (35 minutes)
Use large pictures of foods to introduce the concept of more-than/better-than/most
Ex. I like ramen more than soba. I think sushi is the best.
Once the students grasp the basic concept, break them into groups of 4 or 5. They will talk with each other and
try to form as many true sentences about each other as possible.
Ex. Ichiro is taller than Sakura, Kosuke lives farther from school than Haruna, Takeo is older than
Keisuke, etc.
If there is time, ask each group to read one of their sentences aloud.
Whichever team has the most sentences wins, and they all get a sticker.
Closing

Name: Kellie-Ann Russell, Kirishima BOE
Textbook Lesson: Your Favorite Movie p. 76
Objective: SS will practice asking and answering the question "Which do you like better, _______ or
_______?" by doing a board game-like worksheet containing pairs of pictures.
Lesson Plan:
Time

Instructor Activities – What will you do to facilitate
learning?

Learner Activities – What
will your learners DO to
learn?

Materials

Greeting
SS greet the ALT and answer
ALT greets class and asks questions about the day, date, and questions in unison. If they
weather.
all answer "I'm fine," ALT
asks "Really? Are you fine?"
to elicit a truthful response.
Engage: Let’s Sing “Let It Go”
JTE lets SS listen to song first, hands out sheet with lyrics.
Briefly, JTE gets SS to practice saying the chorus.
15
min.

CD with
SS listen and read along with song
the lyrics sheet.
Lyrics
SS practice reading, then
paper
singing main chorus out
loud, particularly last phrase
“The cold doesn’t bother me
anyway”
Second time listening, SS
sing along with the CD.

Study: Who is cooler, Hans or Christophe?
(review)
JTE shows pictures of Hans and Christophe and asks ALT
who is cooler. ALT answers, “______is cooler
than______.”
JTE asks SS.
JTE shows pictures of Elsa, Ana, and Rapunzel, and asks
15
who is cutest. ALT answers “________is cutest of the
min.
three.”
JTE asks SS.
“Which is more interesting, One Piece or Shingeki no
Kyojin?”
“_______is more interesting than _______.
(new)

Whiteboard
/blackboar
d
When prompted, SS answer
in unison which character is
cooler, cutest, and which
anime is more interesting.

SS listen and try to guess
what the ALT is saying.
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"Who do you like better, Ana or Elsa?"
"I like _______ better than ________."

SS copy notes in notebook.

JTE checks SS comprehension.
JTE introduces new grammar, “more” and “most”.
Activate: Worksheet
Worksheet practicing new grammar. Two pictures, e.g.
dogs and cats. SS take turns asking each other "Which do
15 you like better, dogs are cats?" After answering, follow the
min. arrows on the worksheet to the next set of pictures and ask
a new partner. (Like a board game).

SS go around the classroom
asking their classmates,
"Which do you like better,
_______ or ________?"
After one friend asks, they
switch. SS finish all sets of
pictures. First 5 people to
finish win.

"better"
worksheet

Closing
5
Review of grammar learned today and JTE gives homework
min.
(eitaku, workbook, etc.)

Name: Machiko Sameshima, Higashisakurajima Junior High
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon 2 Unit7 Dialog (P75)
Objective: To understand how to use “ more” and “most.”
Lesson Plan:
Time Procedure
JTE's work
1
1 Greeting
To greet the students.
2
2 Q and A ( day, date,
To write the day, the date,
weather and time )
the weather and time.
3
3 Warm-up
To have the students
practice the words.
1
4 Today’s goal
To show the aim.
5
5 Oral introduction
To perform the dialog with
the ALT and check
students’ understanding.
5
6 New words and phrases To give the meaning in
Japanese.
5
7 Useful expressions
To explain how to use
5

8 Reading

“more” and “most.”

15

9 Activity

To give the model reading
with the ALT and assist
students.

10 Presentation
7

ALT's work
To greet the students.
To ask them questions and check
date, weather and time.
To read the words and check the
time.
To perform the dialog with the JTE.
To read the new words and phrases.
To present some sentences
with “more” and “ most.”
To the model reading with the
JTE and help students.

To distribute the handout
and demonstrate with the
ALT.

To explain what to do and

To assist students.

Ex. We are going to talk about
sports. What’s the most popular
sport in our class? Soccer is the
most popular sport in our class.
Baseball is more popular than
basketball.･･･Thank you.

demonstrate with the JTE.
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To assist students.
To assist students.

To give some comments.

To greet students.

To greet students.

Name: Mutsumi Sameshima, Kurino JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My favorite Movie p. 75
Objective: To familiarize the students with the usage of the comparative “more ~” and the superlative “the
most ~.”
Lesson Plan:
Greetings:
Ask students about the day, date, weather, and so on.
Warm-up:(~10 minutes):
・Review the structure of comparative and superlative from pp74.
ALT will show pictures of famous objects of her country and explain about them with comparative and
superlative forms. Give Students worksheets and have them fill in the blanks in English.
Main Lesson:(35 minutes):
・Introduce new expressions.
ALT and JET will show pictures and have a chat about popular sports, famous movie stars, people or
things about their own countries with the usage of the comparative “more ~” and the superlative “the
most ~.” Have students know new expressions and cultural differences.
・Explain how to use “more ~” and “the most ~.”
・Perform the model dialogue with ALT.
・Introduce new vocabulary
・Reading practice.
Have students practice the model dialogue in pairs.
・Communicative activities.
Have Students make some questions with new expressions. (e.g. Who is the most famous singer, A or B?)
And then, let them ask their partner about the question. Students who answered have to add one sentence
after their answer.
・Writing practice.
Have Students write their own questions and the answers on the notebooks.
Closing Remarks / Student Feedback:(5 minutes):

Name: Joanna Sansom, Kagoshima City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My favorite Movie
Objective: To practice writing and speaking the comparative grammar points from pages 74-75.
Lesson Plan:
Lesson Name: The Best Group
This lesson is based on a worksheet. First, students work by themselves and write the answers to three
questions. (I remind them how to answer by giving an example on the blackboard.) They have five
minutes to finish.
1. When is your birthday?
2. Who is your favorite artist?
3. What is your best subject?
Next, students make groups of six. They compare answers with their group and answer the second half of the
worksheet. (Again, I give examples on the blackboard, including how to answer in the negative and in
plural.)
1. Who is older/younger than you?
2. Who is the oldest student in your group?
3. Which artist is more popular than your favorite artist?
4. Who is/are the most popular artist(s) in your group?
5. What is/are your group's best subject(s)?
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Finally, each group chooses a student to read aloud, and the groups share their answers with the class.

Name: Robert Scully, Satsuma Sendai City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizons, Unit 7: My Favorite Movie, pp. 74-78
Objective: Get the students to use the target grammar of (–er, -est), (more- than, the most), (best), and (as-as)
while talking about different cultures, countries, places and entertainment. Use a Powerpoint game to be
played in groups using the above structures.
Lesson Plan:
Preparation: A powerpoint game using the above grammar. Make questions like “Which building is the
tallest/biggest in the world?” or “Which is the most popular TV show in America now?” and have 4
pictures or show of the answers they can choose from. It depends on the grammar being taught but the
game should have around 10 to 12 questions using the grammar. Try using transitions on the picture to
increase some suspense of what the choices and answers are when you are reading the questions. You
will also need some fake money for them to use. Monopoly money from the internet would work fine.
Be sure to have a lot so that you have extra for you to pass out when the game begins.
Plan: Warm up: First explaining/reviewing the grammar is needed. This should take only about 10-15 minutes
depending on the class and the specific grammar being taught since teaching all four in one class
wouldn’t work.
Main activity: Start the PowerPoint game. Have the class divide up into groups depending on the size. If it’s a
full class have them go into their lunch groups or at least 6 groups of desks. Have the groups decide an
order of who will answer for the group for each question since you don’t want one student saying the
answers all the time. Give each group a handful of fake money, somewhere between 5 or 6 bills. They
will bet on one of the four answers a minimum of 1 bill and a max of whatever amount they have in
their group.
-Reveal the questions and the four potential answers. Make sure they understand the question and the answer
options. Give them 30 seconds or so to decide on an answer to bet on. Make sure to take note of the
amount betted by each group so they can’t cheat.
-Once all the bets are in for each group, reveal the answer. The groups that answered correctly get double the
money they bet and the groups that answered wrongly lose the money they did bet. You act as the
banker collecting or distributing money as needed to each group after each question. Groups that run
out of money are out. Keep doing this for each question making sure they understand the meaning of
each question. The group with the most money wins the game. To prevent a tie, you can have a Sudden
Death round if you want where you have extra questions from other lessons or from a different
grammar point they studied in the past. You can also decide via Rock Paper Scissors if you don’t have
time.
After game: Depending on how much time there is after the game, you should review the grammar and give out
prizes to the winning team. You can do this after class if you want. You could also ask them what they
liked about the game for future reference.

Name: Megumi Serizawa, Satsuma Sendai City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizons, Unit 7: My Favorite Movie
Objective: To use the correct grammar to describe comparatives.
Lesson Plan:
Materials required: A number of sets of cards that have various pictures of items that can be described as older,
bigger, larger, easier, etc. For example, one set of cards should have a picture of an animal, a school
subject, a number, etc. A set of cards for each student is ideal but students can pair up to use one set.
*Each set of cards must be in the same order for the comparison activity to work.
Lesson: This lesson focuses on the grammar ‘-er, -est’ used for comparisons. The activity is similar to the card
game ‘War’. Once the grammar has been taught, the students are divided into small groups. Each group
is given at least 2 sets of cards. Depending on the number of sets of cards prepared, students in the
group will have to pair up accordingly to the number of sets of cards available to the group. To start the
activity the top card is flipped over for each set to show the pictures. Looking at the pictures, students
take turns using the comparative grammar to describe the pictures on the desk. For example, the cards
flipped show the subjects Math and English. Student(s) then say ‘Math is easier than English.’. If there
are more than two cards (Math, English, and Science), sentences can range from ‘Math is the easiest
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subject’ to ‘English is easier than Science.’

Name: Hiroaki Setoguchi, Takashi Oiwane, Kogashira JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon, Unit 7: My Favorite Movie
Objective: Explain how to make questions
Lesson Plan:
Produce
Students' Activities
ALT's Assistance
Greetings
Warm Up
1 Song
･Sing Grandfather's
2Review
･Read text book
clock
Reading
･Read textbook after
ALT
Main Lesson
3Introduction ･Answer the questions
･Ask some questions
of Today's
and write their answer on ①What kind of movie do
topic
the work sheet.
you like?
②What is your favorite
movie.
5Activities

･Make questions with a
friend, and ask other
friends.

･Explain how to make
questions
･Give advices to students

5New Words ･Practice
･Check the
pronunciation and
meaning
6Reading
･Listen and Understand
the contents
･Do the T or F test
･Practice reading
Closing
Remarks
7Self
Evaluation

･Pronounce new words
slowly with frash cards
･Read the textbook twice

JET's Assistance

･Give some hints (Tell kinds
of movie)

･Give a model with ALT
･Give advices to students
･Ask the meaning of new
words
･Coach reading individually

･Ask some questions

･Do self evaluation

Greetings

Name: Miyuki Setoguchi, Suzuyama JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon English Course 2
Objective: To say some sentences with the comparative.
Lesson Plan:
Time
Procedure
JTE’s work
2

8

1.Greetings

・Greet students.

2. Warm-up

・Let them listen to ALT.

ALT’s work
・Greet students.
・Ask the date and weather.
・Make them remember some key
words from the textbook through
guessing game.
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25

3.Learning new
phrase

・Let them listen to ALT.
If there are some students
who can’t understand the
questions, give them hints.

・Ask them some questions.
( Q.1 Is A taller than B?
Q.2 Who is the tallest in this
class? )

・Writing new phrases on the
blackboard.

・Check their notebooks.

・Let them repeat after ALT.

・Say new words.

・ Let them listen to ALT.
Give them some hints about
the questions.
・Let them listen to content
of textbook. (CD)

10
3

2

4. Activity

・Let them listen to ALT.

・Ask them a question from the
textbook’s content.
( Q.1 Is Astro Boy older than
Doraemon?
Q2. Is Doraemon oldest of all TV
anime series? )
・Give them some quiz with
power point.

5. Summary

・Let them listen to ALT.
・Explain today’s key phrases.

・Explain today’s key phrases.

5. Greeting

・greet them.

・greet them.

Name: Cheryl Shea, Yusui Board of Education
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My favorite Movie
Objective: Understanding and utilising comparisons and ultimates with “_____er than” and “the ____est”.
Lesson Plan:
Greetings (5 minutes):
Asking students about the day, date, weather, and chatting about their favorite movies or anime.
Warm-up activity (10 minutes):
Anime Character Celebrity Heads
Explain the rules of the game (an anime character’s name will be displayed on the board, but the person
nominated to guess cannot see who they are. The guesser can ask the students questions about their
identity. All questions must be in English).
The JTE and I will demonstrate this once in front of the class – asking simple questions like: Am I a
woman? How old am I? Where do I live? Who are my friends etc.
Some target questions will be printed on a piece of paper and handed out to all students, also available
for the guesser to refer to. A Japanese translation will be provided for each question.
Main Lesson (30 minutes):
Introductory Dialog
JTE and I will perform a dialog to introduce this lesson’s key grammar point (e.g. larger, smallest) using
a tennis ball and a soccer ball. This will be done twice.
JTE will ask the students in Japanese whether they understood the dialog. And they need to identify
the key words.
Listening to main passage with keyword identification
Explain to students that I will be reading the passage on page 74. I have the keywords up on the board
(popular, example, older, series). As I am reading the passage, they must touch their heads whenever a
keyword has been said.
I will get them to repeat these words after me a few times before I begin so they know what the words
sound like. My JTE will check which students are making mistakes.
Grammar Explanation
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This is handled by the JTE because my level of Japanese is not enough to explain appropriately.
Astro Boy is older than Doraemon.
Astro Boy is the oldest of all TV anime series.
Complete exercise on pp. 74
Write the sentences on the board with appropriate blanks. Get them to start putting the sentences
together.
1. This bike is newer than mine.
2. The moon is smaller than the Earth.
1. This hotel is the nicest in the city.
2. My brother is the tallest in my family.
Walk around the classroom and help the students if they have any questions.
Making sentences with pictures
A worksheet is handed out to students with pictures with three objects or people (e.g. three people of
varying height, three boxes of varying sizes etc.) The JTE and I will demonstrate the question and answer
activity a few times until they get the hang of it.
Working in pairs, they have to question and answer based on these pictures:
“Which one is larger?” “The blue box is larger than the red box.” “Who is the shortest?” “Miki is the
shortest.”
At the end if there’s time, get them to stand up and perform a scenario for stickers.
Wrap-up and Good-byes (5 minutes):
Students to complete the written section of the worksheet as homework.
There is a section for them to draw their own scenario and then make two sentences based on it.

Name: Mayumi Shimada, Heisei Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: NEW HORIZON English Course Book 2 Unit 7 My Favorite Movie
Objective: Review unit with interview or betting game
Lesson Plan:
(Plan1) Interview : “My Favorite Movie”
・ Review of this unit.
・ At the previous class, students make a short speech about their favorite movie using the sentences with the
comparative degree or superlative degree.
・ Process
1 Each student reads his/her speech to ALT ,and ALT asks a few questions about it.
2 ALT evaluates his/her delivery and its contents.
 This Interview style can be used in many ways to make students use the sentences they learned. (Ex.: Which
do you like better, A or B? ／ What sport do you like the best? ／ Is ～ …er than ○? ／ ○,△,and □. Who
is the …est of the three? )
(Plan2) Betting Game
・ Review of this unit.
・ What we need for the game: Quizes using a computer, paper money(bills), paper for writing answers
・ Process
1 JTE explains the students how to play this game and divides them into some groups.
2 ALT shows them the quiz.
3 Each group chooses one answer and decides how much their bet is.
4 ALT shows the answer and ALT and JTE check the answer and give or take paper money to them.
5 After the game, JTE passes them worksheet with the sentences used in the game, and make them write.

Name: Jonathan Thacker, Satsuma Sendai BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizons (Grade 2), Unit 7: My Favorite Movie (pg. 74 & 75)
Objective: Students learn to use comparative and superlative adjectives to “debate” relative merits of topics.
Students become more comfortable expressing their opinions, even if they differ from their friends’/the group’s.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~15 minutes)
 JTE and ALT discuss their favorite movies/TV shows, using comparative adjectives.
 Introduce the comparative adjectives (cool – cooler; funny – funnier; fun – more fun; etc.)
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Present pictures of different movies/TV shows/etc. along with a comparative adjective and practice as a
class (e.g. Satsuma Kenshi Hayato;Kumamon; cool – “Satsuma Kenshi Hayato is cooler than Kumamon”).
Lesson (~30 minutes)
 Students pair up and each pick a favorite movie/TV show/sport/food/etc to “debate”. They can
choose anything but both choices need to be in the same category, i.e. Crayon Shinchan vs. Anpan Man is
ok; Baseball vs.Ramen is not.
 Students write a “debate” against their partner’s topic. E.g. “Crayon Shinchan is cooler than Anpan Man
because Crayon Shinchan is funnier than Anpan.”
 Students perform their debates and class votes who was the most convincing.
Closing (~5 minutes)
(Extra time/level up)
·
Instruct students to use “I think/(S)he thinks…” to preface their statements.


Name: Megumi Tsukuya, Taniyama Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon English Course 2 Unit 7 The comparative, superlative degree (P74~76)
Objective: To have a good time with the ALT.
To teach the students how to tell a story briefly.
Let the students understand the comparative and superlative degree with the ALT in English.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm－up(10minutes )~Hidden words
(Objective)
Let the students understand the contents of the story, and improve thinking skills by making a story.
Let the students notice the words they learned before.
(Procedure)
Make a story using a hidden word that the students learned before.
・ This can also be used to review vocabulary from previous lessons.
・ At first, the ALT shows the example, then lets the students give it a try. (2~3 students)
・ Let the other students guess what the hidden word is.
Main lesson (35minutes)
(Objective)
To introduce the comparative and superlative degree with the ALT.
(Procedure)
・Explain about the birthday of the JTE, ALT and students using the blackboard and pictures.
・Make sentences as follows:
Brittany is older than us. Ms. Tsukuya is older than Brittany. Ms. Tsukuya is the oldest of the three.
・Introduce how the words change. Ex. old － older － oldest
・To deepen the students understanding of the basic sentences, the ALT does the pattern-practice with
the students.
・Let the students write down the basic sentences using dictation.
Closing Remarks / Student Feedback ( 5 minutes)
Let the students repeat the basic sentences after the ALT and memorize them.

Name: Kanako Tomari, Kedoin Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Unit 7 – My Favourite Movie
Objective: Getting the students to think about their own favourite movie and share some of their ideas in
English.
Lesson Plan:
Firstly, using the classroom TV share a clip of your favourite English language movie with the students.
If you have an ALT on the day of the lesson this is a perfect time to get the ALT involved in the class and ask
them to share their favourite movie clip.
• One or two minutes is best as anything longer might be too daunting for them.
• Let them watch it two or three times.
• Explain to them about the movie and why it is your favourite.
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• Ask the students what they understood from the clip and what English they managed to pick up.
Get the students to open their textbook to page 75.
Go through the new vocabulary together.
Either by yourself, or if the ALT is present, perform the dialog between Becky and Ichiro once or twice
depending on the level of the class’s ability.
• Ask them to discuss what they understood with their neighbour
• Ask them as a class what the meaning of the dialog is.
• Look at how the new words fit in the dialog.
Get the students to get into groups of two - four.
• In their group ask them to pick their favourite movie (in either English or Japanese).
• Give them a sheet to be used between the members of the group.
• Ask them to draw a simple illustration that represents the movie.
• Ask them to write a few simple sentences about describing what the movie is about and why they like it
so much. Sentences that use the grammar already covered in the text book would be preferabl, and it would
be a good chance to consolidate their learning.
• Obviously some of the vocabulary will be too difficult so having dictionaries would be a good idea.
• If the ALT is present it would greatly help to be able to get round all the students and offer assistance
in writing of their sentences.
• As the students will be presenting this, make sure that they have a least four sentences so that everyone
in the group can have a turn speaking in front of the class.
If there is time, get the students to stand up in their groups and present their favourite movie to the rest of the
class, making sure that every student has a chance to speak.
If there is no time for this last part of the class, it would make an excellent follow up lesson.

Name: Osako Tsuyoshi, Miyanojyo Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Unit 7 My Favorite Movie (7/8)
Objective: Write a letter
Lesson Plan:
Process
Tim
Student’s Activities
e
1 Greetings
1 Greet aloud
6
2 Warm up
2 Do Quick Q and A in pairs.
3 Review

3 Answer the teacher’s questions.

4 Today’s task

4 Confirm the today’s task
Today’s task

5 Review the text
6 Write the letter
7 Peer reading
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Write the letter to E.T. instead of
5 Elliott.
Answer the teacher’s questions.
6 Write the letter to E.T. instead of
Elliott.

8 Practice reading

7 Make groups and check other
writings.

9 Presentation

8 Practice reading the writing
9 Present the own writings.

ALT’s Activities
1 Greet aloud. Ask the weather, date
and day.
2 Do Quick Q and A with a student
who doesn’t have a pair.
3 Ask the questions about the last class,
what students learned.
4 Explain what we will do in easy
English.

5 Ask the questions about the text.
6 Walk around the desks and help
students.
7 Give some tips about grammars’
mistakes.
8 Check pronunciations.
9 Assess the writing.
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10 Consolidation
11 Assignments
12 Greetings

10 Review what we did.
5

10 Tell good points.

11 Check the next class’s task.
12 Greet aloud.

12 Greet aloud.

Name: Satomi Yamamoto, Sakuragaoka JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My favorite Movie
Objective: To have the students get used to sentences with the comparative degree.
To have the students understand the meaning of the sentences using the comparative degree.
To have the students make sentences using the comparative degree.
Lesson Plan:
Greetings (3 minutes)
Ask the weather, day, date, time and so on.
Warm Up (10 minutes)
・Review the adjectives that the students have already learned.
・Add new adjectives. (check the meaning and pronunciation, then practice reading.)
・Get the students to make sentences using adjectives, such as “Soccer is interesting.”
Main Lesson (35 minutes)
・Introduce how to use the comparative degree.
① Mt. Sakurajima is high. Mt. Fuji is high, too. Mt. Sakurajima is 1,117m high. Mt. Fuji is 3,776m high.
So, you can say “Mt. Fuji is higher than Mt. Sakurajima.”
② “The Shinano River is longer than the Sendai River.”
③ “Kumamon is cuter than Funasshi.”
④ “English is more difficult than math.”
⑤ “Kis-My-Ft2 is more popular than SMAP.”
・Make groups of 4 people and have each group make a sentence using the comparative degree.
・Make the students ask the other students if they agree with their opinion or not.
(Students walk around the room and ask each other their opinion.)
・Make each group present how many people agree with their opinion.
Consolidation(2 minutes)
・Review today’s points.
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Name: Naomi Yoshihara, Take JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My favorite Movie
Objective: Learn comparative
Lesson Plan:
Time
(min
Time
)
(min
)
3'

Procedure

Students’ Activity

Procedure
Start

3'

Greetings

Students’ Activity
Teacher's Work
ALT's Work
Great in English
Help
student's Great in English
understanding
and ask in
someEnglish
Great in English
Help
student's Great
understanding
and ask some

Start
Greetings

Introduction of
Today's theme
Introduction of
Today's theme

Listen
JTE
ALT's talking
Listen
JTE
ALT's talking

15'
15'

3'
3'

10'
10'

Aims of
this period
Aims of
this period
Explanation

Teacher's Work

ALT's Work

Answer the
question.
Answer
the
question.

the English.

Try to make
Kyusyu
using
Try
to make
puzzle.using
Kyusyu

puzzle of Kyushyu
Ask
student
to puzzle.
Make the students
make
the
puzzle
to complete
the
Ask
student
to Make
the students
Kyusyu
puzzle.
make the puzzle
to complete the
Make
puzzle
of
Kyusyu puzzle.
Kyusyu puzzle
Make
of
Ansuer the question Help
students Give some
Kyusyu
understanding.
sentences
Ansuer the question Help
students Give
some using
comparative
understanding.
sentences using
sentences.
comparative
Ex)
sentences.
・Kagoshima is
Ex)
bigger than is
・Kagoshima
Nagasaki.
bigger
than
・Which is bigger
Nagasaki.
than Kumamoto
or
・Which
is bigger
Miyazaki?
than
Kumamoto or
Check today's Theme Let's learn the
Miyazaki?
comparative
degree
Check today's Theme Let's
learn the
（-er than ）
comparative
degree
（-er
than
Explain
the）
Help students
comparative
understanding.
Explain the degree Help
students
Make the student
comparative
degree understanding.
practice
the
Make
the student
comparative degree
practice
the
（-er than ）degree
（-er than ）
comparative
Listen
carefully （-er
Explain
how） to do Help the students
than
how to carefully
do the Explain
the activity.
understanding.
Listen
how to do Help
the students
activity
Make to
the dostudent
Makeactivity.
the student understanding.
Help the students
how
the the
write the
the sentence
write the
the sentence
understanding.
activity
Make
student Make
student Help
the students
（-er than）
using(-er
write
the sentence write
the than）
sentence understanding.

Listen the
explanation
Explanation
Listen
the
Pattern Practice explanation
Practice
comparative degree
Pattern Practice Practice
（-er than ）degree
comparative
Activity

15'

Activity
Writing

15'

Writing

（-er than）

using(-er than）

Self-evaluation
Self-evaluation

Make the student Help the students
do self-evaluation
understanding.
Make
the student Help
the students
do self-evaluation understanding.

Check next class's
theme next class's
Check
theme

Tell next class's
theme next class's
Tell
theme

End

Great in English

Greet in English

Greats in English

End

Great in English

Greet in English

Greats in English

Announcement

Evaluation
students
understand the
students
They try to use
understand the
English.
They
try to use
English.
Student
listen
carefully listen
Student
Thye
understand
carefully
the
English.
Thye
understand

and Ask ALT in English
and Ask ALT in English
“I will ask you a
question.
“I
will ask you a
How many
question.
prefectures
are
How
many
there
in
Kyusyu?”
prefectures are
Ask ALT to make
there in Kyusyu?”
puzzleALT
of Kyushyu
Ask
to make

Evaluation

Try
to
English
Try
to
English

use
use

pare cooporation
pare cooporation

Announcement

Self
Evaluation
Self
Evaluation

4'

Assignments

4'

Assignments

Great in a loud
voice in a loud
Great
voice
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Name: Andrew Zoll, Yakushima BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon: Grade 2 Unit 7: My favorite Movie
Objective: Introduce comparative & superlative adjectives; active listening, conversation, and creative thinking
are all essential components of the lesson.
Lesson Plan:
1. Greeting
2. Warm Up: ~5 minutes
 Have students start by telling English adjectives one by one to the ALT, who writes them on half of the
board. If students say a Japanese adjective, the JTE can say it in English for the ALT to write.
Similarly, the ALT can write new adjectives on the board, which are provided in Japanese to the
students by the JTE. Students should take notes of new adjectives.
3. Main Lesson: ~15 minutes
 JTE and ALT have an easy demonstration conversation discussing their likes and the reasons for those
likes (e.g. sport convo on page 75). Check for students’comprehension.
 Introduce comparisons and superlatives (i.e. –er/-est & more/most) using the adjectives on the board
and the demo conversation as examples. Be sure to include irregular forms (i.e. easy -> easier ->
easiest, etc).
4. Activity 1: ~10 minutes
 Using the blank half of the board, draw figures that correspond to simple visual adjectives (big, small,
tall, short, wide, thin) and ask students to describe them in comparative/superlative language. Answer
any questions and reinforce the grammar.
4. Activity 2: ~20 minutes
 Play a game using a grid pre-prepared with pairs of things (food, movies, places, colors, etc) written at
each intersection. Students form pairs, and work from the bottom of the grid to the top having a
conversation at each intersection that goes something like this:
o Student A: Which do you like? (tonkatsu vs. sushi)
o Student B: I like tonkatsu because it is more delicious than sushi.
 The first team to reach the top wins. If time allows, make them go through it again from a different
starting point.
 Be sure to create some paths in the grid so students can’t go from the bottom of the grid to the top in a
direct line.
 Be sure to leave “blank” intersections in the grid where students come up with their own things to
compare.
 Grid can be modified to include trios of objects that must be described objectively (e.g. elephant vs. dog.
vs. mouse : Elephants are biggest, and a dog is bigger than a mouse) rather than subjectively as in the
above example.
5. Closing remarks
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Sunshine: Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask, pp. 84-89
Name: Kori Aiken, Shibushi BOE
Textbook Lesson: Priest in a Mask (Sunshine Pr.9)
Objective: To get students comfortable using comparatives and superlatives. To engage speaking and listening
skills by having students compare their favorite characters and celebrities.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm-up (10 minutes)
·
Part 1- show the students a few slides of pictures of animals. Ask questions like "Which is
bigger?" for a picture of a mouse and an elephant, or "Which is taller" for a picture of a children
and a basketball player. Students will likely not understand the grammar, so use gestures to
ensure they understand. The JTE and ALT can work together to provide a demonstration
conversation if students don't understand completely, but the JTE should not translate.
·
Part 2- Ask students questions about their class using comparatives or superlatives,
depending on which section of the text you are teaching. For example, "Who is the tallest
student in this class." Again, use gestures and avoid translating into Japanese.
Main (35 minutes)
·
Study the grammar. Using the examples from the book or referring back to the slide show
examples, the ALT and JTE will create small explanation sheets with a few practice sentences.
The JTE will explain the grammar and answer any concerns. The ALT will then recite the
sentences in order to drill intonation and pronunciation. Both the JTE and ALT will monitor the
students as they answer the practice sentences under the examples. Have students who finish
quickly write the correct answers on the board. Then check the answers as a class and practice
the grammar once more with the slides or similar questions.
·
In order to activate the studied grammar, have the students make pairs or small groups and
debate the qualities of their favorite celebrities or characters. For example, if one student chooses
Beyonce and the other chooses Hello Kitty, they could say, "Kitty is cuter than Beyonce, but
Beyonce sings better than Kitty. Beyonce is the best singer in the world." The ALT and JTE can
offer grammar or vocabulary help if needed. The students should have about 10 minutes to write
their sentences and share them with their partner/group. If there is time at the end, have some
students present their sentences to the class as a mini debate.
This activity will allow the students to use the grammar in a real-situation, and should help them
get comfortable using more different grammar in their speech.

Name: Hirotake Akasaki, Hiyoshi Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course 2 / Program9: A Priest in a Mask
Objective: To understand appropriate knowledge and usage of comparative sentences
Lesson Plan:
Procedur
e
Students’ Activities
Teachers’ Assistance ALTs’ Assistance
Evaluation
(time)
1.Greeting with teachers
1.Greeting with
1.Greeting with
1. To be able to
Greeting
students
students
speak loudly and
(5)
with eye contact.

Warm Up
(5)

2.Reviewing the previous
lesson

2. Check the grammar
of comparative
sentences by showing
images on a screen.

2. Read
comparative
sentences with
students.

2. To be able to
understand
appropriate
knowledge of
comparative
sentences.
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Introducti
on
(35)

3.Understanding today’s
goal
Let’s use comparative
sentences!
4. Listen to the sentences
spoken by the ALT and put
the “color cards” in order.
5. Make groups of 4 then
have one of them read a
comparative sentence given
to them by the ALT. The
other members then put the
cards in order.
6. One of the students
makes comparative
sentences by watching
ALT’s model and says them
to the other members in
their groups.

3. Tell them today’s
goal in Japanese.
4. Give each student
five color cards.

7. Write some remarks
about today’s activity and
share with some of their
friends.

7. Teach them the
important points when
using comparative
sentences.

Consolidati
on
8. Understanding tonight’s
(5)
assignment.

5. Pick one student
from each group and
tell them to go to ALT
and memorize the
sentences he shows to
them.
6. Pick one student
from each group and
tell them to see how
the ALT’s cards are
ordered.

3. Tell them
today’s goal in
English.
4. Speak some
comparative
sentences to the
students.
5. Give
comparative
sentences to each
member and tell
them to go back to
their group and
speak to them.
6. Put 5 cards in
any order and
show them to
students, then
make them go
back to their
groups.
7. Make some
comments about
their
communication
skills.

8. Tell them tonight’s
assignment in Japanese. 8. Tell them
tonight’s
assignment in
English.

3. To be able to
understand today’s
goal.
4. To be able to
listen to
comparative
sentences.
5. To be able to
pronounce and
listen to
comparative
sentences.
6. To be able to
speak and listen to
comparative
sentences.
7. To be able to
understand the
important points
when using
comparative
sentences.
8. To be able to
understand today’s
assignment.

Name: Shane Allen, Higashikushira Town BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask, pp. 84
Objective: Get the classroom comfortable using comparisons: (____is _____ than ____.)
Lesson Plan:
Greeting (5 minutes):
- Greet students and have them ask questions. How is the weather? What time is it? How are they? What
classes do they have (ex. Now, before English, After English). What did they eat for breakfast this
morning? What will they eat for lunch today?
Warm up (5 minutes):
- Introduce topic of comparisons. Bring out magnetic A4-sized cards with photos of two things to
compare. Doraemon and Jibanyan (Yokai Watch). Introduce comparative words: (ex: bigger, larger,
smaller, older, younger, cuter). Have students go through each word and then have them use it to
describe both characters. Introduce a new character that is completely random, like: Kyari Pamyu
Pamyu. Then, use the words on students in the class as examples. Volunteer students to use it amongst
one another in classroom. Like “popcorn reading”, have students call out someone random in the class
to compare themselves to.
Main Lesson (25 minutes):
- Introduce book, and go over the basic dialogue. Have students repeat the key phrases. Post magnetic
photos of Japan and Finland on the board and have students compare Japan to Finland using bigger and
smaller. Have students complete the Listening section of the book, and then have them answer as a
class.
- Do the Let’s Try section by having students compare the countries in the book. Pair them off into
twos to ask each other a question.
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- Main group activity: Have the students get into 6 teams. Prepare 6 envelopes that have comparative
words (ex: bigger, smaller) and distribute it to each group. Also, distribute an envelope which has a total
of 12 photos in which can be compared to one another. Have students place the 12 photos face down
and choose things to compare at random. Have students participate in this activity for 10 minutes. Then,
leave 5 minutes for students to present to the class. Then, review these comparisons on the board and
have students summarize what they have learned.
Workbook Review (5 minutes):
- Have students complete the section of their workbook using the comparisons for writing practice. If
you don’t have a workbook review, make a worksheet!

Name: Shiori Asai (Osumi Junior High school)
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine2 Program9 A Priest in a Mask.
Objective: Becoming able to explain two things by comparing them.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm-Up(10minutes)
・give the students some quiz using pictures with ALT
(Which is older, Kinkakuji or Gikakuji? Which is taller, Tokyo Tower or Tokyo Sky Tree? etc.)
Main lesson(35minutes)
・Check the today’s goal (Becoming able to explain two things by comparing them.)
・Write the basic sentences on the blackboard and explain its structure.
・Explain new words and check how to use the comparative form (tall-taller, old-older etc.)
・Speaking activity ( pair work)- In pairs, have the students say at least 3 sentences using the
comparative form. (My bag is larger than your bag. / I am older than you.etc)
・Writing activity – Have the students listen to some pair’s presentation and write what they heard.
Closing Remarks / Student Feedback(5minutes)

Name: Steven Gerking, Akune City BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine Grade 2, Program 9 (pp.84-89), Part 2 (pp.86-87)
Objective: Get students comfortable and familiar with superlative form, as well as reinforcing the previous
comparative form. Engage speaking and listening on multiple fronts.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warming Up (~10 minutes)
 Divide students into 2 or more groups/teams (depending on class size.)
 Using a cartoonish world map (highlighting sizes, climates, lengths, etc.) students race to come up with
their own comparative sentences about the various countries.
 After a handful of questions, segue into superlative form with pictures involving 3+ characters/things.
Demonstrate the usage, touching upon the form and meaning/pronunciation.
Main Lesson (~30 minutes)
 Do Basic Dialog on page 86, followed by Listening.
 Introduce new vocabulary (pp.86-87)
 Students read through text on page 87 – listen, then repeat, and then try alone.
 Touch upon the Japanese meaning of the text, as well as the questions.
Post-Lesson (~10 minutes, more if time permitting)
 Explain to students in simple English about lucha libre, with respect to the differences between it and
Japanese wrestling. Using pictures, ask softball comparative questions about who/what is bigger,
faster, more colorful, etc.
 Using American wrestlers, switch to superlatives.
 Talk a bit about the real Fray Tormenta, showing some of the influence his true story has had (Nacho
Libre, Tiger Mask, et al.) Use grammar points from previous lesson (gives the children money, looks
like _____, etc.)
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Name: Michael Gigante, Minami Osumi BOE
Textbook Lesson: Program 2 – A Priest in a Mask, pp.86-87
Objective: Get students comfortable with superlatives, and introduce the final superlative structure.
Lesson Plan:
Part 1: Greeting
Part 2: Warm-up
Time: 10 minutes
Procedure:
 Review countries, landmarks, and adjectives from the previous lesson.
 Review the structure of superlatives (ex., long, longer) from lesson 1.
 Play superlative whisper. Students remain at their desks. They all first ask the target question: “Which is
bigger?” Then the students in the first rows of the classroom must listen to a statement, and whisper it
back to their teammates.
◦ A is bigger than B.
 The students at the end of the row must then draw the objects in question on the board.
Part 3: Introduction of Grammar
Time: 25min
Procedure:
 Introduce the last superlative, ex., longest.
◦ Explain the format of sentences.
▪ Which is the biggest country in the world?
▪ This country is the biggest in the world.
 Introduce new vocabulary, (show, face, among, etc.).
 Practice listening, and speaking exercises with “~est.”
 Have the students write their own sentences with ~est, and present them to the class.
Part 4: Main Lesson
Time: 10-15min
Procedure:
 Play “Superlative Olympics.”
◦ Write a series of superlative statements on the board. Ex. ▪ The student with the longest hair is_________.
▪ The smartest looking student is__________.
◦ Break the groups into 4-6 teams. Each team will then elect a student to enter one of the
“competitions,” (e.g., see which superlative sentence best describes the student). Voting then
determines a winner, and the teams who vote for the winner gets a point.
Part 5: Closing Remarks/Student Feedback
Final Greeting

Name: Satoshi Hamada, Kunimi JHS
Textbook Lesson: Program 2 - A Priest in a Mask
Objective: To help the students understand the comparative form of adjectives
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
JTE
ALT
1 Greeting

Greet ALT and Ss.

Greet JTE and Ss.

Ss( Students)
Greet JTE, ALT and
other Ss.
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2 Warm-up

Showing the pictures of
Tokyo Tower, Tokyo
Sky Tree and Eiffel Tower.

ALT gives some questions
about these towers.
Where ? Which? How tall ?
ALT tells the answers of
the questions and focus on
comparatives.

Students answer the
ALT’s questions.
Students discuss
the questions.
Students present the
result of discussion.

Goal: Use the comparative form and show which one is larger and smaller?
3 Presentation of
Structures

JTE writes the sentences
Including comparatives and
explain the structures.

4 Listening

JTE and ALT read the
basic dialog

Students check how to
make sentences including
comperatives, and take
memo.
JTE and ALT read the
basic dialog

Students listen carefully

Q: Listen to the dialog and change the order of the countries which ones are
large ?
Students read the
5 Practice

1 JTE shows the picture of LISTENING PART in P84,
2

Activity Group work
① JTE shows the chart which says the large of each
countries in the world.
② Only one student is the judge.
③ The other students try to make sentences and
check whether they are correct or not.
④ If the judge says ” No “ he must give his job to the
student.

textbook and check the
answer.
Students compare their
belongings.
Students follow the
Rules and join the
activity.

Name: Yu Iwashita, Fukiage Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course 2／Program 9 A Priest in a Mask
Objective: (1) To increase students interest, willingness, and a positive attitude towards communicating
in English.
(2) To enable the students to understand the comparative form of adjectives and write some s
imple sentences with them.
Lesson Plan:
Progress
Time
Students Activities
Teaching points and Evaluation
(○Teaching points ◆Evaluation)
１

2

３

Greetings

ALT’s Time

Watching skit

2m

・Greet JTE, ALT and other
students

◆Check if they get the idea.

5m

3m

○Have the students greet each
other. Add some conversations.

・Listen to ALT’s speech and answer
some questions.
・Watch JTE and ALT’s skit and
answer some questions.

○Emphasize comparative forms.
◆Check if they notice the new
form of adjectives.
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4

Setting
Today’s Goal

1m

・Check Today’s Goal
Today’s Goal
Write sentences with the new grammar.

5

Grammar

3m

・Listen to teachers’ explanation.

Introduction

6

7

Keyword game

Oral

5m

7m

Practice
8

9
10

10

11

Activity

Making

・Paly Keyword game

・Look at some pictures and make
sentences.

○Show some incomplete sentences
to fill in the blanks while showing
the pictures.
◆Check whether they are saying
correct form of comparative
adjectives.

15m

・Make pairs. Draw each other’s
faces and bodies. Compare the their
drawings and make sentences.
Change the pairs and do the same.

5m

・Write some sentences they made
during the activities.

◆Check if they use the new form
correctly.

・Have some students write their
sentences on the board and read
them.

○Walk around the room and help
students if necessary.

・Listen to teacher’s conclusion,
evaluation and assignments.

○Tell the overall evaluation.

Sentences

Conclusion

◆Check if they understand the
new pattern for modifying
adjectives.

3m

Greeting
1m

・Greet JTE, ALT and other
students.

Name: Kaori Kamiyobo, Daiichi Sata Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Program 2 - A Priest in a Mask, pp. 86-87
Objective: Get students comfortable with superlatives, and introduce the final superlative structure.
Lesson Plan:
Part 1: Greeting
Part 2: Warm-up
Time: 10 minutes
Procedure:
 Review countries, landmarks, and adjectives from the previous lesson.
 Review the structure of superlatives (ex., long, longer) from lesson 1.
 Play superlative whisper. Students remain at their desks. They all first ask the target question: “Which is
bigger?” Then the students in the first rows of the classroom must listen to a statement, and whisper it
back to their teammates.
◦ A is bigger than B.
 The students at the end of the row must then draw the objects in question on the board.
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Part 3: Introduction of Grammar
Time: 25min
Procedure:
 Introduce the last superlative, ex., longest.
◦ Explain the format of sentences.
▪ Which is the biggest country in the world?
▪ This country is the biggest in the world.
 Introduce new vocabulary, (show, face, among, etc.).
 Practice listening, and speaking exercises with “~est.”
 Have the students write their own sentences with ~est, and present them to the class.
Part 4: Main Lesson
Time: 10-15min
Procedure: s
 Play “Superlative Olympics.”
◦ Write a series of superlative statements on the board. Ex. ▪ The student with the longest hair is_________.
▪ The smartest looking student is__________.
◦ Break the groups into 4-6 teams. Each team will then elect a student to enter one of the
“competitions,” (e.g., see which superlative sentence best describes the student). Voting then
determines a winner, and the teams who vote for the winner gets a point.
Part 5: Closing Remarks/Student Feedback
Final Greeting

Name: Reiko Kashiwabara, Tasaki JHS
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask
Objective: Get the students to understand the summary of Program9. Get the students accustomed to use
comparative sentences.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm-up(~10 minutes)
・Dictation by listening to a song including the comparative.
・Game:Each group line up in order of thier birthday( or their height ) in silence as quickly as possible and
make a comperative sentence one by one
Main Lesson(~35 nimutes)
・Review new vocabulary using line game.
・Listen to ALT's summary of the Program9 using the picture charts. After that, fulfill the blanks on the
worksheets. After checking their answers, give students some easy questions about the contents given by ALT.
・Write several sentences about "My hero" like Fray Tormenta using the comperative, superlative and the
apposition.
・There is a famous Japanese old tale called Shitakirisuzume. In the tale the old man chose the smaller box as a
present. If a student was the old man, which box would he(she ) choose. Each student must write the reasons
and tell thier opinions in the classroom .
Closing Remarks(~ 5 minutes)
・Summarize today's lesson.
・Give students homework and a notice of the next class
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Name: Yayoi Kosaihira, Matsuyama JHS
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course2 Program 9: A Priest in a Mask, PP.84-85
Objective: The students will be able to speak and write sentences using comparative expression.
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
Students’ Activities
Teacher’s Activities
(time)
(Greeting)
・Answer ALT’s questions.
・Ask daily questions.
Warm Up
・Students give some Australian ・ALT uses these animal names
(5 min.)
animals’ name they know.
in introduction.
Introduction
・Students make order the
・ALT shows unique animals of
(10 min.)
animals after listening ALT’s
Australia that is his home
talk.
country. Then rank from the
strongest using comparative
expression.
Words and
・
・JTE introduces new
phrases
vocabulary and grammar.
(10 min.)
Activity
(25 min.)

1. Each group ( 3~4 students ) looks for the list of the highest
mountain, the longest river, the largest country ranking etc… on the
Internet.
2. They try to remember the results as much as possible.
3. One student from each group comes to the front and writes one
sentence on the blackboard and turns to the next person.
4. They have to write a sentence follow the previous sentence.
ex. Mt. Everest is higher than Mt. K2.
Mt. K2 is higher than Kangchenjunga.
( Students can use katakana or hiragana.)
The group that writes as much as possible will win.

Name: Hasie Leung, Tarumizu BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask, pp. 84
Objective: Learn comparative
Lesson Plan:
Greetings
Good morning/ Good afternoon. Catch up Questions about something that has happened recently.
For example: How was your weekend? Did you stay at home because of the Typhoon? What did you
do? Did you see the Lunar eclipse? How was it? Did anyone go to the elementary school sports day?
Which school did you go to? Then the “usual questions” What is the date, what day is it, what time it
is, how is the weather and how are you? These get written in a worksheet they have in their folders.
Todays goal
The topic for Program 9 is larger/smaller. Refer to page 114 for more examples and and explanations.
Go through the exercises listed. “Meg’s bag is larger than Tom’s bag”. Give a few examples with the
same sentence structure. Ask the class to contribute.Eg. my bag is larger than Ms Yoshikawa’s Bag.
Gakuto is taller than Masashi. Japan is a little bit larger than New Zealand.
Speaking/writing practise: Have the students pair up. Write these phrases on the blackboard for them to follow.
My ___item____ is ___adjective__er than your ___item_____.
___name__’s ____item____ is ___adjective__er than ___name____’s ___item___.
Ask them to use their own things on the desk to practise the dialogue. Eg. My pencil is longer than your
pencil.
Then ask another pair to repeat the phrase with the second sentence. Eg. Takuma’s pencil is longer than
Hajime’s pencil.
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Short Game.
True or false. Pick the appropriate exercises or do them all if have the time.
As a listening exercise. Either split the class into teams or groups or do it as an individual quiz. The ALT
will list a lot of phrases. The teams have to decide if they are true or false to get points for their team.
Ask the JTE is explain certain phrases the class might not understand. Eg. Russia is larger than India, My
brother is taller than my father, My hair is longer than my sister’s hair, Egypt is hotter than New
Zealand, Kagoshima is colder than Auckland, Ayumu is older than Naoki. Offer the class to ask
questions too. Eg. Do you like Guribu more than Kumamon? If the classroom has space and you would
like them to move around. Have the students who pick “true” run to the left hand side of the classroom
and “false” to the right hand side of the classroom.
As a speaking exercise. Have the pairs test each other with phrases they think of themselves. Maybe
provide a few sentence structures for them to follow on the blackboard. At the end, have a volunteer or
“best of” session where some students can test the whole class with their phrase.
As a writing exercise. Provide a worksheet with two photos or drawings. Eg. a tall man (John) and short
man (Tom) with different luggage, clothing, facial features etc. Ask the class to write as may comparisons
as they can. Eg, Tom’s hair is longer than John’s hair, Tom is shorter than John, John’s bag is bigger
than Tom’s bag, John’s ears are smaller than Tom’s ears.
As a Reading/ drawing exercise
Provide printouts of two sets of phrases. Students will be in pairs, one will read while the other draws.
Reader and drawer switch when they finish. Example of an instruction set: There are two girls, Amy is
taller than Sarah. They are wearing hats, Amy’s hat is bigger than Sarah’s hat. Sarah has large eyes, Amy
has larger eyes. Amy’s bag is smaller than Sarah’s bag.
Reading of the Passage.
Go through the pronunciation and meaning of the new words in the passage.
List some questions before the reading. The two questions provided in the text plus two more additional
questions based on the passage. Eg. Which was harder? Teaching or earning money? What age was
Sergio when he went to see the local priest? Have the ALT read these questions and the JTE explain
them.
Ask the class to listen to the ALT read the passage the first time, listening for the answers to the
questions. After questions are answered and meanings explained, have the class repeat after the ALT,
then practise reading individually.

Name: Melissa Masson, Izumi BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine: Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask, pp. 86-87.
Objective: Review grammar introduced in 9-1 (～er than…; …よりも～). Introduce new grammar point, “the
～est”; もっとも～. Practice listening, speaking and writing skills using interactive activities.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting (5~ minutes) –
 Four questions: How are you? How’s the weather today? What day is it today? What is the date?
 If have time, encourage listening comprehension by talking about recent event or topic with students. For
example, if a student says they are tired, ask them why or ask the students what they did that weekend.
Warm Up (~10 minutes)
 Use pictures of celebrities/characters or clip art. The JTE will ask the ALT questions about the picture using
the previous target grammar.
JTE: Who is taller? Kyary Pamyu Pamyu or Matsuko Deluxe? ALT: I think that Matsuko is taller than
Kyary.
 Review the grammar from Program 9-1. Ensure that everyone remembers.
Main Lesson (~30 minutes)
 Introduce the new grammar point by creating sentences using the earlier pictures as a point of reference.
 Encourage the students to listen and guess the new grammar point and its meaning.
 Explain the new grammar point.
 Encourage the students to create their own sentences using the grammar point and the provided pictures to
ensure that students understand. If you have a shy class, encourage students in pairs to create sentences and
then the JTE and ALT can walk around the class to check that everyone understands.
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Explain main activity:
1. Split class into groups and have them move their tables together.
2. Hand them a profile of Japan and of another country. Include info like size, population, and
special qualities like “longest river in the world” or “tallest tower”.
The profile may be in English or Japanese depending on the level of the class. Make sure to
include necessary vocabulary like “population” with translations.
3. In groups, students will compare the countries and write sentences using the vocabulary.
Eg. Canada’s population is smaller than Japan’s./The Amazon River is the longest in the world.
4. Each group will then present to the class. Aim for each member to say at least one sentence.
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback (~5 minutes)
(Variation)
 Have students create a brief skit where one member tells the other about the country.

Name: Meagan McClendon, Soo City BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask
Objective: Superlative Adjectives, listening and speaking
Lesson Plan:
Time

Section

Description
the grammar on the page. Students take notes on the
grammar

Who

10 min

Pg 86

 Introduce

JTE

5 min

Pg 86
Listening

 Have

ALT

15 min

Worksheet

 (2

15 min

Pg 87

 Pronunciation: Go over new words using the digital blackboard.
 Go over the meaning of the new words.
 Practice the passage by having the students repeat the ALT.
 Ask the students where the superlative adjects are in the text.
 Go over the meaning of the text. Let students write the Japanese

ALT read the listening from out of the teacher book to save
the kids from listening to the horrible voice recordings on the CD
 Go over answers together

min) Listen: Have ALT read speech (twice or more times). Have
ALT
pictures printed out to show examples.
o This is the Eiffel tower. It was built before TV. This is
Tokyo Tower. It was built in 1958. The Eiffel Tower is
older than Tokyo Tower. This is the Tokyo Skytree. It is
taller than the Tokyo Tower. It is newer than Tokyo
Tower. This is England. England is smaller than Japan.
 (3 min) Check: Ask the students what they understood.
 (5 min) Show: Have a picture of famous towers, their heights, names,
and where they are. Make half sheet with this picture on it and
some useful adjectives in a box (tall, new, old). Go over the names
of the towers, and the country names with the students. Go over
the adjectives in the box. Make sure students can make the
adjectives superlatives and go over pronunciation.
 (5 min) Pair Work: In pairs have the students make sentences out
loud using the names of the towers on the picture and the
adjectives in the box on the half sheet. Have the ALT and JTE
walk around and help with pronunciation and keep students on
track.
ALT &
JTE

meaning in the book.
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5 min

Pg 86

 Play the “Row Race Game”
 Have one row of students stand.
 Ask them a question (Example: “Is Sakurajima

ALT

taller than Mt. Fuji?”
or “Which is taller, Tokyo Skytree or Tokyo Tower?”)
 The first student who raises their hand and answers correctly first
gets to sit down. The last student standing has their column stand
up and keep playing the game until time runs out.

Name: Luke Miller, Kimotsuki BOE
Textbook Lesson: A Priest in a Mask, or, How Sergio Benitez went from being a bad boy to a wrestling hero
for local children, Page 84- 89 (Sunshine, Grade 2)
Objective: To help students become familiar with making comparisons between two or more objects, i.e. longer
than, taller than, faster than, colder than, etc.
Lesson Plan:
Lesson Plan:

Warm up (~10 minutes):
· Begin by reviewing the base form of common words used for comparisons.
o For example: tall, short, fast, slow, large, small, cold, hot, high, low, big
o Divide the class into teams by rows. The ALT will say a word and the first student to say the
opposite word gets a point for their team. For example, the teacher would say “hot”, and the
first student to say “cold” gets a point for his or her team.
§ The students take turns as to who is representing their team each round.
§ After each round, have the winning student use the word in a sentence, to ensure that
all the students comprehend the meaning (“It is hot today”).
Main Lesson (~40 minutes):
· Introduce how to make comparisons between two things
o Teach the basic grammatical structure of “A is _____er than B”
§ I.e. Kagoshima is smaller than Tokyo
o Using examples in the book make sentences with the students. Give the students two nouns,
and, as a class, create a sentence comparing the two objections. For example, using page 84, the
teacher says “Russia” and “U.S.”, and they work together to create the sentence, “Russia is larger
than the U.S.”
o Begin with the teacher giving the correct sentence in the comparison, and then gradually
move to the students entirely completing the sentences.
o Continue this until students have an adequate enough comprehension to move on to the next
part
· Divide the students into pairs. Each pair will be “wrestling”. Students must make up their own wrestling
name and draw their character, emulating the story in Sunshine. Encourage them to be creative with their
names and costumes. The students do “rock, paper, scissors” to decide who goes first. The first student in each
pair must introduce a comparison on why their character is a better wrestler than the other character. For
example, “Fray Tormenta is stronger than Fray Tormenta Junior”. The other student then must make another
comparison, such as “Fray Tormenta Junior is taller than Fray Tormenta”. The last student to make a
comparison, before the other student runs out of vocabulary he or she knows, gets a point. After each round,
students rotate partners. At the end (if there is time), the students with the most points face off.
o The comparison can be serious or silly, like “Fray Tormenta is uglier than Fray Tormenta
Junior”.
· Finish the lesson by briefly reviewing the lesson and the grammatical concept.

Name: Daisuke Nagayama, Shibushi JHS
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course 2, Program 9: A priest in a Mask
Objective:. Get the students comfortable with the comparative degree.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up(~10 minutes)
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● Review adjectives and adverbs like big, small, short, long, tall, hot, cold, fast, etc.
● Review some sentences by using adjectives or adverbs.
Ex. Japan is small.
Ichiro can run fast.
● Show two things/persons and ask questions “Which is longer, A or B?”
If students answer, teachers say “A is longer than B.” and make students repeat the sentence.
Continue some questions by using other adjectives and adverbs.
Main Lesson(~35 minutes)
● Game:
Prepare a card for each student. On each card, his/her name, age, height, and time of 100m running are
already written. Students walk in the classroom and introduce himself/herself and then say, ‘Oh, you are older
than I.” or “I can run faster than you.” and so on.
● Write some sentences by using the comparative degree.
● Check the answers
Closing Remarks/Student Feedback(~5 minutes)
● Make students reconfirm the structure of the comparative degree.
(Extra Time)
● Allow students to say original sentences by using comparative degree.

Name: Miyuki Makamura, Kanoya JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Horizon Unit 9 A Priest in a Mask (page 84)
Objective: Learn expressions
Lesson Plan:
T

Activities

JT

ALT

2

1) Greeting

Greet

●Greet

5

2) Warming
-up

Give Ss easy quesons

10

3) Skit

●Ask Ss easy questions
・What day is it today? / What is the
date today? How is the weather?
・Which country do you want to go ?
①Show Ss dialg.
●Show students dialog.
A: Which country is larger, Japan or New Zealand?
B: Japan is larger than Japan.
A: That’s right. Then, which country is larger, the U.S or Australia?
B: The U.S is larger than Australia.
② Give Ss the goal of today’s
lesson.
Show Ss the skit one more
time.

③
15

4) Basic
expression

①
②

●Show Ss the skit one more time.

Basic Expression
Practice basic expressions
New Zealand is smaller than Japan.
The U.S is larger than Australia.
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15

5)
Conversation
activity

Conversation activity
Quiz game
1 Which is taller, Tokyo Tower or Kyoto Tower?
2 Which is older , Horyuji or Tadaiji temple?
3 Which is larger , Japan or England ?
4. Which is smaller, Canada or China ?
Students talk about the answers
and write answers on their
notebook.

3

7)
Consolidation

Give the instructions for
homework.

Name: Chihiro Osuki, Komenotsu JHS
Textbook Lesson: Program 9 A Priest in a Mask
Objective: ①Reading Ability:
・To help the students understand the outline and main points of the story.
②Cultural Information:
To have the students learn what happened to Sergio Benites.
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
JTE
ALT
1.Greetings
Greet ALT and Ss(=students).
Greet JTE and Ss.
2.Warm-up
Review

Do mapping about “Dramatic
Life” on the board.

3.Presentation
of the New
Material

1) Introducing key vocabulary (New
words)
Pass Worksheet to Ss.
Present the new words and
explain the meanings to Ss.
2)Read with the new words
Help Ss understand the new
words.
3)Check the new words
Walk around the room and help the Ss.

4.Reading

Ask the following
questions:
What do you image from
the word “DRAMATIC
LIFE”?
Check the new words
interesting with the Ss.
Put the pictures on the
board.
Ask Ss questions and
check Ss’ answers.
Walk around the room
and help the Ss.

1)Model Reading
Show the picture Charts of the Reading the model a few times.
text.
2)Put the words in the gaps
Walk around the room and help Walk around the room and help
the Ss.
the Ss.
3)Chorus reading
Have Ss repeat after ALT. Read the text.

Students(Ss)
Greet ALT,JTE and
other Ss.
Interact with ALT.

Look at the picture
and try to guess the
new words.
Using new words
and fill in the blanks.
Draw a line from the
English word to the
Japanese word.
Look at the Picture
Chart and listen to
ALT.
Work together in
pairs and fill in all
blanks.
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5.Practice

4)Individual Reading
Walk around the classroom and help Ss with their pronunciation.
1)Reading with questions
Using picture Chart and mapping
Write Ss’ keywords on the
ALT interacts with the Ss
board. Write Key word.
about the content of the textbook.
2)Talk with the key words
JTE/ALT walk around the room and help the Ss.
3)Writing
JTE/ALT walk around the room and help Ss if necessary.

6.Concludition

Have some Ss write their
sentences on the board.

Correct Ss’ sentences.

Listen to ALT and
answer the questions
and write it on work
sheet.
Using key words and
speak about

Write Ss speech on
their notebooks.
Ss understand by
other Ss
explanations.

Name: Peter Pickar, Shibushi BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine “A Priest in a Mask” P.(84-89)
Objective: Get students comfortable with comparatives and superlatives
Lesson Plan:
Phase Time
Plan
E
10
Greeting - Questions
Warm up game.
Which is better game… students are put into pairs and asked to rate a
series of picture questions using numbers to signify their first and last
choices for a given category. For example which car is the most
expensive; which meal is the most expensive/least expensive; which
building is the tallest/shortest. Let’s use “which building is taller” for
demonstration purposes. The pictures can show the Burj Dubai, the
Sears Tower and Yokohama Landmark Tower. Additionally use some
questions where the pictures may be equal. Give students 5 minutes to
complete. Then present answers in number format.
S
20
Let’s return to the example of the towers. Which is the tallest? The
Burj Dubai is. Ask the students how we might say this in English. Try
to get the students to elicit “The Burj Dubai is the (some form of tall).”
Introduce the superlative form. Ask the students for adjectives and
write them on the board. Now ask them how they would make them
into superlatives. Write the formula structure for superlatives on the
board and underline it. To practice, have the students still in pairs do a
worksheet or write as many superlative sentences about things or
people in their classroom as they can in 5 minutes. Review answers for
practice. Next, introduce comparatives. Again return to the tower
example. Explain to the students that we now want to compare the
tallest and shortest tower. Ask the students how we might say this.
Have the students try to elicit a sentence. Introduce the comparative
form. Use the building example to compare the Burj Dubai to the
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A

20

Yokohama Landmark tower. Show both examples; “The Burj Dubai is
taller than the Yokohama Tower” and “The Yokohama Tower is
shorter than the Yokohama Tower”. Present the structure on the
board for comparatives and underline it. Again have the students in
pairs do a quick worksheet to check for understanding or write as many
sentences comparing things in their classroom in five minutes.
To practice have the students in pairs or in groups of up to four, write
as many comparative and superlative sentences as they can about
different teachers in the school. At the end, have each group share their
sentences. If any other group has the same sentence, both groups
should cross that statement off their list. Continue until all groups have
read all of their statement and any duplicates are eliminated. The group
with the most statements wins.
If time permits, then give the students ten adjectives. Ask them to use
these adjectives in the superlative form to describe someone in their
family. Once complete, check their sentences and have the students rewrite these sentences on a clean sheet of paper along with a picture of
the person they are describing.

50 min

Name: Miki Saito, Uto Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine, Program9: A Priest in a Mask
Objective:. To help the students understand the comparative form of adjectives.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~5 minutes)
Q&A Review
Presentation of New Material (～15 minutes)
Ask students or ALT “How tall are you?”
Introduce of “～taller than….”
Activity1 Say five people “I’m taller than you.”
Ask students or ALT “How old are you? When’s your birthday?”
Introduce of “～younger than….”
Activity2 Say five people “I’m younger than you.”
Explain format: how to make a comparative sentence and how to make ～er.
Practice (～25 minutes)
Activity3 (speaking)
Students make a pair and get the five cards which number is written. Students pick one card. Say together
“Who is older?”. A students answer “I’m older than you.”
Activity4 (writing & speaking & listening)
Make three hints quiz. Make a group of three or four and get animal lists. Each group choose one or two
animals and make three hints quiz.
(ex)hint 1 :I’m bigger than mouse. Who am I? (5 points)
hint2: I’m cuter than snake. Who am I? (3 points)
hint3: I’m faster than monkey. Who am I? (1 points)
If the students can answer hint 1, they can get 5 points.
Closing Remarks / Students Feedback (～5 minutes)
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Name: Miyoshi Sako, Ijuin Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course 2: A Priest in a Mask (Section 1)
Objective:. Get the students comfortable with comparative.
Lesson Plan:
Time
Procedure
Greetings
10 Small quiz about animals
Review some adjectives and adverbs.
To have a model dialogue using animals’ pictures
A: Which runs faster, a cat or a dog?
B: I think a dog runs faster than a cat.
A: That’s right. How about a horse? Which runs faster, a horse or a dog.
35
B: A horse is faster a dog. A horse runs the fastest of the three.
Introduction of grammar of comparative and superlative
To compare various things using adjectives and adverbs using picture cards
Writing drill
Making a skit and draw a picture with a partner.
(Extra time)
5
To do arm wrestling and make a sentence in a group.

Name: Adrian Storr, Higashiichiki BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Program 9 (lesson 1)
Objective: Start to teach comparative language using ‘-er than’.
Lesson Plan:
Greetings
Warm Up (5mins)
 Line Game
o Review Grammar points from the year so far (and some of 1st year too). Try to focus on recent
grammar points
o Ask a question, students put their hands up. Choose one. If they get the answer right, they
choose a direction. The students in that direction from the student as well as the one who
answered sit down.
o Do twice if time allows
Main lesson
 Teach Grammar (10-15mins)
o Do skit with props. Compare the two using ‘-er than’. Do as many sentences as possible.
o Make sure class understands the meaning. Give example(s) for them to note down in their
notebook.
 Activity (30mins)
o Get the students to make pairs.
o On the board or a sheet of paper, draw two versions of the same character, one big, and one
small. Once the students have understood what you’ve done, go over the target grammar
again, for example “This Yoshi is bigger than that Yoshi.”
o Give each pair a sheet of paper and an adjective to use (eg. Big, small, cute, angry, happy etc).
Give them 5-10 minutes in a pair to create their sheet.
o Get them to write the target sentence for their sheet at the top without showing anyone else in
the room. Fold this tab over and then stick all the sheets to the wall, with the sentences
hidden.
o In pairs, the students go around the room and figure out the sentence for each picture, writing
them down in their notebook or on a separate sheet of paper.
o Go over answers as a class at the end. The pair with the most correct sentences is the winner.
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Name: Andy Tran, Kanoya BOE
Textbook Lesson: Program 9: A Priest in a Mask (pp. 84-89)
Objective: Get the students comfortable with comparative sentences. Learn the grammar and apply it to real
world situations.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting  “Good morning class! How are you? How is the weather? What’s the date today? What day is it
today? What time is it now?”
Warm up (~10 minutes)
 English Shiritori (Ex: Apple  Elephant  Tree)
 Get students into groups of 4 or 6.
 Students take turn writing one word on the board.
 The team with the most points are the winners.
 The purpose of the game is for students to recall English vocabulary.
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
 Introduce new vocabulary (such as priest, mask, than, etc.). [Pronunciation by ALT]
 Introduce comparative sentences and grammar from the text book. [Explanation by JTE]
 Practice new grammar with JTE and ALT. (Demonstration)
 “Comparative Quiz” –
 Students try to guess the correct answer based on comparative sentences.
 Students must answer using new grammar.
 For example, “Which animal is heavier, a whale or an elephant? Answer: A whale is heavier than an
elephant.” “Who is older, Barack Obama or Shinzo Abe? Answer: Shinzo Abe is older than Barack
Obama.”
 Questions and pictures would be shown using a PowerPoint.
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback (~5 minutes)
 Closing remarks by JTE. (Review of today’s grammar)
 Final words by ALT. (Saying “Thank you everyone! Good bye! Etc.)

Name: Koichiro Umibe, Beppu Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Crown: Grade 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations (Part 1)
Objective: To get the students comfortable with the comparative degree and the superlative degree.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~10minutes)
・ Show some pictures.
・ Review many adjectives.
・ Students explain the pictures with adjectives in English.
Main Lesson (~35minutes)
・ Introduce some maps ( country ) of the pictures.
・ Introduce new vocabulary.
・ Introduce the structure of the comparative degree and the superlative degree.
・ Students make quiz questions by using some pictures and ask each other.
1. Students listen to example models from teachers.
Example ( Show the some maps: country, Australia China India Japan
the USA )
･ Japan is larger than Australia. Is it true?
･ Japan is the smallest of five. Is it true?
2. Students make quiz questions with the comparative degree and the superlative
degree.
3. Students receive advice from teachers.
4. Students ask quiz questions each other.
Closing Remarks/ Students Feedback (~5minutes)
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・
・

Introduce other student’s quiz questions and answer them.
After that, students rewrite the false sentences with the comparative degree and the superlative degree.
Example ･ Other student’s quiz question: An ant is bigger than an elephant.
→ An elephant is bigger than an ant.
･ Other student’s quiz question: Hokkaido is the smallest prefecture
in Japan.
→ Hokkaido is the biggest prefecture in Japan.

Name: Akemi Wakita, Osumi J.H.S.
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask, pp.86
Objective: To help the students understand the superlative form of adjectives.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up(~10minutes)
・Review the structure of comparative form.
・Show some pictures on Degital Blackboard and ask some questions.
Q:Which is higher ,A or B? / Which is longer, A or B? / Which is older, A or B?
Main Lesson(~35minutes)
・Introduce topic of the superlative form of adjectives.
・Ask the ALT to make a speech using superlative form, introducing famous towers from around the
world.（Ex:Tokyo Tower and the Sky Tree Tower and Eiffel Tower , et. ）
・Showing pictures on Degital Blackboard.
・Checking students’ understanding.(Ex: How tall is it? Which tower is the tallest?)
・After Oral introduction, Write the Basic Dialog on the board and explain the structure.
・Explain the new words & Phrases.
・Explain how to do the “Listening”, then listen to ALT and write the answers.
・Demonstrate and explain how to do the “Speaking” activity.
・Demonstrate and explain how to do the “Let’s try” activity.
・Ask some questions using the superlative form of adjectives.
---”Row Race”
Closing Remarks / Students Feedback(~5mintes)
・Writing Activity using worksheet.
・Check the answers.
・Collect Worksheets.

Name: Oscar Wrenn, Hioki City BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course 2: Program 9-1 A Priest in a Mask
Objective: To get students familiar with comparatives, in particular ‘larger, smaller, longer, shorter, harder,
easier’, to have fun.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm up (~10 minutes).
 Play a warm up game or two to review vocabulary or grammar from previous lesson. Program 7 (する
こと、I like –ing…) can be easily and enjoyably reviewed using True or False game etc. Vocabulary can
be reviewed using spelling race game etc.
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
 Introduction:
 Explain the overarching aim of the lesson.
 Review/introduce vocabulary (large, small, long, short, hard, easy, prettier, uglier)
 Explain grammar point. This can be easily demonstrated using any two objects, and the meaning should
be immediately clear if you have properly reviewed the adjectives you use. Write down clearly on the
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board example sentences making sure to explain how to make an adjective into a comparative (not
forgetting to point out exceptions to the rule e.g. easy-easier).
 Recognition;
 Bring along pictures of famous people, objects, insects etc. Make two spaces on the board in the general
sentence pattern `(Something) is (-er) than (something). Ask the students to choose the comparative to
go in the middle, either by listing the basic adjectives up on the board or prompting them from the
vocabulary review earlier. Whether you ask for individuals to contribute or have a shouting contest to see
which wins out will depend on the energy and size of your class. It would be advisable to start with fairly
obvious comparisons before moving on to odd matches of pictures which elicit hilarious comparisons
such as `so and so is uglier than a spider`.
 Reproduction;
 Hand out a blank sheet of paper and ask the children to pick two objects of their own and draw them
(though asking children to bring pictures of their own prior to the class could be more fun). Then ask
them to write their own comparative sentence and introduce the two objects to the class. Encourage
students to use objects they don`t know the name of in English, as well as new adjectives, making the
use of the two English speakers in the class to ask questions and refine sentences. Depending on the
timing/size of the class, either split the class into groups to introduce their comparison to each other, or
get them to say it to the class.
 Extra activities;
 Character-off (better for small classes). Have two challengers come to the front, each having already
picked a favourite character. The aim is to defend their character by stating that it is
larger/stronger/harder etc. than the other one. Keep going back and forth until one person runs out of
things to say.
Closing remarks/ Student Feedback (~5 minutes)

Name: Takeshi Yamaguchi, Koyama JHS
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine: Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask
Objective: To have the students understand the comparative form of adjectives to compare familiar things to
them.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~10 minutes)
・ Questions and Answers (Ask some simple questions)
・ Bingo game (Using the words they studied last class)
Main lesson (~35 minutes)
・ Let students listen to the conversation between JTE and ALT using the comparative form of adjectives.
And students guess what we are talking about.
・ Write the basic dialog on the board and explain its structure.
・ Show some pictures and let students make some sentences using the comparative forms.
・ Let students write the dialog on the board.
・ Let students make some quiz using the comparative forms and ask their friends.
Closing remarks / Student Feedback (~5 minutes)
(Extra time)
・ Let students make sentences about differences in the land area of the country on the map(textbook P.84)

Name: Ryushiro Yoshinaga, Takarabe J.H.S
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine: Grade 2, Program 9: A Priest in a Mask, Pg. 84-89
Objective: Introduce size comparisons using student-involved activity.
Lesson Plan: Tall /Taller / Tallest Student in class
Greeting
Warm-Up (15 Minutes)
 Introduce New Vocabulary
 Read Dialogue
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o Focus on Pronunciation
o Listen and Repeat
 Answer Speaking and Listening Questions
Main Lesson (35 Minutes)
 Introduce Size Comparison
o Mikan, Apple, Coconut = Big, Bigger, Biggest
 Other Examples:
o Tall / Taller / Tallest
o Small / Smaller / Smallest
 Play Height Comparison game. 2 students stand in front of class and a student will say:
o “A is taller than B.”
o “B is smaller than C.”
o “A is the same as D.”
 Take turns and repeat.
 Finish the game with who is the tallest student in class.
Review(5 Minutes)
 Review: Tall / Tallest / Taller with picture examples
Closing Remarks / Questions
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Sunshine: Grade 2, Program 11
Yui – To Share Is to Live, pp. 102-106
Name: Thomas Brotherhood, Hioki BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course 2: Program 11 Yui – To Share is to Live p. 102
Objective: To give students an initial introduction to the formation of the passive voice, instill a basic
understanding of its uses in conversation, and develop familiarity with the past participles of common verbs.
Lesson Plan:
Warm-up and introduction of topic
Greetings, class as a whole and a handful of students individually.
Warm-up
Mini skit – JTE and ALT exchange prepared gifts, using the “This is a present for you. This
chocolate/towel/design is made in …”
Illicit from the students what words are being repeated: be 動詞 and made.
- Confirm comprehension, and write the basic structure on the board.
Ask students to repeat as a class, and then have volunteers enact the role-play with teachers, and as
pairs.
Activity 1
Give the students 1 minute to check the labels on the contents of their pen cases for their country of
origin.
Give one more example, giving a pen to one student saying “This pen is made in China”
Ask the students to practice giving their stationary to one another, stating where it is made.
Explanation (Detailed)
JTE introduces in detail the passive voice, using p102 to confirm previous examples and build
comprehension.
Highlights the use of the be 動詞 as an auxiliary verb. Singular/Plurals.
Give more examples of the context in which the passive is used, and introduce more verbs.
Finally reveal that the made being used above is not just the past tense, but the past participle.
ALT uses examples of practices from their home country to introduce the past participle of a few more
verbs.
“Black tea with milk is drunk in England.” “Raw fish with soy sauce is eaten in Japan.”
- Confirm comprehension, extend explanation if necessary.
Activity 2 – Part Participles Practice
Utilize pre-prepared cards (attached) and simple games to develop familiarity with different verb
forms.
The cards have three suits: 現在形、過去形、過去分詞形.
Within the suits are several verbs used commonly in Sunshine English 2, p153.
To practice recognition, students play “Spoons” in groups of 4-6.
Each group has enough cards for one ‘set’ (eg. Use, used, used) per person. Also one eraser per
person is placed in the middle of the table.
The cards are dealt evenly amongst players. Each player then passes one card to their left
simultaneously.
Each player hopes to create a ‘set’ of one verb, allowing them to take one eraser from the middle
of the table.
Once one person completes a set and takes an eraser, everyone then rushes to take the rest.
Before the next game, one eraser is removed, meaning one person will not be able to take an eraser.
Etc etc.
To practice production, students play “Go Fish” in groups of 4-6.
Students aim to complete ‘sets’ of cards by asking other members of the group. Eg. “Do you have
‘eaten’?”
When all cards are finished, the player with most sets, wins.
Closing
Illicit sentences in the passive voice from 1-2 students, using prompts from earlier in the lesson.
Closing greeting.
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Name: Lauren Johnstone, Ichikikushikino BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine 2: Programme 11, “Yui- To Share Is to Live”
Objective: (Second Lesson) To consolidate students’ knowledge of passive-voice verbs and to apply the
grammar creatively to produce simple English expressions.
Skills: Speaking, listening, writing and group work.
Lesson Plan:
Objective
Time JTE/ALT’s Role
Students’ (Ss) Role
(mins)
-Greetings
2
-Give the greetings.
-Respond.
-Warm up: To review
8
-Hold up plain verb forms
-Conjugate the verb into
passive voice verbs using
and state the desired tense
the passive voice in order to
a conjugation line game.
sit down.
-Cooking Mama 3 Hint
10
-Organise the teams
-Form groups and decide
Quiz
-Perform a skit using the
turn order.
activity and then check
-Listen to the skit and
understanding.
understand the activity.
“ALT: It is made in Japan.
-Taking turns, listen to the
Fish is used. It is eaten all
hints given in the passive
over the world. What’s this? voice and guess the food
JTE: I know! It’s Sushi!
items.

-Making hints using the
passive voice.

Feedback and closing
greetings.

10

15
5

-Using the 3 hint
quiz/passive voice format,
allow Ss to guess the food
and allocate points.
-Distribute the 2 different
images of objects to each
group. [E.g. Kendo, Snoopy].
-Using simple English,
explain that Ss should make 3
interesting hints for each
picture.
-Evaluate Ss presentations
-Give feedback.
-Closing greetings.

-Listen to the instructions.
-In groups, make 3 hints in
the passive voice for each
picture.

-Present to the class.
-Listen to feedback and
offer comments to other Ss.
-Respond.

Name: Michiko Kawashukuda, Kamiitiki Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine, Chapter 1: (Program11)
Objective: To enable students to understand and use the passive voice. Have the students express about Japan
with the passive voice.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~10minutes)
・ New words test
・ Review the passive voice from chapter 1 (Program11)
・Activity “When was A built (born, invented)?”
ALT has sheet A, students have sheet B.
First students ask ALT “When was A built?” Then they will write down the answer on their sheets. Next
students answer ALT’s questions. “It was built in .”
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
・ Show ALT’s country with the passive voice(projector)
・ Introduce topic of Shirakawago.
・Writing “Let’s report Japanese things!”
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1 Students make pairs and choose Japanese things they want to report
2 Students must use the passive voice sentences.
Ex. “Kanji is used in Japan, but it is difficult even for us Japanese.”
“Pocket money is given to us at Shogatsu, Christmas and on our birthday.”
・ Demonstrate how to make sentences.
・ Have students read the sentences and share ideas.
Closing Remarks / Students Feedback (~5 minutes)
・ Evaluation students’ work.
・ Asking some question about their work. Comment to students.

Name: Miho Motome, Higashi Kushira JHS
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course 2, Program 11: Yui – To Share Is to Live
Objective: Introduction using the target grammar form of the passive voice
Lesson Plan:
Greeting (5 minutes):
Greet students and have them ask questions. How are they? What is the date?
What day is it? What time is it? How is the weather? How many classes do they have? What classes do they
have?
Warm up (10 minutes):
Review the verbs ( present tense and past tense) and introduce verbs(the past participle). Have the students
practice pronunciation and meanings showing them the list of irregular verbs: (ex: write – wrote – written, speak
– spoke – spoken, build – built – built, make – made – made). After practicing pronunciation and meanings, try
to play line-game to make sure the students understand the pronunciations and meanings. We use the pc and TV
set when we play line-game. If a student can tell the pronunciation of the past participles, the student raises his
or her hand and he or she is called his or her name, he or she can answer it.
Main lesson (20 minutes):
Show the students a picture of an object (ex: a book, a letter, a pen) and explain about the picture like this, “We
speak Japanese. Japanese is spoken in Japan. Natsume Soseki wrote this book. This book was written by
Natsume Soseki.”
Show the students these two sentences on TV and explain the grammatical point.
Make sure the students use be-verb and past participle together. Give a worksheet to each student and have him
or her choose the right answer from the list of be-verbs and irregular verbs. In about 10 minutes later, correct
their answers.
Workbook Review (15 minutes)
Have the students complete the section of their workbook using the passive voice for writing practice.

Name: Hiromi Shirakawa, Hashima Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Course 2: Program 11 Yui – To Share is to Live
Objective: To have the students enhance and utilize the grammar of the passive voice by writing about the
place which they have been to: To have the students become familiar with the structure of an English essay.
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
Time
Teachers’ Activities
Notes
JTE
ALT
(Greeting)
Warm Up

10’

・Greet the
students
・Help Ss answer
the questions from
ALT if necessary.
・Help Ss listening.

・Greet the students
・Ask some
questions about the
talk

・Greet ALT, JTE
and other Ss.

・Talk about the
place which ALT
have ever been to.

・Students listen
carefully about ALTs
speech.
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Main Lesson
35’

Closing
Remarks

5’

・Encourage and
Help Ss to write
about their speech.

・Ask some
questions about the
most interesting place
which students have
ever been to.
・Give some advice
about the students’
writing.

・Help students’
presentation

・Help students’
presentation.

・Give assignments
for the next lesson.

・evaluate Ss’ work.

・Answer questions
from ALT.
Ex. Where did you
visit? – I visited Nara.
What could you do
there?
・Try to give a
speech aloud.
(Before speech Ss
give some Q-A about
their speech.)
Ex. This prefecture is
famous for Mt. Fuji.
Etc…
・Write a comments
about today’s lesson
in English.
・Listen to JTE and
ALT.

Name: Chris J. Tow Soo City BOE
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine: Grade 2, Program 11: Yui – To Share is to Live, 102 - 106
Objective: Introduce teamwork and citing responsibility through team project.
Lesson Plan: Make a poster for your favorite Anime Character.
Greeting
Warm-Up (15 Minutes)
 Introduce New Vocabulary
 Read Dialogue
o Focus on Pronunciation
o Listen and Repeat
 Answer Speaking and Listening Questions
Main Lesson (35 Minutes)
 Teamwork Exercise : Favorite Anime Character Presentation
o In teams of 3:
 One person will draw.
 One person will write the character description.
 One person will present the character in front of class.
o “This picture was drawn by ______.”
o “This was written by _______.”
Review
 Drawn by…
 Made by…
 Written by…
Closing Remarks

Name: Matt Weidner, Kanoya BOE
Textbook Lesson: Program 11: Yui – To Share is to Live
Objective: Help students to find their passive voice in English. To do this, I would implement creative writing
alongside drawing to encourage creativity and imprint the grammar pattern visually.
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Lesson Plan:
Greeting – “Good morning class! How are you today? How is the weather today? What time is it? What day is
it?”
These standard questions are asked in turns by both the JTE and the ALT. Students that volunteer to answer
are rewarded with a seal.
Warm up (10 minutes) – Story telling
- The ALT will think of a short story roughly five sentences in length.
- The story is told one line at a time, and students are to individually draw what they think the story is about on a
piece of paper.
Ex: There is a boy sitting on a bench at a very big park.
-When the entire story has been told, the ALT and JTE will examine each student’s drawing. Students that have
successfully interpreted the main points of the story are rewarded with a seal. Creativity is encouraged.
Main Lesson (35 – 40 minutes)
-Students should open their books to the appropriate page. The JTE and ALT will now explain the target
grammar pattern.
- Flash cards can be used here to reinforce previously learned vocabulary that can be used for the lesson
- Example sentences written on the board are dissected, and possible uses of the grammar pattern are
outlined
- Students are broken into small groups for the first 10 – 15 minutes of the lesson. Within these groups, they
are to write sentences using the passive voice.
(Soccer is played in many countries. Takashi’s bag was made by Adidas. The moon was made by aliens)
-After 10-15 minutes have passed, all of the sentences are gathered up by the ALT and JTE.
-The remaining 20-25 minutes are spent asking each team to pick a random sentence written by one of the other
groups, and draw it on the board. Groups are awarded points for creativity and accuracy.
- The group with the most points at the end of the lesson gets a seal.
Closing Remark’s/Student Feedback
-The end of the class is spent in review. Questions that students may have are to be answered
-The ALT will end the class with a farewell. “Thank you! See you again!”

Name: Rami Yonemori, Akune JHS
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Book 2 Program 11: Yui – To Share is to Live
Objective: Let the students write about their hometown with using the things they learned.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm-up ( ~10minutes )
・ Practice conversation with using the textbook. ( pair work )
・ Review the structure of the passive from Program 11
・ Grasping the goal
Main Lesson( ~35minutes)
・ Introduce new words.
・ Let students read the sample sentences of the textbook and think about the structure of the sentences.
・ ALT will introduce about the place he wants to introduce.
・ Let students try to write about their hometown.
- ALT and JTE will help students.
・ Presentation of sentences students will make.
- JTE will show the points of the presentation.
- Let students write comments about their presentation.
Closing Remark/ Student Feedback( ~5minutes )
・ Self - Evaluation
- ALT will give students some comments about the students presentation.
- Let students evaluate themselves and give them chance to find good points and improved points.
・ Give an assignment,
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Name: Utako Yoshikawa, Tarumizu Chuo JHS
Textbook Lesson: Sunshine English Book 2 Program 11: Yui – To Share is to Live
Objective: To enable the students to understand the Japanese traditional way of life in old times in Shirakawago.
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
JTE’s Work
ALT’s Work
1. Greetings
Greetings
Greetings
2.Warm-up
Writing the students’ answers on Catch Up Questions about something that has
&Review
the blackboard.
happened recently. For example: How was
your weekend? etc.
Give them hints or write down
Asking usual questions.(day of the week, date,
some sentence patterns on the
weather, time, feeling)
blackboard if Ss are bewildered.
Showing some pictures of national flags and
some buildings , books , etc and ask about
3. Presentation of
them.(What language is usedIn this country?
New Material
1.Showing Before Questions
Who write this book?)
written on the paper in Japanese. 1.Please give Ss Before Questions in English.
Reading the textbook.
4. Reading
(1)Comprehension
Check

2.Explaining the meanings of the
new words in Japanese.
Having the students pronounce
(2)Reading practice the new words individually.
Chorus reading
3. Add the explanation in
Individual reading Japanese.
4. Help students read the text
aloud.
5. Writing
6.Consolidation

Answering to the questions and
explain.
Evaluate student’s work.
Comment.
Greetings

Ask the answers.
2.New words& New phrases
Pronounce the words and phrases showing Ss
the flashcards and have Ss repeat.
3. Asking T/F questions about the contents.
4. Having the class repeat after the ALT
Having the students read aloud more than five
times.
Reading out the questions about the contents.
Evaluate student’s work.
Comment.
Greetings
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New Crown: Grade 2
Lesson 7: Good Presentations, pp. 77-89
Name: Kim Cramb, Ibusuki BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown: Grade 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations, pp. 77-89
Objective: Get the students comfortable with comparatives and superlatives.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~10 minutes)
 Introduce the comparatives and superlatives which will be used.
 Write them on the board alongside basic drawings or pictures to help facilitate comprehension.
 Get the entire class involved in a class comparison of shoe size, height and hair length. Find the most
and least of each (line them up) then compare within the class.
e.g. “I have bigger/smaller feet than XX.” “XX has the biggest/smallest feet in our class.”
“I am shorter/taller than XX.” “XX is the tallest/shortest in our class”
*(Use timer to limit how long comparing and getting in order takes)
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
 Introduce the lesson pg 78 and ask the class to compare maps A and B.
 After a couple of comparisons move onto page 78+79 for comparison of mountains and landmass of
countries provided in textbook.
 Make sure class is comfortable with these comparisons before introducing more vocabulary.
 If needed, introduce a few more mountains and landmasses to increase possible comparisons and
encourage more practice.
 Introduce how to use the vocabulary on page 81 alongside more and most (e.g. more difficult, most
difficult)
 Introduce a few categories to the class e.g. music, sports, food, subjects and seasons. Explain that they
are going to vote on their preferences. Allow 3 or 4 options for each category.
 Have pictures for categories and options prepared BUT if class are keen allow them to dictate a category
or add/change a couple of options.
 Have the entire class vote on the 1st category then draw a quick example graph on the board and talk it
through. E.g. “Baseball is most popular sport in our class” “soccer is more popular than tennis”
“Tennis is least popular”
 At this point discuss less and least.
 Divide the students into groups and explain that they will now vote on each of the other categories
within their groups and then present to the class what they find.
 Do this one category at a time. After every category ask each group to tell the class what they found. E.g.
“In our group, Arashi are the most popular musicians.” Have a different member of each group
present the most, the least and a comparison to ensure that every student presents at least once.
 While groups are voting and discussing, float around class to find students who may be struggling and
provide a little more support.
 Repeat for next categories.
Finish up/ Feedback (~5 minutes)
 Encourage students to discuss more preferences within their groups e.g. animals, foods, places, colours,
seasons, weather etc.

Name: Jonathan Ebersole, Isen Town BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown: Grade 2
Objective: Have students do some quick information gathering and plug said information into comparative
sentence structures. This should be an end of lesson activity, potentially built upon similar, smaller scale lessons.
Plan:
Lesson Plan:
Greeting 5 minutes
 Day
 Date
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 Season
 Weather
 Group Psychology
Warm Up: 5-10 Minutes
Review ALL grammar points from lesson 7. Use simple examples to get their memories jogge.d
Depending on the class and their abilities this could be fast. Establish groups of 3 or 4, again depending on class
size, rowdiness, and ability. Use this to directly dovetail into the lesson.
Lesson: 35 mintues.
Place three to five piles of information around the room. Each group will use at least three of the
comparative forms found in the book to create a presentation. The amount of information and difficulty of the
project can be varied depending on classroom ability and time. Each group will create a short presentation and
present it at the end of class.
ALT/JTE teamwork: Depending on the situation, the JTE and the ALT are to share the load of
explanation. For example if using the comparative of 'more popular than' the ALT can reference something in
their home country, and this can be used with the JTE explaining something comparably 'more popular than' in
Japan. An joint example of the group presentation should be given in short form to the class. Also good and
bad examples of a 'Good presentation' should be given, again depending on time and the class.

Name: Sachiko Furukawa, Chiran Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: NEW CROWN ENGLISH SERIES 2 LESSON7 GET Part1(page 78-79)
Objective: Comparative Degree , Superlative Degree
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
Time(min.) Students’ Activities
Teaching Point
Greeting
Have a greeting .
Warm Up

7

Introduction of
today’s material

10

Activity①
～Practicing of
today’s material～

Activity②
～Practicing of
today’s material～

Review for
today’s lesson

Conclusion

5

15

10

・Usual Questions
(Day, Date, Weather etc. )
・Dictation and singing a songs .
・Listen to the introduction .
・Write down what teachers write and say .
・Pattern practice with Drill .
(textbook , page 78)
・Check words(how to pronounce adjective
and adverb) because students can join
activity② smoothly if we check
together .
・All of students have a sheet that has a
chart of 5 characters .
・Student have a card about one
character . And There are 5 different cards.
・Students ask their classmate to get
information about 4 characters and fill the
blank .
・At the end of this activity , check the
answers .
・Practice for listening
(textbook , page 79 )
・Check words for today’s material again .
(with flash cards )

・Make atmosphere
to study English.

・Prepare the flash cards
for
(like“long-longer-longest”)
・Prepare 5 kinds of
cards
That students use.
Be careful because some
student may be alone during
the activity.

・Give some hints if
some students have
difficulties to listen to.

・Introduction for next lesson .
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3

・Explanation about today’s homework
・Greeting

Name: Dan Hallows, Tokunoshima BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations
Objective: To introduce the students to superlative adjectives.
Lesson Plan:
Greetings – Introduce colloquial alternative responses to “I’m fine”, such as “I’m tickety-boo”, “I’m not bad
thanks” and “I’m peachy”.
Warm-up (5 minutes)
·
Ask the students “who likes dancing?”
·
The students are then asked who they think the number 1 dancer in the classroom is.
·
Energy Booster: The students and teachers sing and dance to Black Lace’s Superman.
Main Section (35 minutes)
·
Main Section Introduction (10 minutes)
·
Introduce the superlatives: best, worst, fastest, tallest, etc… using a variety of medium (keep things fresh).
·
Practise pronunciation of new words. Get the students to gesture the meaning where possible as this will
aid in retention
·
Superlatives game: (15 minutes)
o Get the class to line up from tallest to shortest and create pairs from this line.
o The students are given a worksheet featuring members of their family.
o For every family member there is a space to add a superlative such as “the tallest”, “the
oldest”, “the fattest”, etc…
o The students create a separate list of their family member’s names.
o Working in pairs the students exchange the lists and ask questions enquiring for example: Is
Keiko the tallest in your family?
·
Superlatives game: part 2 (10 minutes)
o This game is similar, but applies the superlatives to members of the classroom
o The class work together to decide who they think
thesmartest/fastest/strongest/funniest/etc… student in the class is.
Extra Activities and Closing Remarks (10 minutes)
·
Review the results of the votes and hand out awards (certificates or badges) to the students nominated by
the class.
·
Round the class off by saying farewell. You could also introduce comical phrases such as “see you later
alligator” whereby the students reply with “in a while crocodile”.

Name: Kuylain Howard Minamikyushu City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown: Grade 2 lesson 7: Good Presentations, pp77-89
Objective: Introduction to Comparatives and Superlatives
Lesson Plan:
 Warm Up: 5 minutes
o Greeting, Date, Weather
 Grammatical Structures: 10
o Big, bigger, biggest. Etc…
o Comparative structure: JTE and ALT will give examples using pictures and students. Ex. Q: Who
is taller? Eito or Hiromu? A: Hiromu is taller than Eito/ Eito is as tall as Hiromu.
o Superlative structure: JTE and ALT will give examples using pictures, students, maps, etc… Ex.
Q: What is the biggest country in the world? A: The biggest country in the world is Russia.
 New Vocab: 5-10 minutes (Flash Cards) – Difficult, useful, expensive, less, least, worse, worst, etc…
 Review vocab: 2-3 minutes (Flash Cards) – Tall, short, slow, fast, cute, etc…
 Horse Race Game: 20 minutes
o Break students into pairs. Give each team 20 points. Students will be required to check a series
of three sentences that will either be grammatically correct, containing one or more grammar
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mistake, one or more spelling mistake, or a mixture of the two. Students will wage their points
on each sentence freely. At the end of each series a winning team will receive a prize.
o Examples Sentences: 1. Mark is taller than Sam. 2. Mark is more taller than jenny. 3. Ron is the
worstest.
Final Assessment: 5 minutes
 Final review of grammar and vocabulary used in the lesson while involving students. Ex. Eito is tall,
Hiromu is taller, but Kuylain Sensei is the tallest. Use of other things in the room and prompting
students to compare them using the structure learnt in class.

Name: Megan Korling, Amami City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7
Objective: To understand and be able to use common superlatives through riddles and interviews.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm-up: (15 min)
 Review simple adjectives.
 Review how to form superlatives, etc. (high-higher-highest).
 Cover irregular formations (difficult-more difficult-most difficult), (good-better-best).
 Use a quick fill in the blank work sheet to ensure comprehension of the grammar.
Riddle Activity (15 min)
 Hand out the worksheet and introduce the characters and specific vocabulary used to the students.
 Use multiple riddles and have the students work in groups to figure out which order the characters fit.
 For practice, use a series of sentences like, "Mary is taller than John, but shorter than Sam" and have the
answer be "Sam is the tallest", etc.
 Then, have the students solve a complex riddle with multiple characters and adjectives.
Interview Activity (15 min)
 Hand out the interview worksheet. There are 15 questions and students will write in a few of their
own. The written questions can be like, "Are you more famous than AKB?" or, "Are you slower than
Usain Bolt?"
 Students will stand up and interview 15 different people, trying to finish their worksheet the fastest.
 Students need to get a "Yes" answer and a following signature from their partner for it to count.
 The first student with all fifteen signatures wins.
Closing (5 min)
 Give a summary, remarks on the lesson
 Answer any remaining questions

Name: Winwit Li, Kikai Town BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Good Presentations, GET Part 2, p.80
Objective: Discover what things are the most popular in the class.
Lesson Plan:
Teaching materials: Blackboard, pen, paper, prepared worksheet (optional)
Time
(min)
3
2

Procedure
Greet the class, ask questions to students for warm
up, ask about the weather
Begin to introduce topic of seasons with a short
conversation about seasons.
Example:
ALT: It’s very cold today!
JTE: Yes, it’s usually cold in October.
Do you like autumn?

Skills used
(L, S, R,
W)
L+S

Ask questions to students.

L

Participate in prepared dialogue.

JTE Role

ALT Role
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2

8
7

ALT: No, not really.
JTE: What’s your favorite season?
ALT: I like autumn the best.
Check for understanding and review the grammar
and phrases:
 “What’s your favorite _____?”
 “I like _____ the best.”
Ask every student (if possible) what their favorite
season is and record their answers on the blackboard.
Point out the most popular season in the class and
other comments:



L

L+S
L+S+R

“The most popular season in the class is
summer!”
“Spring is more popular than winter.”

Check for
students’
understanding
and explain
grammar.
Record
answers.
Explain and
review
grammar.

Assist and
reinforce
pronunciation
Ask the students.
Make comments
about the
information.
Ask for more
comments from
students.

Review grammar points “more ___ than” and “the
most ___” using the examples.

3

13

12

Ask what else the can students say about the gathered
information.
Introduce the task and activity for the day.
L+S
Have the students form groups. Each group will
decide on one category (ex: food, animals, sports,
music). Next, they will ask every student in the class
what their favorite thing is. Give students worksheet
(if there is one).
Allow each group 1 minute to decide on a category.
The teachers should check that every group has a
different category.
Let the students walk around and ask as many
R+W
students as possible and record their answers. They
should make sure not to ask any student more than
once.
After, give the students 3-5 minutes to gather and
write down the most popular result in groups. If
there is time, they should also make two or three
other comments about their information.
Each student will present their results to the class
S
(with the sentences that they just made.

Introduce and Suggest possible
explain the
categories for
activity.
groups to use.
Check that
every group
understands
the task.
Make sure the students understand
how to do the activity and are on
task.

Assist students with the
presentation if needed.
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Name: Chie Matsumoto, Minami Ibusuki Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Crown English Series Lesson 7 Good Presentation USE Speak
Objective: Perform presentation using figures and graphs
Lesson Plan:
Contents

Activities of Students

1.

Greetings

1.

Greeting in loud voice

2.

Warm-up

2.

Answer the teacher’s question in
loud voice(Line Game)
Listen to the conversation by ALT
and JTE

3.

Teacher’s Talk

4.

Grasping Goal

3.

4.





Make student’s feeling to learn
English
Have a light game and let students
enjoy the activity
Have a conversation in natural
speed and repeat the conversation
twice depends on the
comprehension of the students

Grasping Goal

図やグラフを用いながら，調べたことを紹介し合おう。
“Let’s perform your presentation using figures andgraphs”

5. Review
5. Review
 Review the previous lesson
6. Explanation of
6. Listen to the explanation of
 Choose the enjoyable topic for
today’s activity
today’s activity
student in order to concentrate to
the lesson
7.

Activity

8.

Watching the
model
presentation

9.
9.

Presentation
Review

10. Greeting

7.

8.

9.



JTE and ALT will teach various
and useful expression in talking
with students



Let students notice the gesture
which is done by ALT

Perform the student’s presentation 

Use ICT to make good
environment for presentations
Prepare a worksheet so that
students can look back today’s
lesson

Choose one topic for presentation
and collecting data. Write the
presentation contents. Make a
figure or graph or table.
Observing the ALT’s model
presentation

10. Evaluate themselves
11. Greeting for ending class



Name: Micah Mizukami, Amagi BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations (part 1)
Objective: Familiarize students with making comparisons.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm-Up Bingo (10 minutes)
- Pass out bingo sheets with the vocabulary words from the lesson and their Japanese meanings written at
the top.
- Have students fill in the blank bingo grid with words from the list (in English).
- The ALT and JTE take turns choosing words at random.
- After each word is said, have the students confirm what each word means in Japanese.
- The top 3 students to get double bingo win.
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Main Lesson
- Model Conversation with JTE and ALT (5 minutes)
o Using pictures, body language, and gestures, have a simple conversation comparing two things.
[for example, height, age, etc.]
o Ask students to guess what the conversation was about.
o If students do not understand, perhaps compare something else easy to express with body
language and gestures.
o Use this as an introduction to the lesson.
- Listen and Draw (10 minutes)
o The ALT describes a simple scene for students to draw.
 For example: There is a tree. There is a house. The tree is taller than the house.
- Comparisons Jeopardy (25 minutes)
o Draw a grid on the blackboard with different point values. Each column is a different category.
Values increase based on question difficulty.
o Have students get into groups of 4 – 5. Students decide on their order from 1 – 4 (or 5) within
their group.
o For round 1, student 1 in each group stands and only student 1 is allowed to answer the
question.
o The group that answers the question correctly gets to choose the next category and point value.
o The team with the most points at the end is the winner.

Name: Shiota Naotaka, Bounotsu Gakuen
Textbook Lesson: New Crown: Grade 2: Lesson 7, Good Presentations
Objective: Learn comparatives
Lesson Plan:
Course of study
１ greetings
２ review of adjectives
３ Introduction of comparatives
ALT Shows pictures of two boys and let students describe
the Situation
４ check the today’s goal
５ explanation of grammar points
(adjective)er than
６ dictations
ALT reads sentences with comparatives and students write them
down.
７ pattern practice with pictures
８ listening
Students listen to CD and understand sentences with comparatives.
９ drills
Students do the drills.
１０ activity using comparatives
・ There are two kinds of worksheets, and students make pairs.
The pairs have different worksheets. The worksheets have countries’ names and
how big they are. There is an information gap between two kinds of worksheet.

time

10

35
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・ A student ask the partner, for example, “Is Australia larger than China?”. The
partner answers it. They put the countries in descending order.
・ After the conversation, they write sentences with comparatives
referring the results, like “ China is larger than Australia.”
１１ check students’ achievements
１２ greetings
Activity Summary Planning Form
Name : Naotaka Shiota

5

School/BOE : Bounotsu gakuen

Title : Interviewing more interesting
Objective : making correct sentences and express those correctly
Game Level : JHS(2nd)

Skill Focus : Speaking and Listening

Summary : Hand out a sheet of paper to each student. JTE explains how to use comparative
sentences. Next, JTE and ALT show the students how to play the game. They make a hierarchy
of their favorite actions in their daily lives. In the small squares at the bottom of the paper, they
write seven or eight actions that they like, for example, playing sports or watching TV. Teachers
give them enough time to think and write. After that, they make pairs with students next to
them, and play janken. Winners ask questions and interview like “Which is more interesting,
playing sports or watching TV?” Losers answer the questions like, “Playing sports is more
interesting than watching TV.” Then, winners write what the partners like into the squares
above the bottom squares. They repeat this pattern of communication, and fill in the every
blank. At last, the thing the partner likes the most will be decided. This conclusion is going to
be used in the next class focusing on superlatives.

Name: Naoko Oiwane, Bansei JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7
Objective: Comparatives and Superlatives 1st period /4periods
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
Students’
JTE’s
ALT’s
(time)
Activities
Assistance
Assistance
Greetings

・Greetings

・Greetings

・Greetings

Warm Up
(10min.)

・Stereo
Games:
Write words and
sentences down
JTE and ALT
say at the same
time.

・JTE and
ALT say
some words
and
sentences at
the same
time.

・JTE and
ALT say some
words and
sentences at
the same time.

Evaluation

・Count the
words and
sentences
they listened
and wrote
correctly and
evaluate
themselves.
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Introduction
of today’s
material
(20min.)

・Listen to
teachers’
conversation
and find some
comparatives.

Comprehensi ・Understand
on
the grammars of
( 15min.)
comparative.
・Practice with
a worksheet.
Consolidatio
n
( 5 min.)

・Listen to
about the next
lesson.

5. Activities scripts / worksheets
Stereo Games:
JTE: small
JTE: old
JTE: She looks happy.
JTE: He is interested in music.

・Have a
conversation
with ALT
using some
pictures of
prefectures.
・Help
students to
understand.

・Have a
conversation
with JTE using
some pictures
of prefectures.
・Ask
students what
they found.

・Help
students to
understand.
・Help
students.

・Explain the
grammars of
comparative.
・Help
Students.

・Guess
what
teachers are
talking
about.

・Check the
understandi
ngs.

・Let students
know about
the next
lesson.
ALT: tall
ALT: young
ALT: She is busy
ALT: He is writing a letter.

Conversation:
JTE: Have you ever visited Nagasaki?
ALT: Yes, I have. Nagasaki is smaller than Kagoshima. But it is bigger than Tokyo.
JTE: Yes, it is. Well, do you know the biggest prefecture in Japan?
ALT: I know that Hokkaido is the biggest prefecture in Japan.
JTE: That’s right.

2-( ) name _____________________________________
Use these words: tall, short, old, young,
My father is ______________________ than my mother. (old)
My mother is ____________________ than my brother. (short)
I am _______________________________________. ( young )
My brother is _______________________________________. (tall)
Now write your own
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Name: Haruko Onohara, Tateyama JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations
Objective: Understand comparisons and superlatives and describe things in relation to others.
Lesson Plan:

Height
(meters)
Age (years)

My father

My mother

Me

My brother

1.8

1.6

1.5

1.7

55

54
Grade 2

ject

14
Students

18
Boys 3

Girls 4
Grade
Place Grade 2 classroom Teacher Haruko Onohara
NEW CROWN 2 Lesson 7 Good Presentation
１・2/10 Lesson 7 GET part 1
３・４/10 Lesspn 7 GET part 2
Teachin ５．６/10 Lesson 7 GET part 3
g
７/10 Lesson 7 GET part 1・2
Plan
８・９/10 Lesson 7 USE read
10 /10 Lesson 7 Review
Aim
Understand comparisons and superlatives and describe things in relation to others.
Process Students’ Work
Tim Attention Teaching & Points to Check
e
１ Greeting
・Greet each other with a smile.
English

10
Warm
Up

２ Questions and
・Answer some questions from ALT individually.
Answers
・Make the atmosphere to learn English with ALT.
Let’s understand comparisons and superlatives and describe things in relation to
others.
３ Review the
structure
of comparisons and
superlatives.

・Listen to the sentences ( comparisons and superlatives )
which describe the pictures.
・Repeat those sentences after ALT.
・Make pairs and give some money each pair.

４ Explain how to
play
the game.

Main
Lesson

・Describe the pictures with comparisons and
superlatives.

35

・Pairs say true or false and bet the money which pairs
want to bet for each sentence.
・If pair’s answer is correct, they get the money they bet
from ALT.
・If pair’s answer is wrong, they lose the money they bet.
・If ALT say the wrong sentence, pairs can get a chance
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to get more money with describing the correct sentences
with comparisons and superlatives.
・Say the sentences together and write down them
in a notebook.
・Check how much pairs have.
5
５ Read all the sen・Understand the structure of comparisons and
tences on the
superlatives.
Closing blackboard.
Did you understand comparisons and superlatives and describe things in relation to
Remarks
others?
６ Greeting

Name: Jesssica Perl, Wadomari Cho BOE
Textbook lesson: New Crown English Series, Lesson 7, Part 2
Objective: To continue expanding students’ adjective vocabulary, as well as getting students comfortable using
“more” and “most.”
Lesson Plan:
Greeting (2 min)
Warm-up (10 min): Review previously learned adjectives, their meanings, and their comparative and superlative
forms (tall – taller – tallest, etc.). Play the Criss-Cross game.
Main Lesson (35 min)
· (5 min) The ALT and JTE do a skit highlighting the grammar point. (We did one about being on a
cruise, falling off the boat, and getting stranded on a desert island. Once there, we asked each other what
themost useful thing we had was and compared the usefulness of those items, for example, a lighter
is more useful than a knife! We also used a PowerPoint slideshow to illustrate the skit with pictures. It
got some good laughs!)
· (5 min) The JTE asks the students questions about the skit to check understanding. The JTE then
explains the grammar point, and the ALT shows which adjectives can be used with this form (difficult,
interesting, useful, etc.) and checks their meanings and pronunciations.
· (5 min) Using pictures, the JTE and ALT show how sentences can be formed, for example, pictures
of activities (playing soccer is more exciting than studying math) or sports (soccer is the most exciting of
the three).
· (5 min) Students complete a worksheet that has a mix of fill-in-the-blank and sentence mix-up
questions.
· (10 min) Activity! Before class, the ALT should prepare 5 envelopes, with 2 pictures and an adjective
in some, and 3 pictures and an adjective in others. (They can be anything you like, but I found it fun to
choose pictures where opinions could be involved, for example, money and love, adj – important; a
Benz, a boat, and a diamond ring, adj – expensive). Have students get into pairs or groups, and one
person numbers a page in their notebook from 1-5. When the ALT says, “GO,” one person from each
group grabs an envelope and goes back to their seat. Students look at the pictures and work together to
make “more or most” sentences. When they’ve completed a sentence, they raise their hand, and the ALT
or JTE goes over to check. If it’s correct, they can grab the next envelope. The first group to finish all
the envelopes is the winner.
· (5 min) Ask students to share the sentences they wrote and ask other students if they agree or disagree.
(In our class, one group wrote, “Money is more important than love,” and it was interesting to see who
agreed and who didn’t.)
Closing remarks/Student feedback or questions (3 min)
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Name: Austin Richardson, Minamisatsuma BOE
Textbook lesson: Lesson 7: Good Presentations, pp. 77-89
Objective: To tackle comparatives and superlatives in a couple activities which encourage the use of reading,
writing, speaking, and listening.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting (Date, day of the week, etc.)
Warm up [10 min]
- Play quick line/row game. Students all stand, ALT asks questions pertaining to previous grammar
and vocabulary. Students that raise their hands and answer correctly can have their line or row sit
down.
- As game goes on start bringing in questions related to the grammar point of the day (e.g. “Who is
the tallest boy in the class?”) as a transition to main lesson.
Main lesson [35 min]
- Quick formal review of the structure of comparative/superlative sentences
- Review example vocabulary easily used to demonstrate comparisons (fast/slow, old/young, etc)
- Explain main activity:
o Students separate into 4-5 person groups.
o Sentences will have been prepared before class, describing the various heights/weights/ages
of a group of people illustrated without names on a worksheet given to students. e.g. “Dave
is taller than Jessica.”
o The sentences will be written on small sheets of paper around the room, and students
together by going one at a time to a station, trying to remember the sentence, and bringing
the information back to the group to write down. For listening practice, two of these stations
can be the ALT and JTE dictating one sentence each to students.
o Goal is to use the information from the sentences to decide who is who in the picture, and
come up with three more comparing sentences of their own.
o Once students have decided who each character’s names are, they bring their sheet to check
answers and present sentences.
Ending (Check understanding, final greetings)

Name: Hideyuki Sanada, Kawanabe Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Crown: Grade 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations, page 87.
Objective: To enable the students to understand and use the comparative and superlative forms of adjectives.
To teach the English on page 87 of the textbook.
To facilitate the students' learning of the target English through an enjoyable discussion of their
favourite music.
Lesson Plan:
Introduction (~5 minutes)
ALT introduces the topic of music by using pictures of popular musicians and asking students if they
like them.
'Do you like Kyary Pamyu Pamyu?' 'Yes, I do' / 'No, I don't.'
Main Lesson (~45 minutes)
ALT introduces English terms for kinds of music: pop music, rock music, classical music,
J-pop, K-pop, etc.
ALT asks students, 'What kind of music do you like the best?'
And then, 'What kind of music do you like better, J-pop or K-pop?
JTE explains the English being taught on page 87 of the textbook.
Students complete a worksheet modelled on the English on page 87 of the textbook:
'What ______ do you like the best? - I like ______ the best.'
'Which ______ do you like better, ______ or ______ ? - I like ______ better than ______ .'
Students complete the worksheet using the topic of music.
What ______ : 'kind of music', 'group', 'singer', 'song'.
In pairs, students ask each other the worksheet questions.
Students are then selected in pairs to ask each other the worksheet questions in front of the whole class.
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Students then get into groups of around six.
In their groups, students discuss in English what music they like.
One student from each group then presents the results of the group discussion to the rest of the class,
using the terms 'most popular' and 'more popular than'.

Name: Savannah Sense, Ibusuki City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7
Objective:
Lesson Plan:
 Greeting
 Warm up
o Line game
 Students stand up.
 Play shiritori in English starting with the teacher.
 Students have 10 seconds to think of a word, after 10
seconds, if the student doesn’t have a word you move to the
next student. Students remain standing until they have said a
word in which case they can sit down.
 Goes around the room until all students are sitting down.
 Fly swat word game
o Divide students into teams. One member of each team is given a fly
swat and lines up at the front of the classroom a couple of metres
away from the blackboard. Write this lesson’s key words on the board.
When the ALT/JTE says a word, the students at the front have to
race each other to hit the correct word on the blackboard. First
student to hit the right word receives a point for his/her team. Each
student gets 3 turns before passing the fly swat to the next person in
their team. Depending on number of students and how the games is
going, could do one or two loops.
 Introduce the grammar points for the lesson
o Using topics and visuals that will interest students demonstrate
comparative sentences in English. Compare celebrities/tv
shows/anime
 ~than
o Taller than
o ~ is more difficult than ~
o ~is more popular than ~
 As big as ~
 ~est
 Introduce team sentence forming game
o First person from each team receives a card with some information
on it
o Students work together in their team to come up with a sentence
relevant to the grammar points and information provided.
o For example, if the card says: Mt Fuji 3776m, Mt Kilimanjaro 5,895m.
The students would need to make a sentence such as “Mt Kilimanjaro
is higher/taller than Mt Fuji. Or Mt Fuji is lower than Mt Kilimanjaro.
o Do two examples together as a class before beginning the game
o Keywords are written on the board to help students
Closing remarks and student feedback

10
minutes

10
minutes

10
minutes

15-20
minutes

5
minutes

(Extra time)
 Students read through role play examples in textbook
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In pairs, students create their own role play which incorporate sentences
formed with new grammar points

Name: Kana Tokunaga, Koniya JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations
Objective: comparatives and superlatives with ~er/ ~est, more~/ the most~
This lesson should appeal to students with a mathematical or scientific bent. It also directly deals with
different ways of viewing and thinking of material and fosters the ability to make informed judgments.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~10minutes)
・Conversation Practices with pairs and with alts.
・Review the structure to show or express how they like using
adjectives.
・ Play game with picture cards.
Main Lesson(~35minutes)
・ Show two pictures of things with different size.
・ ALT shows pictures and tell students which is bigger, longer, highter…
・ JTE gives students some explanation of using ~er,~est form.
・Demonstrate how to use ~er,~est form with making skit.
・Have students to try make skits.
Closing Remarks / Student Feedback (~5 minutes)
・Have students to read their skits and try to memorize.
・Tell students about next lesson.

Name: Chikako Wakamatsu, Aoto Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Crown Grade 2 Lesson 7: Good Presentation
Objective: Get the students understand the comparatives and superlatives through, introduction, pattern
practice and interview activity using these grammar.
Lesson Plan:
Time Procedure
Student’s Activity
Instructor’s Activity
Remarks
Start
８

Greeting
Warming up &
Review

1. Greet the teacher

1

Greet the students

2 Say names of 10 countries
with a partner.

2 Say names of 10 countries
with a partner.

3 Answer questions about
Lesson 6. (Line game)

3 Ask questions about Lesson
6.(Line game)

・Create a good
atmosphere
for learning.
・Help them
remember the
contents,
expression and
pronunciation.
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１２

Introduction
of target
phrases.
Aim of this period

Pattern practice

４ Listen to the introduction ４ Introduce target sentence
of target sentences.
using some pictures of the
countries.
・China is larger than Japan.
・Russia is the largest in the
5 Copy today’s goal
world.
6 Practice saying some
patterns of the
comparatives and
superlatives

５

２０

Activity

Writing

7 Activity
Ex
A : Are you taller than ~?
B : No, I’m not.
A : Are you smaller than~?
B : Yes, I am.
A : Are you TOM?
B : That’s right!!
※Teachers put people’s
pictures in order of their
height. Students see it and
interview.
8 Write comparative and
superlative sentences using a
card they have.

Consolidation

５
Greeting

9 Answer questions about
comparatives and
superlatives.
１0 Greet the teacher

End

5

・Let them
concentrate on
listening.

Show students today’s goal

6 Give them some patterns with
other adjectives.
smaller - smallest
taller – tallest
younger – youngest
older - oldest
7 Activity
①Each students get a card
which is person’s name on it.
② Students ask each other and
guess who is your partner.
③ If they can guess, they can
get a point.
④ Exchange the card each
other, and ask other students
again.

8 Let them write comparative
and superlative sentences.
Ex. Koji is taller than Yuka.
Yuka is the smallest of the five
9 Ask questions about
comparatives and
superlatives using target
sentences.
10 Greet the students.

・Give them
advices when
necessary

・Show example
of conversation
( ALT &JTE)

・Check grammar
or spell(ALT &
JTE)

・Check if the
students could
achieve today’s
goal.
・Say a few
comment to their
work.

Name: Paul White, Minamikyushu BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations. Page 78
Objective: To introduce comparative and superlative forms of adjectives.
To teach the English on page 78 of the textbook.
To facilitate the students' learning of the target English through enjoyable and
practical uses of that English.
Lesson Plan:
Introduction (~5 minutes)
ALT introduces the topic of height by asking several students 'How tall are you?'
ALT uses the English, 'Riku is taller than Yuta', 'Shinsuke is the tallest'.
Activity 1 (~20 minutes)
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Taller than, tallest
* Every student in the class lines up in height order, tallest to shortest.
* Each student, one at a time, uses the following English:
'I am taller than Yuta. Riku is taller than me. Shinsuke is the tallest.'
* Students return to their desks.
* JTE explains the English being taught on page 78 of the textbook.
* Students write down on a worksheet the English that they used in the activity, specific to themselves.
Activity 2 (~20 minutes)

Heavier than, heaviest
* Students get into groups of around six students.
* Six small bags are placed on the desk at the front of the class. The bags have the same appearance,
but are marked with a letter, A to F. All of the bags weigh different amounts.
The students come to the front of the class, weight the bags in their hands, and then in their groups,
they discuss it and put the bags in order, heaviest to lightest.
* Each group presents to the rest of the class its decisions.
'A is heavier than B. C is heavier than D. Etc. C is the heaviest.'
Closing remarks and questions (~5 minutes)

Name: Timothy White, Makurazaki BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 7: Good Presentations
Objective: Review the use of comparative and superlative. To familiarized students with the use by
presentation, classroom activity and writing exercise.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting the class with handshakes or fist bumps.
Warm Up (10 minutes) Reviewing
Open with a class discussion asking a few students questions about themselves.
Example questions:
•
How old are you?
•
When is your Birthday?
•
How tall are you?
While students answer the ALT or JTE writes the answers on the board.
Then point out who is taller or shorter? Who is younger or oldest?
This exercise is a review of comparative use.
Main Lesson (35 minutes)
By use of PowerPoint presentation or a series of pictures review the degrees of comparisons.
Show pictures that show the difference using the word corner vocabulary.
•
Large/Small
(Whale/Ant)
•
Heavy/Light
(100kg weight/Feather)
•
High/Low
(Mt. Everest/Mt.Fujisan)
•
Tall/Short
(NBA Basketball player/ JTE/ALT picture)
•
Long/Short
(Elephant nose/Horse nose)
•
Fast Slow
(Shinkansen/Kei car)
Next review the difference with comparative adjectives/adverbs ending in –er using the reviewed words
modified. Then review superlative adjective/adverbs ending in –est using the words reviewed
modified.
Now hang pictures or posters on the wall so that students can see them. I used modified “One Peace”
wanted posters (Well know anime/manga in Japan.) with added information. Hand out a worksheet
with questions that go with the pictures. The questions will use er/est to compare information that are
posted. Here are a few example questions -Who is the tallest, Who is older, Who has the highest
bounty (reward), and Who is the coolest for example. Students give their own opinion answer on last
one making it interesting.
Make students stand up and look at the poster to get the answers to the question for a set time.
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Finish this activity by reviewing the use and getting the answers from the students.
Closing Remarks/ Question and Answer Session (5-10mintues)
(Extra Time)
•
Have students make pairs and make questions using comparative questions.
•
Make students interview other students and teachers.
•
Example – Who has the longest hair? Who is the strongest? What is the tastiest food?

Name: Elissa Wu, Minamisatsuma BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown Grade 2: Lesson 7 - Good Presentations
Objective: Helping students understand and use comparatives and superlatives. After teaching the basics,
students will get to create sentences of their own.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~10 minutes)
·
Students pair up or work in small groups and think of as many adjectives as they can, within a given
time limit
·
A person from each group will give a sentence using an adjective; for example, Takeshi is fast. Repeat
with each group once or twice.
Main Lesson (~35 minutes)
·
Introduce comparatives and superlatives
·
Teach the grammar and explain the difference between comparatives and superlatives using example
sentences
·
To make sure students understand the general idea, ask a few volunteers to give a sentence
·
Grammar Game
1. Put students into groups and have every team start with 10 points.
2. Students will come up with a list of sentences, using the grammar point, that pertain to someone in their
group. The group member’s name cannot be used. For example, He is taller than Takeshi, She is slower than
Yuka, He is the fastest in the school.
3. Members of other groups will raise their hands to try and guess which group member the pronoun is
referring to. If they are correct, they get one point. If they are incorrect, they lose a point.
4. Sentences can also be made using characters, objects, or places. In this case, the sentence will take the
form of a question. Members of other groups will try and guess the answer (there may be multiple answers).
² What is bigger than a gorilla?
² What is the tallest mountain in Japan?
² What is the coldest season?
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback (~5 minutes)

Name: Noriko Yamaguchi, Yamagawa Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Crown, Lesson 7: Good Presentations (Get Part1)
Objective: Get the students comfortable with comparatives and superlatives. Familiarize students with
speaking and using English and talking with ALT. Speak in English actively without worrying about
making mistakes.
Lesson Plan:
Greetings
Warm-up(15 minutes)
・Review the structure of comparatives and superlatives
・Play “Say Rhythmic! ” It’s possible to play with all of students. JTE or ALT write adjectives students learned
as many as possible on the blackboard. ALT chooses a starter. The student will start the game by saying Ex,
“big” Then the next student would say “bigger” Third student would say “biggest”. During then all students
beat time with their hands rhythmically♪
・Practice to write –er and –est. After ALT says “happy”, students have to write happier and happiest. Then
JTE has to check correct spelling.
Main Lesson(30 minutes)
・Review new words
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・Play “Battle Ship” to review the grammar
・Play “Animal (Anime characters, objects, and prefectures also would be good) Guessing Game”
A: Guess this character! It’s a boy.
B: Is he Konan?
A: No. He’s taller than Konan. And he’s older than Konan, too.
B: Is he Nobita?
A: No. He’s stronger than Nobita.
B: Oh!!!! Is he Jaian?
A: That’s right.
1. JTE and ALT demonstrate how to play it.
2. Students make quizzes and teachers help them. After checking, they can play the game with their partners,
group members or everyone.
Closing Remarks/ Student Feedback(5 minutes)

Name: Saori Yoshida, Amagi JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Crown English Series 2, Lesson 7 Good Presentations
Objective: To learn how to compare and describe two or more things.
Lesson Plan:
Plan:
・Greetings
Free talk with students
Warm-up(~15 minutes)
・Introduce adjectives (crosswords puzzle)
・Explain how to use the expressions (Ex. Tokunoshima is smaller than Amami-Oshima.)
・Use the adjectives and make sentences (pair or group work)
・Introduce the sentences that the students make
Main Lesson(~30 minutes)
・Quiz:
1. All students stand up and answer quiz questions (A or B) given by the ALT.
2. Students that answer correctly keep standing, the others have to sit down.
3. The student standing at the end will be the winner.
・Two choices:
1. Students guess which one the ALT will choose
2. A student in each group asks a question to the ALT
3. ALT answers it.
4. Then the answer is their choice, they got point.
Closing Remarks / Student Feedback(~5 minutes)
・Students write the ALT’s answers.

Name: Satomi Yoshimatsu, Sumiyo Junior High School
Textbook Lesson: New Crown, Lesson 7: Good Presentations (GET Part 2)
Objective: The students will be able to understand and use the comparative and superlative degree.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up
・Review the structure of the comparative degree and the superlative degree from GET Part 1.
・Play ‘Mario Game’ with adjectives, and the comparavive and superlative degree used in GET Part 1.
Main Lesson
・The ALT introduces the target sentences (GET Part 2) and lets the students find the differences.
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・Explain the structure of the target sentences (GET Part 2).
・Let the students practice the target sentences.
・Let the students make ‘The most popular…’ Presentation
１．The JTE and the ALT decide the topic for their ‘The most popular…’ Presentation and ask other
teachers and students (1st and 3rd graders) before the class.
２．The JTE asks the ALT “Do you like animals? What animal do you like?” and shows the results of
‘The most popular animal at Sumiyo Junior High’ to the students. The ALT does the same thing as
the JTE, and shows the results.
３．The students must choose a topic.
４．The students must interview each other to know their ‘The most popular…’ Presentation.
５．The students can go to the teachers’ room and ask the teachers. (Since there are only 4 students in the
class.)
６．The students must present their results.
Closing Remarks
・Give some encouraging comments.
・Tell the students to write their own comparative and superlative sentences.
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New Crown: Grade 2, Lesson 8: India, My Country, pp.91-101
Name: Monique Couture, Minamikyushu City BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown, Chapter 8: India, My Country
Objective: To engage the students with the passive voice phrase “…is used by…” while practicing phonetics of
target country names and currencies.
Lesson Plan:
Supplies and Preparation:
o At least 2 coins or notes from six different countries (adjust according to your class size). This lesson
utilizes coins from Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and China.
o A World map
o Before class, write the names of the country currencies on the board.
Greeting
Warm up (~10 minutes)
 With the help of the JTE, give students directions to find other students in the class with a similar
country currency and within their group to identify the name and location of the country on the World
map. Instruct the groups to sit when done.
 Then distribute one coin or note to each student at random and allow them to mingle and find students
with a similar country currency. Assist groups if needed.
 Once all groups have been seated, instruct each group to introduce their country in front of the class by
saying the name (in English!) and point out where it is on the World map.
 Follow up with phonetic practice of names by having students repeat after you two times each name.
Main Lesson- (~35 minutes)
 Instruct students to open their textbook to page 92 (and workbook).
 With the JTE, introduce and explain the passive voice phrase “…is used by...” with the following
example:
o The Yen is used by Japan.
 Then solicit students to match the currencies (that you wrote on the board before class started) with the
country; for example, Baht = Thailand, Ringgit = Malaysia.
 Now pass out a coin or note to each student and instruct them to make a passive voice sentence using
the “…is used by…” phrase and to write it down in their workbook.
 Check answers and assist.
 Have students at opposite sides of the classroom Jenken, winner goes first to read their passive voice
sentence to the class.
Closing Remarks/Student Feedback (~5 minutes)
(extra time)
 More practice: point to a target country on the World map and solicit an appropriate passive voice
sentence.

Name: Maiko Kondo, Omonawa JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 8: India My Country
Objective: After this period, the students should be able to:
(1) be interested in Japanese seasonal food and speak actively with ALT about “shun”(food in season)
(2) create the new food with Japanese shun food and tell “shun”(food in season) by using the passive
voice.
Lesson Plan:
Procedure
Teaching points(TP)
Students’ Activities
Teachers Assistance
(time)
Evaluations(E)
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1. Greeting(2min.)

1. Greeting

1. Greeting

2. Warm-up
(10min.)

2. Warm-up ( Quiz game)

2. To progress the game.

“When is the shun of this food?”
Put some pictures (It can be fruit, vegetables or fish)
on the blackboard. Dividing the class into groups and
one team chooses the topic. ALT reads questions
(”Which season is ~eaten?”) and the teams listen.
They have a few seconds to make a decision then say
the names of each season. All teams that guessed
right receive points.

3.Aims of this
period (2min.)

3. To know today’s goal.

3. To show today’s goal.

Create the new food
with Japanese “shun”
food.

(TP) Give some
vocabularies to tell the
recipes.

4.Activity (20min.) 4. Create recipe and explain 4. To explain students how
in English.(Group
to make the
activity)
presentation.(JTE)
* What is the food?
To show models of
* How do you make the
presentation.(ALT)
food?
* When do you make the
5. Presentation
food?
(15min.)
5. Make presentation in the 5. Give some comments for
6.Consolidation
Class.
each group ( ALT/JTE)
7.Greeting(1min.)

(E) Are the students
able to be interested in
seasonal food in
Japan?

(E) Are the students
able to use passive
voice to explain about
food in season?

(E) Are the students

6. Listen to teacher’s
advices.
7.Greeting

7. Greeting

Name: Kentaro Togo, Kikai JHS
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 8: India My Country
Objective: Let the students choose a country they are interested in and give a presentation to ALT. Get the
students comfortable with passive voice.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~10 minutes)
・ Listen to the speech of Mr ALT.
・ Grasp the contents of the speech.
・ Write down about his home country, region, language, currency and so on.
・ Realize Mr ALT introduces the country he want to visit and wants to know the countries students want to visit.
Main Lesson (~37 minutes)
・ Grasp the TASK.
Get information about a country you want to visit. Take notes in English and tell
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information to Mr ALT.

・ Talk about the country Mr ALT wants to visit referring to the notes and Use the expressions – passive voice.
・ Get information about a country I want to visit and Take notes in English with JTE and ALT.
・ Make a speech about the country I want to visit to Mr ALT.
Closing Remarks (~3 minutes)

Name: Jimmy Yu, Setouchi Town BOE
Textbook Lesson: New Crown 2, Lesson 8: India My Country (part 1)
Objective: To introduce the topic of describing facts using passive voice form. Use stationary items (eraser,
pen, etc.) and items around the classroom to facilitate learning the objective.
Lesson Plan:
Greeting
Warm Up (~7 minutes)
·
- Introduce topic by talking about languages in various countries (using passive voice).
· - Have students listen to conversation about Japanese banknote (JTE+ALT)
·
- Ask students if they understood the conversation and explain it to them.
Main Lesson (~38 minutes)
·
- Introduce new vocabulary (note, carefully, spoken, etc.)
·
- Read and study P.92-93 as a class.
·
- Ask questions to confirm the students’ understanding.
·
- Practice by listening to the listening practice on p.93.
·
- Explain format of lesson
1.
Write an example from the speak exercise (p.93) on the blackboard. Ask the students to write
something from number 2 using this format.
2.
Form groups of 2 and have students quiz each other.
3.
Introduce hint game to students (e.g. hint: I’m thinking of a language. It’s spoken in Japan, etc.)
Have students form groups of 5-7. The JTE and ALT takes turn giving hints. The first student to
raise his/her hand and answers correctly gets a point for their team. The team with the most points
win and receive stickers.
Closing Remarks/Student Feedback (~5 minutes)
·
Allow students to play the hint game using the words on word corner (p.93)
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